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1.1.1 MUSTREAD: Steve Hilton (Former Downing St. Adviser & PMTopMan)
On UK Sham-Democracy & Surveillance Laws (Just Passed Under The
Carpet WHile You Were Asleep) That Support The View (2015-05-18 12:23)

The article is from the Daily Mail: [1]click here (or read in full below). For The Guardian’s commentary-
version [2]click here. For a recent National Interest (magazine) published article by a former top US
Army Commander on his view on why the US is no longer a ’democracy’ but rather an old European
Aristocracy [3]read here.

And for the new powers to spies on ’freedom’ to spy on you (even if innocent): read [4]here and
[5]here. In France too, the land which pride itself as the cradle of modern western democracy, [6]read
here on ’freedom to spy on all’. In the US their are debating this right now, though some ’brakes’ have
been put on NSA phone data collection. Canada too has passed its own bill to spy on all, [7]read here.
Australia too has done its part read [8]here and [9]here.

SO IF YOU ARE STILL NOT CONVINCED ABOUT THE SHAM-NES OF WESTERN ”DEMOC-
RACY” THEN YOU NEED YOUR HEAD EXAMINED!!!

Other recommended readings from the world of media;

[10]Cabinet approves partial ban on Islamic veil in public areas

[11]Third of school pupils believe ’Muslims are taking over our country’, study claims

[12]In the Same Week, the U.S. and U.K. Hide Their War Crimes by Invoking “National Security”
[13] Pro-Israel bias: BBC admits editorial breach in interview with Israeli defense chief [14]CIA tor-
ture report won’t be released to public, judge rules [15]Apple and Google Just Attended a Confidential
Spy Summit in a Remote English Mansion [16]Banks as Felons, or Criminality Lite [17]Black academic
claims he was denied university job over his plans to ’put white hegemony under the microscope’ - Home
News - UK - The Independent

[18]The CIA and the Myths of the Bin Laden Raid [19]The Youth Recession: The New Normal For
Young Workers - The Atlantic [20]GCHQ’s Rainbow Lights: Exploiting Social Issues for Militarism and
Imperialism [21]The Infernal Cocktail Party Corruption of Washington’s Elite Media [22]Posh, educated
and energetic: meet the servants of the super-rich [23]38 MPs enjoy freebies worth £60,000 from tobacco
giant: Politicians attended sporting and entertainment events at time company was battling plans for
plain packaging [24]Revealed: BP’s deep ties with UK government [25]U.S. Army Special Operations
Command Revolutionary and Insurgent Strategy Studies and Casebooks

The article in FULL:

We’re ruled by a cosy elite who all go to the same dinner parties, says former No10 policy guru chief
Steve Hilton
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• Ex-Number 10 strategist warns of a crisis in Britain’s political system

• Calls on Cameron to do more for the poor and listen less to the rich

• Says government is more likely to pay attention to concerns of wealthy

By [26]Daniel Martin, Chief Political Correspondent For The Daily Mail

Published: 17:01, 17 May 2015 |

Updated: 08:18, 18 May 2015
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Steve Hilton said too many of those at the heart of government go to the same dinner parties and send
their children to the same schools

David Cameron’s former chief strategist has launched a stinging attack on the ‘insular ruling class’
threatening Britain’s democracy.

Steve Hilton said too many of those at the heart of government go to the same dinner parties and send
their children to the same schools.

He said the UK’s political system is now in ‘crisis’ because the same type of people stay in charge
whatever the outcome of the elections.

In what will be seen as a criticism of the ‘chumocracy’ of his former boss, Mr Hilton warned: ‘Our
democracies are increasingly captured by a ruling class that seeks to perpetuate its privileges.

‘Regardless of who’s in office, the same people are in power.

‘It is a democracy in name only, operating on behalf of a tiny elite no matter the electoral outcome.’

This situation adds to disenchantment and has led to the rise of the SNP in Scotland and Ukip in England,
he said. Mr Hilton also attacked the influence of political donors, saying: ‘It seems today that political
legitimacy stems not from votes, but money. The more of it you have, the more that government pays
attention to your concerns.’

The Prime Minister has long been accused of surrounding himself with people from the same back-
ground. Newly-elected Tory MP Boris Johnson went to the same school – Eton, while Chancellor
George Osborne went to another top public school, St Paul’s.

Mr Cameron tried to counter this impression in last week’s reshuffle, which resulted in a record number
of Cabinet ministers from comprehensive schools.

Mr Hilton, 45, is one of the Conservative leader’s closest friends, making his attacks all the more
surprising. He was godfather to Mr Cameron’s son Ivan and is married to Rachel Whetstone, head of
communications at Google.

In an article for the Sunday Times, he attacked the influence that donors from big business have over
parties such as the Conservatives, saying it was a new form of ‘corruption’. ‘Democracy is in crisis: it
seems to serve the people no longer, but rather vested interests,’ he said.

©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com 11
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‘Of all the bad that the vested interests do, perhaps their worst impact is the hold they have over our
governments.

[27]

Mr Hilton is one of Prime Minister David Cameron’s closest friends, making his attacks all the more
surprising

‘It seems today that political legitimacy stems not from votes, but from money: the more of it you have,
the more government pays attention to your concerns.

‘We have, in some ways, regressed. Corruption used to be the norm in countries, democratic or otherwise.
Power was inherited and bought; political appointments were traded for favours in a system under which
the elites literally owned the state.

‘While it is no longer so explicit, in the capitals of western democracies the ascent of big money and its
lobbyists means that, while there is no explicit quid pro quo, it is hard to mistake what donors intend
when they give money to political parties and campaigns.

THE ADORED ADVISER WHOSE IDEAS BACKFIRED

Steve Hilton is David Cameron’s oldest friend in politics and for years was his closest adviser.

But while the PM is always smartly-turned out, Mr Hilton goes for the informal look and often cycles
round Whitehall in a T-shirt and shorts.

It was Oxford-educated Mr Hilton, 45, who first encouraged his boss to run for party leader in 2005 and
later sat at the heart of the Cameron-led party and its Notting Hill set.

But as the party’s arch moderniser he was behind the PM’s much-derided ‘hug a husky’ trip to the Arctic.
And tired of his reforms, traditionalists leaked emails in which the former Saatchi advertising executive
12 ©2016 highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com
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used baffling PR speak.

Although one insider said ‘Dave absolutely adores him,’ Mr Hilton fell out with George Osborne – and
left three years ago to become a lecturer in the US.

‘Or what business people want when they take politicians and civil servants to dinner, the opera, the
Brits, Wimbledon.

‘We no longer have aristocratic courts and inherited offices, but our democracies are increasingly
captured by a ruling class that seeks to perpetuate its privileges.’

Mr Hilton said Western democratic systems were now ‘decayed’ – especially in the US and the EU,
which he described as a ‘vast, stinking cesspit of corporate corruption gussied up in the garb of idealistic
internationalism’.

But while the US has a decentralised system, power in the UK is concentrated in Whitehall and becomes
a ‘gift to vested interests’.

He added: ‘When the corporate bosses, the MPs, the journalists... all go to the same dinner parties and
social events, all live near one another, all send their children to the same schools (from which they
themselves mainly came), an insular ruling class develops.

‘They flit and float between Westminster, Whitehall and the City; regardless of who’s in office, the same
people are in power.

‘It is a democracy in name only, operating on behalf of a tiny elite no matter the electoral outcome. I
know because I was part of it.’

Mr Hilton has now called for reform. He added: ‘While there is no conspiracy ... the assumptions, the
structures, the rules that govern our lives are not subject to anything as unpredictable as the will of the peo-
ple. No wonder voters feel that others’ voices are being heard more than their own. It’s because it’s true.’

He added: ‘From the rise of the Tea Party and Occupy movements to the protest parties in Europe, Ukip
and the nearly successful vote for Scottish independence, it’s clear that our political systems – in the UK,
America and continental Europe – are not translating people’s wishes into action.

‘We need to change that: we need to make democracy work as it was intended to, as a vehicle for real
people power, not the plutocrat power we have today.’
[28] Management lessons from football coaches
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1.1.2 [UPDATEDwith aMust Read Interview: Extend Spying Powers on British
Muslims ’Private Lives’] After The Fall of Ramadi &Talmud (Palmyra): A
Discussion On Islamic State, Muslim Tolerance Towards It & The Alliance
or Fitna Path (With Ramadi Video Cli (2015-05-24 10:51)

”Syria is usually where empires end, not where they begin”. Paul Cobbs, Islamic Studies Professor (2011)

So recent amazing successes by the Islamic States appears to;

[a] make others, namely older Islamic revolutionary movements, rethinking their relations vis-a-
vis the self-proclaimed Khilafah. Thus if the group continues to build into its present ’hydra-like’
alliance form it will without a doubt achieve greater expansive successes within shorter period of
struggle, however, it will also in time, that is after the strategic victories, without a doubt produce
another civil war (Fitna) among the victors and the more bloodshed for Muslims.

Sebeos, a 7th century Armenian chronicler/historian (lwrote a famous book titled, Armenian His-
tory) of Middle & Near Eastern History, well presented picture of a post-prophet Muhammad victory
and after his death as the succession passed to earlier Khalifah[s] who continued expanding the Islamic
Power and Sebeos excellently observed (as living in the time) how - with what military strategists refer
to as reaching the dangerous ’cumulative point of victory’ - in time the newly-founded Islamic Power
found itself violently devoured from within and among the four factions; at the time it was the Sunnis of
Marwanids and Ummayad (today, moderate Sunnis and nationalists), Abbasids and Hashimites (today
Shias), Kharijites (today, Kurds) and Neo-Conservatives Muhajirouns and al-ansar (’old companions of
the Prophet: today Salafists). These four sections at the time, as today and tomorrow (after victory) will
do, reaped Islam into factionalism and violent warfare as a result of pure competitive power greed and
petty disagreements as each senior commanders fought for a piece of ’khilafah’ seat or as Paul Cobbs
(2011) wrote ’Fitna [that is, civil war] was about succession to the office of Caliphate’.

Anyway, this is Sebeos excellent review of the factionalism among the victors of yesterday (and
we argue today and tomorrow);

”Now God sent a disturbance amongst the armies of the sons of Ishmael, and their unity was split.
[As] they fell into mutual conflict and divided into four section’, as related above, so ”they began to
fight with each other and to kill each other with enormous slaughter” (Our emphasis in Italics).

This is the point. If one is to forecast/ prophesize then one can say without much doubt that what-
ever happens what will follow will be more bloodshed as Syrian-led, Iraqi-led, Egyptian-led or
Khurasan-led senior cadres will seek to gain and hold more Khilafah rights and power to rule over the
entire Muslim World, however The Islamic State well knowledgeable leadership (on Islamic history and
studies) appears to ’solve this problem’ by empowering local Amirs, but still time will come when these
like Alexander’s and Prophets companions/successors who divided the spoils of the empires among
themselves will in time turn their weapons of war against one another!

Already what can be observed is the Realpolitiks of coalition and ’ba’ya’ making. Even the pow-
erful ISIS as led by some of former Saddam Baathists can no longer feel free to divulge or to ’covertly
manipulate or hijack’ the purely Islamic revolutionary agenda (what in the west is referred to as ’Jihadists’
or ’Islamists’). The Baathists have, seemingly, been co-opted into an Islamic Agenda and Objectives as
well ’code of conduct’; in simpler words, ISIS is still Zarqawian-AlQaeda in form, agenda and ’lesser’
on behaviour (the primary source of disagreement with senior old guards in exile). The interesting
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thing is to see how ISIS Zarqawians[-baathists] will do when they come face to face with ’old guards’
mainly within key dominant battlefield theatres such as Yemen (and AQAP), Maghreb (and AQIM),
Somalia (and AlShabab) and of course, the heart of the revolution (the safest popular base for com-
mand and control/leadership) AfPak (Afghanistan and Pakistan and the AlQaeda-Taliban fierce veterans).

[b] With that said we can now discuss how the expansive successes of Islamic State is tacitly co-
opting Muslim tolerance, acceptance and support of the group and it’s Khilafah agenda. For Muslim,
the hard fact is, as long as anyone or any group, including ISIS and it’s well thought out ’strategic
application of brutal violence’, KICKS OUT or challenges the western hegemony and it’s local regional
spineless treacherous muppets (or puppets or client states etc) the most hated among the Muslims, then
every Muslim is tolerant of whatever violent brutality or rule that comes after these; that is AS LONG
AS IT IS ISLAMIC AND WITHOUT STRINGS ATTACHED TO SOME EXTERNAL (non-Islamic)
MASTERS - This is the hard truth and it is why ISIS as all other Muslim revolutionary movements are
continuously being cheered after liberating lands and people from the Muppets and their masters and it
is exactly why ISIS has grown and expanded fast and might continue to surprise with more successes
and expansion as well as rising popularity among Muslim populace and Muslim fighting revolutioonary
groups, including old guards like Talibans and Al-Qaeda.

Here is an open-source short video clip [13mins] of recent Ramadi street-fighting and house-to-
house fighting (cleaning or clearing operations): [1]New video message from The Islamic State:
“al-Ramādī: Graveyard of the Enemies – Wilāyat al-Ānbār” (Source: Jihadology Site).

Please be warned the clip contains violent fire-fighting (mainly firing guns and exploding hand
grenades) and around 11mins of the clip you will see dead bodies for 0.30secs.

Finally A MUST READ in a newly published interview with The Guardian a senior British Police
officer involved in ”anti-terror” - and mainly ”Muslim Communities Spying” efforts - claims the present
intrusive and spying free-powers bestowed upon them, that is, enjoyed by security services towards UK
Muslim communities are not enough, so he asks for more intrusive measures targeting directly into the
’private lives’ of British Muslims, WOW! - You got it buster, because we don’t care - your country, your
laws!

The interview article link: [2]Jihadi threat requires move into ’private space’ of UK Muslims, says
police chief | World news | The Guardian

1. http://jihadology.net/2015/05/23/new-video-message-from-the-islamic-state-al-ramadi-graveya
rd-of-the-enemies-wilayat-al-anbar/
2. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/24/jihadi-threat-requires-move-into-private-space
-of-uk-muslims-says-police-chief

The Guardian Exclusive Interview: UK Security Services Seek ABSOLUTE & FULL Intrusive [Spying &
Arrests] Powers On UK Muslim ‘Private Lives’ – WOW (who cares?)!!! | Jerusalem Group (2015-05-25
09:53:59)
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[…] reprinting the full article, check this (Saturday) post here (with a 13mins video clip) for your interesting […]
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1.1.3 [[UPDATED]] The Guardian Exclusive Interview: UK Security Services
Seek ABSOLUTE & FULL Intrusive [Spying & Arrests] Powers On UK
Muslim ’Private Lives’ - WOW (who cares?)!!! (2015-05-25 09:53)

The face of the new calls for new intrusive spying and arrest powers is an ’ethnic idiot’ or as The Daily
Mail describes him as ’Britain most senior Muslim police officer’ at Scotland Yard (Daily Mail article:
[1]Brainwashed Muslim children aged five think Christmas is banned, warns Scotland Yard commander)
put forward to save ’the criticism’ and backlash if it was done by his white counterparts (the actual
architects of the new powers sought out) and present it as ’Muslim own favoured and beneficial policy’;
the old colonial tricks.

The Little Buffonin’ Idiot! Mak Chishty.

All, we, Muslims in UK can say is go ahead busters, you have been doing it for a while and more
intrusive powers will not change a thing (at least as you desire), after all it is your country and your laws!

The Guardian link (full article reprinted below, all copyrights belong to the Guardian): [2]Jihadi
threat requires move into ’private space’ of UK Muslims, says police chief | World news | The Guardian

or these new powers - [3]Security services’ powers to be extended and same at [4]Snoopers’ char-
ter to halt online extremists: Security services to be given sweeping new powers to spy on social media
and website visits and [5]Google and Whatsapp will be forced to hand messages to MI5 and at RT
[6] ‘Spying on everyone’: Tories to introduce wider-than-expected surveillance powers
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updated Jun 05 2015

[7]America curbs state snooping, Britain gives the green light

[8]MPs David Davis and Tom Watson in court challenge

[9]Police ’deliberately manipulated’ accounts of a stop-and-search that resulted in death of Asian
man, misconduct hearing told

[10] Police try to spy on calls or texts every two minutes: Forces made 733,000 requests in just
two years as extent to which officers are accessing data is laid bare

[11]  ‘GCHQ doesn’t spy on everyone, we don’t have enough staff’ – intelligence officer

updated Mon 08 June 2015 -

[12]Gang of women attacks Muslim mother picking up children from school [13]Muslim woman attacked
in London ’for wearing hijab’ [14]Surveillance laws are being rewritten post-Snowden, but what will
really change? [15]Sorry, Sir Bernard Hogan-Howe, but The Met series really is a puff piece | UK news
| The Guardian [16]It’s not just the police - the whole of British society is institutionally racist, claims
Britain’s top officer [17]Tony Blair’s new job shows how self-important and detached he has become
[18]The plight of the young and unemployed - The Washington Post

interesting readings

[19] Pupils as young as 10 quizzed on radicalism: So-called counter-extremism questionnaire asks
children how far they would go to defend their religion

[20]U.S. ’won’t let Guantanamo Briton go free because he’ll tell of torture’: Senior MP says there is
evidence authorities want Shaker Aamer to remain in jail to keep quiet

[21] On Patriot Act Renewal and USA Freedom Act: Glenn Greenwald Talks With ACLU’s Jameel Jaffer

[22] STEPHEN GLOVER: If we’re all in it together, why are MPs stuffing their pockets with a
10 per cent rise?

[23]How the Hiring Process Favors Elites

[24]Brits have edge in bug-sweeping Continental European companies that sell bug-sweeping equipment
such as microphone and spy-camera detectors are increasingly up against British competitors with(...) [
151 words ]

[25] People in Leicester are the poorest in the country, a national...

[26] Stunning pictures of Amazon ’Lost World’ the size of Wales - home to uncontacted tribes
and undiscovered animals - that will finally be protected from loggers after nine year battle
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[27]Funny reactions of animals seeing their reflections for the first time

Before reprinting the full article, check [28]this (Saturday) post here (with a 13mins video clip)
for your interesting reading.

Jihadi threat requires move into ’private space’ of UK Muslims, says police chief

Exclusive: Britain’s most senior Muslim officer says potency of Islamist propaganda means some
five-year-olds believe Christmas is forbidden
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[29]Vikram Dodd Crime correspondent

Sunday 24 May 2015 14.16 BST Last modified on Monday 25 May 2015 00.40 BST

Islamist propaganda is so potent it is influencing children as young as five and should be coun-
tered with intensified monitoring to detect the earliest signs of anti-western sentiment, Britain’s most
senior Muslim police chief has warned.

Scotland Yard commander Mak Chishty said children aged five had voiced opposition to marking
Christmas, branding it as “haram” – forbidden by Islam. He also warned that there was no end in sight to
the parade of British [30]Muslims, some 700 so far, being lured from their bedrooms to Syria by Islamic
State (Isis) propaganda.

In an interview with the Guardian, Chishty said there was now a need for “a move into the pri-
vate space” of Muslims to spot views that could show the beginning of radicalisation far earlier. He
said this could be shown by subtle changes in behaviour, such as shunning certain shops, citing the
example of Marks & Spencer, which could be because the store is sometimes mistakenly perceived to
be Jewish-owned.

Chishty said friends and family of youngsters should be intervening much earlier, watching out
for subtle, unexplained changes, which could also include sudden negative attitudes towards alcohol,
social occasions and western clothing. They should challenge and understand what caused such changes
in behaviour, the police commander said, and seek help, if needs be from the police, if they are worried.

Chishty is the most senior Muslim officer in Britain’s police service and is head of community en-
gagement for the Metropolitan police in London. He said Isis propaganda was so powerful he had to be
vigilant about his own children. But some will argue that his ideas walk a fine line between vigilance in
the face of potent extremist propaganda and criminalising thought.

Scotland Yard has recently said police are making nearly an arrest a day as they try to counter a
severe Islamist terrorist threat. On Friday, the Met confirmed it is investigating the potential grooming
and radicalisation of a 16-year-old east London girl to run away and join her sister in Isis to become a
“jihadi bride”. [31]Police estimate that about half the 700 thought to have gone to Syria to support Isis
have since returned to Britain.
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Chishty said communities in Britain had to act much earlier. He said: “We need to now be less
precious about the private space. This is not about us invading private thoughts, but acknowledging
that it is in these private spaces where this [extremism] first germinates. The purpose of private-space
intervention is to engage, explore, explain, educate or eradicate. Hate and extremism is not acceptable
in our society, and if people cannot be educated, then hate and harmful extremism must be eradicated
through all lawful means.”

He said that what was new about Isis is the use of social media and the internet to spread its mes-
sage and urge people lured by it to join the group or stage attacks in their home country.

Asked to define “private space”, Chishty said: “It’s anything from walking down the road, look-
ing at a mobile, to someone in a bedroom surfing the net, to someone in a shisha cafe talking about
things.”

He said friends and family were best placed to intervene. Questions should be asked, he said, if
someone stops shopping at Marks & Spencer or starts voicing criticism. He said it could be they were
just fed up with the store, but alternatively they could have “hatred for that store”. He said the community
should “look out for each other”, that Isis was “un-Islamic”, as proven by its barbarity.

In February, three teenage girls from a school in Bethnal Green, east London, slipped away from
their families to travel to Turkey and then into Isis-held territory in Syria. Their families said there had
been no clue, but Chishty said there must have been some change in the children: “My view as a parent
is there must have been signs.”

The propaganda of Isis was so powerful, the officer said, that he feared his own children might be
vulnerable. He said his message to fellow Muslim parents was: “I am not immunised.” “If I feel the
need to be extra vigilant, then I think you need to feel the need to be extra vigilant,” he said.

He said he had heard of cases of children seemingly influenced by Islamist views in stable fami-
lies in which the parents or guardians had moderate views.

In the example of primary school children defining Christmas as “haram”, he insisted this was
“factual” and said that while it may not be a police matter, parents and family needed to ask how children
as young as five had come to that view, whether it be from school or their friends. Chishty said: “All the
ugly bits of the problem, which are uncomfortable, you have to … deal with them properly, as a state, as
a nation, as a community.”

He added that Muslim communities had done a lot to fight extremism but, given that there was no
end in sight to the struggle and no slowing up in the stream of young people being attracted to extremism,
it would need a level of vigilance not seen before. He said that current strategies were not working. “We
are in unchartered water … We are facing a risk, a threat which is global, which is powerfully driven by
social media, reaching you on your own through your mobile phone.”

The UK’s counter-radicalisation strategy has been criticised for co-opting those trusted by the young,
such as teachers and youth workers, to inform on them to the authorities.

Chishty said it did not make someone an extremist if they criticised “British values”, but friends
and family should ask why, especially if it marked a change in their view. He said more work was
needed to understand why youngsters were attracted to Isis: “Some are bored, overqualified, underem-
ployed … It is not a holy war.”
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Chishty warned of a very real threat to Muslims in Britain from the backlash that might follow a
terrorist attack, which counter-terrorism officials believe is a matter of when, not if.

After the murder of Lee Rigby in May 2013 by two men espousing jihadi views, attacks against
Muslims increased from one to seven a day, and there were 28 attacks on Muslim buildings. Such an
attack, and even terrorist atrocities abroad, such as January’s massacre in Paris of Charlie Hebdo staff,
were making community relations in London more challenging, but he said police had boosted their
efforts to reassure and protect all communities.

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3095423/Brainwashed-Muslim-children-aged-5-think-Ch
ristmas-banned-warns-Scotland-Yard-commander.html
2. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/24/jihadi-threat-requires-move-into-private-space
-of-uk-muslims-says-police-chief
3. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/may/27/security-services-investigatory-powers-bill
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3100098/Snoopers-charter-halt-online-extremists.html
5. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/queens-speech/11634567/Google-and-Whatsapp-will-be
-forced-to-hand-messages-to-MI5.html
6. http://rt.com/uk/262453-surveillance-power-extended-intelligence/
7. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jun/03/america-freedom-act-britain-state-snoo
pers
8. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/04/mps-david-davis-and-tom-watson-in-court-challe
nge-over-surveillance-act
9. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/police-deliberately-manipulated-accounts-of-a-st
op-and-search-that-resulted-in-death-of-asian-man-hearing-told-10298297.html
10. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3105011/Police-try-spy-calls-texts-two-minutes-Forc
es-733-000-requests-just-two-years-extent-officers-accessing-data-laid-bare.html
11. http://rt.com/uk/264321-gchq-spying-staff-shortages/
12. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/muslim-mother-picking-up-children-from-school-ha
s-hijab-pulled-off-and-attacked-by-assailants-10303354.html
13. http://rt.com/uk/265549-london-hijab-attack-racist/
14. http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jun/06/surveillance-privacy-snowden-usa-freedom-
act-congress
15. http://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2015/jun/05/sir-bernard-hogan-howe-the-met-puff-pie
ce-for-police
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3112587/It-s-not-just-police-British-society-instit
utionally-racist-claims-Britain-s-officer.html
17. http://blogs.spectator.co.uk/bruce-anderson/2015/06/tony-blairs-new-job-shows-how-self-impo
rtant-and-detached-he-has-become/
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1.2.1 Semi-Recommended Reading: Myriam Francois-Cerrah’s Article In The
New Statesman & The Bilderberg 2015 Full Attendees List (2015-06-10 10:03)

Article link: [1]The absurd hunt for “Muslim toddler terrorists” exposes the extent of anti-Muslim
prejudice

Bilderberg: [2]2015 Bilderberg Meeting Participant List | Public Intelligence

Others;

[3]America curbs state snooping, Britain gives the green light

[4]MPs David Davis and Tom Watson in court challenge

[5]Police ‘deliberately manipulated’ accounts of a stop-and-search that resulted in death of Asian
man, misconduct hearing told

[6] Police try to spy on calls or texts every two minutes: Forces made 733,000 requests in just
two years as extent to which officers are accessing data is laid bare

[7]  ‘GCHQ doesn’t spy on everyone, we don’t have enough staff’ – intelligence officer

[8]Gang of women attacks Muslim mother picking up children from school [9]Muslim woman attacked
in London ‘for wearing hijab’ [10]Surveillance laws are being rewritten post-Snowden, but what will
really change? [11]Sorry, Sir Bernard Hogan-Howe, but The Met series really is a puff piece | UK news
| The Guardian [12]It’s not just the police – the whole of British society is institutionally racist, claims
Britain’s top officer [13]Tony Blair’s new job shows how self-important and detached he has become
[14]The plight of the young and unemployed – The Washington Post

[15]Pupils as young as 10 quizzed on radicalism: So-called counter-extremism questionnaire asks
children how far they would go to defend their religion

[16]U.S. ‘won’t let Guantanamo Briton go free because he’ll tell of torture’: Senior MP says there is
evidence authorities want Shaker Aamer to remain in jail to keep quiet

[17] On Patriot Act Renewal and USA Freedom Act: Glenn Greenwald Talks With ACLU’s Jameel Jaffer

[18] STEPHEN GLOVER: If we’re all in it together, why are MPs stuffing their pockets with a
10 per cent rise?

[19]How the Hiring Process Favors Elites
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[20]Brits have edge in bug-sweeping Continental European companies that sell bug-sweeping equipment
such as microphone and spy-camera detectors are increasingly up against British competitors with(…) [
151 words ]

[21] People in Leicester are the poorest in the country, a national…

[22] Stunning pictures of Amazon ‘Lost World’ the size of Wales – home to uncontacted tribes
and undiscovered animals – that will finally be protected from loggers after nine year battle

[23]Funny reactions of animals seeing their reflections for the first time

[24] The Noble Post-White House Career Path of Obama’s Core Team
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2. https://publicintelligence.net/2015-bilderberg-participant-list/
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pers
4. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/04/mps-david-davis-and-tom-watson-in-court-challe
nge-over-surveillance-act
5. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/police-deliberately-manipulated-accounts-of-a-st
op-and-search-that-resulted-in-death-of-asian-man-hearing-told-10298297.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3105011/Police-try-spy-calls-texts-two-minutes-Forc
es-733-000-requests-just-two-years-extent-officers-accessing-data-laid-bare.html
7. http://rt.com/uk/264321-gchq-spying-staff-shortages/
8. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/muslim-mother-picking-up-children-from-school-ha
s-hijab-pulled-off-and-attacked-by-assailants-10303354.html
9. http://rt.com/uk/265549-london-hijab-attack-racist/
10. http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jun/06/surveillance-privacy-snowden-usa-freedom-
act-congress
11. http://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2015/jun/05/sir-bernard-hogan-howe-the-met-puff-pie
ce-for-police
12. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3112587/It-s-not-just-police-British-society-instit
utionally-racist-claims-Britain-s-officer.html
13. http://blogs.spectator.co.uk/bruce-anderson/2015/06/tony-blairs-new-job-shows-how-self-impo
rtant-and-detached-he-has-become/
14. http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-plight-of-the-young-and-unemployed/2015/06/07/15
7eb460-0bdd-11e5-9e39-0db921c47b93_story.html
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3103243/Pupils-young-10-quizzed-radicalism-called-c
ounter-extremism-questionnaire-asks-children-far-defend-religion.html
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3100121/U-S-won-t-let-Guantanamo-Briton-free-ll-tel
l-torture-Senior-MP-says-evidence-authorities-want-Shaker-Aamer-remain-jail-quiet.html
17. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/05/27/jameel-jaffer-patriot-act/
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18. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-3110273/STEPHEN-GLOVER-MPs-stuffing-pockets-10-ce
nt-rise.html
19. http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/05/recruitment-resumes-interviews-how-the-
hiring-process-favors-elites/394166/
20. http://www.intelligenceonline.com/corporate-intelligence/2015/05/27/brits-have-edge-in-bug-
sweeping,108075210-ART-HOM
21. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/People-Leicester-poorest-country-national-report/story-26
583767-detail/story.html
22. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3107340/Stunning-pictures-Amazon-Sierra-del-Divisor
-home-uncontacted-tribes-undiscovered-animals-turned-national-park.html
23. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3109133/What-looking-Watch-hilarious-reactio
ns-animals-seeing-reflection-time.html
24. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/06/09/noble-career-path-obamas-core-team/
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1.2.2 [[UPDATED]] MUST READ: Who Is [Traitor] Raheem Kassam? & Ex-
posed UK Police ’Fake Phone Towers’ (For Spying) (and few others, DSK,
Blair) (2015-06-12 14:33)

Just to be brief. The treacherous Raheem Kassam works for a project funded by US-UK spies via US
favoured ’shell organisation’ (with the goal of spying, fomenting protests, violence, wars around the
world all in the name of ’American Democracy’, similar to US National Endowment championed by
George Soros) called ’Henry Jackson Society’ (right-wing). The project traitor Kassam works for as a
”Director” is called ’[1]Student Rights’ and claims to ”fight Islamic extremism in the campuses” (we
have discussed this in the past, search).

Anyway to show how traitors act as we did with traitor Maajid Nawaz (search the site) find traitor
Kassam and his association to UKIP [2]here.!

On the exposes on new intrusive tactics and technologies in use by British police within the pub-
lic spaces see[3] this article from The Independent. And staying on similar platform [4]read here on how
our [Muslim] children are now legitimate target source for UK police and security services. UPDATED:
[Apparently] ”two” Leicestershire schools are ”starting” testing the software NOW; [5]Read Here
(Source: Leicester Mercury).

ANNOUNCEMENT:

NEW PREVENT (ANTI-”TERRORISM”) LOCAL LEICESTER (HIGHFIELDS AND
ST.MATTHEWS AREAS) CALLED ’FORWARD TOGETHER’ IS NOW ACTIVATED (WITH
SOMALI DEV CENTER AND CONTACT CENTER; BOTH SECURITY SERVICES FUNDED).

This [6]one from the Daily Mail is an excuse/apologist for the unlawful - but apparently ’not to
apologise’ legitimate - killing of Jean De Menezes who was targeted wrongly as a ”suicide bomber” and
killed in the London streets/metro. Same old stories no one is scrutinized, the senior officer who gave
the killing a green light she is now in a very high (and not disclosed for public scrutiny) role within the
Foreign Office. The so-called Anderson Report (from the favoured insider; is like having a jury made up
of entire family of the killer - what do you think will be the verdict, take a guess!) is a great whitewash,
and of course what everyone expected the exonerated (dropped charges) of Dominic Strauss-Kahn, what
did you expect GUILTY verdict haha poor naive moron! UK is going on the very bad road, cant wait to
see the inevitable armed (”terrorists”) uprising.

Finally, [7]this about new Washington Post services for the powerful and [8]this about Blair rich
lifestyle on tax-payer money; everyone is on ’welfare’ even the rich but they call it credit or so
forth...hahah For more recommended interesting readings check yesterday’s post for full list to keep you
busy for the weekend.

updated (Saturday 13th June):

[9] Drugs, arms, tobacco: British councils’ opaque, unsavory investments exposed

[10] Emails Reveal Coziness Between Koch Lobbyists and Regulators

On Anderson’s ”Reforms” [11]here and [12]here. And a good read [13]The Sunday Times’ Snow-
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den Story is Journalism at its Worst — and Filled with Falsehoods

1. http://www.studentrights.org.uk/about_us
2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3119682/Ukip-s-headquarters-like-f-ing-playground-a
ccording-Raheem-Kassam.html
3. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/fake-mobile-phone-towers-found-to-be-activel
y-listening-in-on-calls-in-uk-10311525.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3118613/Schools-buy-anti-radicalisation-software-mo
nitor-pupils-online-activity-flag-key-phrases-including-jihadi-bride-jihobbyist-Yodo-die-once.
html
5. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Anti-radicalisation-software-tested-local/story-26679751-
detail/story.html
6. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-3120885/Jean-Charles-Menezes-casualty-war-against
-western-civilisation-Islamic-fanatics-writes-RICHARD-LITTLEJOHN.html
7. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/06/10/news-flash-washington-post-caters-powerful/
8. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/tony-blair/11668401/tony-blair-global-business-emp
ire-taxpayers-money.html
9. http://rt.com/uk/266818-unethical-investment-ukcouncils/
10. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/06/12/emails-reveal-koch-industries-lobbying-weake
n-derivatives-regulations-cozy-ties-regulators/
11. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jun/13/david-anderson-qc-investigatory-powers
-report-gchq-undemocratic
12. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jun/14/snoopers-charter-anderson-report-home-
office
13. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/06/14/sunday-times-report-snowden-files-journalism
-worst-also-filled-falsehoods/
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1.2.3 Intelligent [Excellent] Reading: Ali A. Mazrui Article (Via Foreign Affairs,
CFR) On ’Islamic &Western Values’ (First Published 1997) (2015-06-16 11:02)

CFR or Council of Foreign Relations is US ’council of shadow government’; it is the heart of secret US
power-elites. The article below was published from it’s magazine called Foreign Affairs; Ali Mazrui is
a pro-western Muslim so dont expect much ’truth’ or ”standing up”.

Islamic and Western Values

By [1]Ali A. Mazrui

DEMOCRACY AND THE HUMANE LIFE

Westerners tend to think of Islamic societies as backward- looking, oppressed by religion, and in-
humanely governed, comparing them to their own enlightened, secular democracies. But measurement
of the cultural distance between the West and Islam is a complex undertaking, and that distance is
narrower than they assume. Islam is not just a religion, and certainly not just a fundamentalist political
movement. It is a civilization, and a way of life that varies from one Muslim country to another but is
animated by a common spirit far more humane than most Westerners realize. Nor do those in the West
always recognize how their own societies have failed to live up to their liberal mythology. Moreover,
aspects of Islamic culture that Westerners regard as medieval may have prevailed in their own culture
until fairly recently; in many cases, Islamic societies may be only a few decades behind socially and
technologically advanced Western ones. In the end, the question is what path leads to the highest quality
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of life for the average citizen, while avoiding the worst abuses. The path of the West does not provide
all the answers; Islamic values deserve serious consideration.

THE WAY IT RECENTLY WAS

Mores and values have changed rapidly in the West in the last several decades as revolutions in
technology and society progressed. Islamic countries, which are now experiencing many of the same
changes, may well follow suit. Premarital sex, for example, was strongly disapproved of in the West
until after World War II. There were laws against sex outside marriage, some of which are still on the
books, if rarely enforced. Today sex before marriage, with parental consent, is common.

Homosexual acts between males were a crime in Great Britain until the 1960s (although lesbian-
ism was not outlawed). Now such acts between consenting adults, male or female, are legal in much of
the West, although they remain illegal in most other countries. Half the Western world, in fact, would
say that laws against homosexual sex are a violation of gays’ and lesbians’ human rights.

Even within the West, one sees cultural lag. Although capital punishment has been abolished al-
most everywhere in the Western world, the United States is currently increasing the number of capital
offenses and executing more death row inmates than it has in years. But death penalty opponents,
including Human Rights Watch and the Roman Catholic Church, continue to protest the practice in
the United States, and one day capital punishment will almost certainly be regarded in America as a
violation of human rights.

Westerners regard Muslim societies as unenlightened when it comes to the status of women, and
it is true that the gender question is still troublesome in Muslim countries. Islamic rules on sexual
modesty have often resulted in excessive segregation of the sexes in public places, sometimes bringing
about the marginalization of women in public affairs more generally. British women, however, were
granted the right to own property independent of their husbands only in 1870, while Muslim women have
always had that right. Indeed, Islam is the only world religion founded by a businessman in commercial
partnership with his wife. While in many Western cultures daughters could not inherit anything if there
were sons in the family, Islamic law has always allocated shares from every inheritance to both daughters
and sons. Primogeniture has been illegal under the sharia for 14 centuries.

The historical distance between the West and Islam in the treatment of women may be a matter of
decades rather than centuries. Recall that in almost all Western countries except for New Zealand,
women did not gain the right to vote until the twentieth century. Great Britain extended the vote to
women in two stages, in 1918 and 1928, and the United States enfranchised them by constitutional
amendment in 1920. France followed as recently as 1944. Switzerland did not permit women to vote
in national elections until 1971 – decades after Muslim women in Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, and Pakistan
had been casting ballots.

Furthermore, the United States, the largest and most influential Western nation, has never had a
female president. In contrast, two of the most populous Muslim countries, Pakistan and Bangladesh,
have had women prime ministers: Benazir Bhutto headed two governments in Pakistan, and Khaleda
Zia and Hasina Wajed served consecutively in Bangladesh. Turkey has had Prime Minister Tansu Ciller.
Muslim countries are ahead in female empowerment, though still behind in female liberation.

CONCEPTS OF THE SACRED
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Censorship is one issue on which the cultural divide between the West and Islam turns out to be less
wide than Westerners ordinarily assume. The most celebrated case of the last decade – that of Salman
Rushdie’s novel The Satanic Verses, published in Britain in 1988 but banned in most Muslim countries
– brought the Western world and the Muslim world in conflict, but also uncovered some surprising
similarities and large helpings of Western hypocrisy. Further scrutiny reveals widespread censorship in
the West, if imposed by different forces than in Muslim societies.

As their civilization has become more secular, Westerners have looked for new abodes of the sa-
cred. By the late twentieth century the freedom of the artist – in this case, Salman Rushdie – was more
sacred to them than religion. But many Muslims saw Rushdie’s novel as holding Islam up to ridicule.
The novel suggests that Islam’s holy scripture, the Koran, is filled with inventions of the Prophet
Muhammad or is, in fact, the work of the devil rather than communications from Allah, and implies,
moreover, that the religion’s founder was not very intelligent. Rushdie also puts women characters
bearing the names of the Prophet’s wives in a whorehouse, where the clients find the blasphemy arousing.

Many devout Muslims felt that Rushdie had no right to poke fun at and twist into obscenity some
of the most sacred symbols of Islam. Most Muslim countries banned the novel because officials there
considered it morally repugnant. Western intellectuals argued that as an artist, Rushdie had the sacred
right and even duty to go wherever his imagination led him in his writing. Yet until the 1960s Lady
Chatterley’s Lover was regarded as morally repugnant under British law for daring to depict an affair
between a married member of the gentry and a worker on the estate. For a long time after Oscar Wilde’s
conviction for homosexual acts, The Picture of Dorian Gray was regarded as morally repugnant. Today
other gay writers are up against a wall of prejudice.

The Satanic Verses was banned in some places because of fears that it would cause riots. Indian
officials explained that they were banning the novel because it would inflame religious passions in the
country, already aroused by Kashmiri separatism. The United States has a legal standard for preventive
action when negative consequences are feared – "clear and present danger." But the West was less
than sympathetic to India’s warnings that the book was inflammatory. Rushdie’s London publisher,
Jonathan Cape, went ahead, and the book’s publication even in far-off Britain resulted in civil distur-
bances in Bombay, Islamabad, and Karachi in which some 15 people were killed and dozens more injured.

Distinguished Western publishers, however, have been known to reject a manuscript because of
fears for the safety of their own. Last year Cambridge University Press turned down Fields of Wheat,
Rivers of Blood by Anastasia Karakasidou, a sociological study on ethnicity in the Greek province of
Macedonia, publicly acknowledging that it did so because of worries about the safety of its employees in
Greece. If Jonathan Cape had cared as much about South Asian lives as it said it cared about freedom of
expression, or as Cambridge University Press cared about its staff members in Greece, less blood would
have been spilled.

Targets, sources, and methods of censorship differ, but censorship is just as much a fact of life in
Western societies as in the Muslim world. Censorship in the latter is often crude, imposed by gov-
ernments, mullahs and imams, and, more recently, militant Islamic movements. Censorship in the
West, on the other hand, is more polished and decentralized. Its practitioners are financial backers of
cultural activity and entertainment, advertisers who buy time on commercial television, subscribers of
the Public Broadcasting System (PBS), influential interest groups including ethnic pressure groups, and
editors, publishers, and other controllers of the means of communication. In Europe, governments, too,
sometimes get into the business of censorship.

CENSORING AMERICA
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The threat to free speech in the United States comes not from the law and the Constitution but
from outside the government. PBS, legally invulnerable on the issue of free speech, capitulated to other
forces when faced with the metaphorical description in my 1986 television series "The Africans" of
Karl Marx as "the last of the great Jewish prophets." The British version had included the phrase, but
the American producing station, WETA, a PBS affiliate in Washington, deleted it without authorial
permission so as not to risk offending Jewish Americans.

On one issue of censorship WETA did consult me. Station officials were unhappy I had not in-
jected more negativity into the series’ three-minute segment on Libya’s leader, Muammar Qaddafi. First
they asked for extra commentary on allegations that Libya sponsored terrorism. When I refused, they
suggested changing the pictures instead – deleting one sequence that humanized Qaddafi by showing
him visiting a hospital and substituting a shot of the Rome airport after a terrorist bombing. After much
debate I managed to save the hospital scene but surrendered on the Rome airport addition, on condition
that neither I nor the written caption implied that Libya was responsible for the bombing. But, ideally,
WETA would have preferred to cut the whole segment.

WETA in those days had more in common with the censors in Libya than either side realized. Al-
though the Libyans broadcast an Arabic version and seemed pleased with the series as a whole, they cut
the Qaddafi sequence. The segment also offended Lynne Cheney, chair of the National Endowment for
the Humanities, who demanded that the endowment’s name be removed from the series credits. After
she stepped down from her post, she called for the NEH to be abolished, citing "The Africans" as an
example of the objectionable liberal projects that, she said, the endowment had tended to fund.

In another case of decentralized censorship that affected my own work, Westview Press in Boul-
der, Colorado, was about to go to press with my book Cultural Forces in World Politics when editors
there announced they wanted to delete three chapters: one discussing The Satanic Verses as a case of
cultural treason, another comparing the Palestinian intifada with Chinese students’ 1989 rebellion in
Tiananmen Square, and a third comparing the South African apartheid doctrine of separate homelands
for blacks and whites with the Zionist doctrine of separate states for Jews and Arabs. Suspecting that I
would have similar problems with most other major U.S. publishers, I decided that the book would be
published exclusively by James Currey, my British publisher, and Heinemann Educational Books, the
American offshoot of another British house, which brought it out in 1990. Not even universities in the
United States, supposed bastions of intellectual freedom, have been free from censorship. Until recently
the greatest danger to one’s chances of getting tenure lay in espousing Marxism or criticizing Israel or
Zionism.

The positive aspect of decentralized censorship in the West, at least with regard to books, is that
what is unacceptable to one publisher may be acceptable to another; what is almost unpublishable in
the United States may be easily publishable in Britain or the Netherlands. With national television, the
choices are more restricted. Many points of view are banned from the screen, with the possibility of a
hearing only on the public access stations with the weakest signals.

In Western societies as in Muslim ones, only a few points of view have access to the national
broadcast media and publishing industry or even to university faculties. In both civilizations, certain
points of view are excluded from the center and marginalized. The source of the censorship may be
different, but censorship is the result in the West just as surely as in the Islamic world.

LIFE AMONG THE BELIEVERS
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Many of the above issues are bound up with religion. Westerners consider many problems or
flaws of the Muslim world products of Islam and pride their societies and their governments on their
purported secularism. But when it comes to separation of church and state, how long and wide is the
distance between the two cultures?

A central question is whether a theocracy can ever be democratized. British history since Henry
VIII’s establishment of the Church of England in 1531 proves that it can be. The English theocracy was
democratized first by making democracy stronger and later by making the theocracy weaker. The major
democratic changes had to wait until the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, when the vote was extended
to new social classes and finally to women.< The Islamic Republic of Iran is less than two decades old,
but already there seem to be signs of softening theocracy and the beginnings of liberalization. Nor must
we forget Muslim monarchies that have taken initial steps toward liberalization. Jordan has gone further
than most others in legalizing opposition groups. But even Saudi Arabia and the smaller Gulf states have
begun to use the Islamic concept of shura (consultative assembly) as a guide to democracy.

The West has sought to protect minority religions through secularism. It has not always worked.
The Holocaust in secular Germany was the worst case. And even today, anti-Semitism in Eastern Europe
is disturbing, as are anti-Muslim trends in France.

The United States has had separation of church and state under the Constitution for over 200 years, but
American politics is hardly completely secular. Only once has the electorate chosen a non-Protestant
president – and the Roman Catholic John F. Kennedy won by such a narrow margin, amid such
allegations of electoral fraud, that we will never know for certain whether a majority of Americans
actually voted for him. Jews have distinguished themselves in many fields, but they have so far avoided
competing for the White House, and there is still a fear of unleashing the demon of anti-Semitism among
Christian fundamentalists. There are now more Muslims – an estimated six million – than Jews in the
United States, yet anti-Muslim feeling and the success of appeals to Christian sentiment among voters
make it extremely unlikely that Americans will elect a Muslim head of state anytime in the foreseeable
future. Even the appointment of a Muslim secretary of commerce, let alone an attorney general, is no
more than a distant conjecture because of the political fallout that all administrations fear. When First
Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton entertained Muslim leaders at the White House last year to mark a special
Islamic festival, a Wall Street Journal article cited that as evidence that friends of Hamas had penetrated
the White House. In Western Europe, too, there are now millions of Muslims, but history is still awaiting
the appointment of the first to a cabinet position in Britain, France, or Germany.

Islam, on the other hand, has tried to protect minority religions through ecumenicalism throughout
its history. Jews and Christians had special status as People of the Book – a fraternity of monotheists.
Other religious minorities were later also accorded the status of protected minorities (dhimis). The
approach has had its successes. Jewish scholars rose to high positions in Muslim Spain. During the
Ottoman Empire, Christians sometimes attained high political office: Suleiman I (1520-1566) had
Christian ministers in his government, as did Selim III (1789-1807). The Moghul Empire integrated
Hindus and Muslims into a consolidated Indian state; Emperor Akbar (1556-1605) carried furthest the
Moghul policy of bringing Hindus into the government. In the 1990s Iraq has had a Chaldean Christian
deputy prime minister, Tariq Aziz. And Boutros Boutros-Ghali, a Coptic Christian, would never have
been appointed secretary-general of the United Nations if not for his long and distinguished service in
the foreign ministry of an otherwise Muslim government in Egypt.

The Republic of Senegal in West Africa, which is nearly 95 percent Muslim, had a Roman Catholic
president for two decades (1960-80). In his years presiding over that relatively open society, Leopold
Sedar Senghor never once had to deal with anti-Christian disturbances in the streets of Dakar. His
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political opponents called him a wide range of derogatory names – hypocrite, stooge of the French,
dictator, political prostitute – but virtually never taunted him for being a kafir (infidel).

When Senghor became the first African head of state to retire voluntarily from office, Abdou Diouf, a
Muslim, succeeded him, and he remains president today. But the ecumenical story of Senegal did not
end there; the first lady is Catholic. Can one imagine an American presidential candidate confessing on
Larry King Live, "Incidentally, my wife is a Shiite Muslim"? That would almost certainly mark the end
of his hopes for the White House.

One conclusion to be drawn from all this is that Westerners are far less secular in their political
behavior than they think they are. Another is that Muslim societies historically have been more ecumeni-
cal, and therefore more humane, than their Western critics have recognized. Islamic ecumenicalism has
sometimes protected religious minorities more effectively than Western secularism.

BETWEEN THE DAZZLING AND THE DEPRAVED

Cultures should be judged not merely by the heights of achievement to which they have ascended
but by the depths of brutality to which they have descended. The measure of cultures is not only their
virtues but also their vices.

In the twentieth century, Islam has not often proved fertile ground for democracy and its virtues.
On the other hand, Islamic culture has not been hospitable to Nazism, fascism, or communism, unlike
Christian culture (as in Germany, Italy, Russia, Czechoslovakia), Buddhist culture (Japan before and
during World War II, Pol Pot’s Cambodia, Vietnam, North Korea), or Confucian culture (Mao’s China).
The Muslim world has never yet given rise to systematic fascism and its organized brutalities. Hafiz
al-Assad’s Syria and Saddam Hussein’s Iraq have been guilty of large-scale violence, but fascism also
requires an ideology of repression that has been absent in the two countries. And apart from the dubious
case of Albania, communism has never independently taken hold in a Muslim culture.

Muslims are often criticized for not producing the best, but they are seldom congratulated for an
ethic that has averted the worst. There are no Muslim equivalents of Nazi extermination camps, nor
Muslim conquests by genocide on the scale perpetrated by Europeans in the Americas and Australia,
nor Muslim equivalents of Stalinist terror, Pol Pot’s killing fields, or the starvation and uprooting of
tens of millions in the name of Five Year Plans. Nor are there Muslim versions of apartheid like that
once approved by the South African Dutch Reformed Church, or of the ferocious racism of Japan before
1945, or of the racist culture of the Old South in the United States with its lynchings and brutalization of
black people.

Islam brings to the calculus of universal justice some protection from the abyss of human deprav-
ity. Historically, the religion and the civilization have been resistant to forces that contributed to the
worst aspects of the twentieth century’s interludes of barbarism: racism, genocide, and violence within
society.

First, Islam has been relatively resistant to racism. The Koran confronts the issue of national and
ethnic differences head on. The standard of excellence it sets has nothing to do with race, but is instead
moral and religious worth – what the Koran calls "piety" and what Martin Luther King, Jr., called "the
content of one’s character." An oft-quoted verse of the Koran reads:

O people! We have created you from a male and a female, and have made you nations and tribes
so that you may know one another. The noblest among you is the most pious. Allah is all-knowing.
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In his farewell address, delivered on his last pilgrimage to Mecca in A.D. 632, Muhammad de-
clared: "There is no superiority of an Arab over a non-Arab, and indeed, no superiority of a red man over
a black man except through piety and fear of God . . . Let those who are present convey this message to
those who are absent."

Unlike Christian churches, the mosque has never been segregated by race. One of Muhammad’s
most beloved companions was an Ethiopian, Bilal Rabah, a freed slave who rose to great prominence in
early Islam. Under Arab lineage systems and kinship traditions, racial intermarriage was not discouraged
and the children were considered Arab regardless of who the mother was. These Arab ways influenced
Muslim societies elsewhere. Of the four presidents of Egypt since the revolution of 1952, two had black
African ancestors – Muhammad Nagib and Anwar al-Sadat.

Islam has a doctrine of Chosen Language (Arabic) but no Chosen People. Since the conversion of
the Roman Emperor Constantine I in A.D. 313, Christianity has been led if not dominated by Europeans.
But the leadership of the Muslim world has changed hands several times: from the mainly Arab
Umayyad dynasty (661-750) to the multiethnic Abbasid dynasty (750-1258) to the Ottoman Empire
(1453-1922), dominated by the Turks. And this history is quite apart from such flourishing Muslim
dynasties as the Moghuls of India and the Safavids of Persia or the sub-Saharan empires of Mali and
Songhai. The diversification of Muslim leadership – in contrast to the Europeanization of Christian
leadership – helped the cause of relative racial equality in Islamic culture.

Partly because of Islam’s relatively nonracial nature, Islamic history has been free of systematic
efforts to obliterate a people. Islam conquered by co-optation, intermarriage, and conversion rather than
by genocide.

Incidents in Muslim history, it is true, have caused large-scale loss of life. During Turkey’s at-
tempt in 1915 to deport the entire Armenian population of about 1,750,000 to Syria and Palestine,
hundreds of thousands of people, perhaps up to a million, died of starvation or were murdered on the
way. But – though this does not exonerate Turkey of its responsibility for the deaths – Armenians had
provoked Turkey by organizing volunteer battalions to help Russia fight against it in World War I. Nor
is the expulsion of a people from a territory, however disastrous its consequences, equivalent to the Nazi
Holocaust, which systematically took the lives of six million Jews and members of other despised groups.
Movement of people between India and Pakistan after partition in 1947 also resulted in thousands of
deaths en route.

Saddam Hussein’s use of poison gas against Kurdish villages in Iraq in 1988 is more clearly com-
parable to Nazi behavior. But Saddam’s action was the use of an illegitimate weapon in a civil war rather
than a planned program to destroy the Kurdish people; it was an evil incident rather than a program of
genocide. Many people feel that President Harry S Truman’s dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki was also an evil episode. There is a difference between massacre and genocide. Massacres
have been perpetrated in almost every country on earth, but only a few cultures have been guilty of
genocide.

Nor did Islam ever spawn an Inquisition in which the burning of heretics at the stake was sanc-
tioned. Cultures that had condemned human beings to burn and celebrated as they died in the flames,
even hundreds of years before, were more likely to tolerate the herding of a whole people of another
faith into gas chambers. Islam has been a shield against such excesses of evil.

THE ORDER OF ISLAM
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Against Western claims that Islamic "fundamentalism" feeds terrorism, one powerful paradox of
the twentieth century is often overlooked. While Islam may generate more political violence than
Western culture, Western culture generates more street violence than Islam. Islam does indeed produce a
disproportionate share of mujahideen, but Western culture produces a disproportionate share of muggers.
The largest Muslim city in Africa is Cairo. The largest westernized city is Johannesburg. Cairo is much
more populous than Johannesburg, but street violence is only a fraction of what it is in the South African
city. Does Islam help pacify Cairo? I, along with many others, believe that it does. The high premium
Islam places on umma (community) and ijma (consensus) has made for a Pax Islamica in day-to-day
life.

In terms of quality of life, is the average citizen better off under the excesses of the Islamic state
or the excesses of the liberal state, where political tension may be low but social violence has reached
crisis proportions? Tehran, the capital of the Islamic Republic of Iran, is a city of some ten million.
Families with small children picnic in public parks at 11 p.m. or midnight. Residents of the capital and
other cities stroll late at night, seemingly unafraid of mugging, rape, or murder. This is a society that
has known large-scale political violence in war and revolution, but one in which petty interpersonal
violence is much rarer than in Washington or New York. Iranians are more subject to their government
than Americans, but they are less at risk from the depredations of their fellow citizens. Nor is dictatorial
government the explanation for the safe streets of Tehran – otherwise, Lagos would be as peaceful as the
Iranian capital.

The Iranian solution is mainly in the moral sphere. As an approach to the problems of modernity,
some Muslim societies are attempting a return to premodernism, to indigenous traditional disciplines
and values. Aside from Iran, countries such as Sudan and Saudi Arabia have revived Islamic legal
systems and other features of the Islamic way of life, aspects of which go back 14 centuries. Islamic
movements in countries like Algeria, Egypt, and Afghanistan are also seeking revivalist goals. A similar
sacred nostalgia is evident in other religions, such as the born-again Christian sects in the United States
and Africa.

Of all the value systems in the world, Islam has been the most resistant to the leading destructive
forces of the twentieth century – including aids. Lower levels of prostitution and of hard drug use
in conservative Muslim cultures compared with other cultures have, so far, contributed to lower-than-
average HIV infection rates. If societies closer to the sharia are also more distant from the human
immunodeficiency virus, should the rest of the world take a closer look?

One can escape modernity by striving to transcend it as well as by retreating from it into the past.
Perhaps the Muslim world should explore this path, searching for postmodern solutions to its political
tensions and economic woes, and pursuing the positive aspects of globalization without falling victim to
the negative aspects of westernization.

THE DIALECTIC OF CULTURE

Western liberal democracy has enabled societies to enjoy openness, government accountability,
popular participation, and high economic productivity, but Western pluralism has also been a breeding
ground for racism, fascism, exploitation, and genocide. If history is to end in arrival at the ultimate
political order, it will require more than the West’s message on how to maximize the best in human
nature. Humankind must also consult Islam about how to check the worst in human nature – from
alcoholism to racism, materialism to Nazism, drug addiction to Marxism as the opiate of the intellectuals.
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One must distinguish between democratic principles and humane principles. In some humane principles
– including stabilizing the family, security from social violence, and the relatively nonracial nature of
religious institutions – the Muslim world may be ahead of the West.

Turkey is a prime example of the dilemma of balancing humane principles with democratic princi-
ples. In times of peace, the Ottoman Empire was more humane in its treatment of religious minorities
than the Turkish Republic after 1923 under the westernizing influence of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk.
The Turkish Republic, on the other hand, gradually moved toward a policy of cultural assimilation.
While the Ottoman Empire tolerated the Kurdish language, the Turkish Republic outlawed its use for a
considerable period. When not at war, the empire was more humane than the Turkish Republic, but less
democratic.

At bottom, democracy is a system for selecting one’s rulers; humane governance is a system for
treating citizens. Ottoman rule at its best was humane governance; the Turkish Republic at its best has
been a quest for democratic values. In the final years of the twentieth century, Turkey may be engaged
in reconciling the greater humaneness of the Ottoman Empire with the greater democracy of the Republic.

The current Islamic revival in the country may be the beginning of a fundamental review of the
Kemalist revolution, which inaugurated Turkish secularism. In England since Henry VIII, a theocracy
has been democratized. In Turkey, might a democracy be theocratized? Although the Turkish army
is trying to stop it, electoral support for Islamic revivalism is growing in the country. There has been
increased speculation that secularism may be pushed back, in spite of the resignation in June, under
political pressure from the generals, of Prime Minister Necmettin Erbakan, the leader of the Islamist
Welfare Party. Is Erbakan nevertheless destined to play in the Kemalist revolution the role that Mikhail
Gorbachev or Boris Yeltsin played in the Leninist revolution? Or is Erbakan a forerunner of change? It
is too early to be sure. The dialectic of history continues its conversation with the dialectic of culture
within the wider rhythms of relativity in human experience.
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1. https://www.foreignaffairs.com/authors/ali-mazrui
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1.2.4 [[New UPDATES]] An Open Letter From Muslim Communities In UK To
UK PM: Do Not Shift The Blame On Us (As A Result Of UK Gov Failures
To Integrate Us) (2015-06-19 11:32)

Dear Mr Cameron

Today you have gone beyond the usual customary calls for Muslim Communities in UK to do
more to ’fight off’ ”extremism and radicalisation” and instead you have chosen (as UK Gov Senior
Representative) to put squarely the blame on our communities for your Government policy (and British
Society) failures in/at integrating Muslim populations within British Society.

1. Majority of the poor in UK are us, the Muslims; for example Leicester named as [1]the poor-
est town in UK, recently.

2. Majority of the unemployed are us, the Muslims

3. Majority of those mistreated and having their civil rights abused by your security and policing
services (e.g. ”counter-terror measures”, like prevent, port-profiling and detentions or stop-and-searches
etc) are us, the Muslims

4. Majority of the under-represented within public institutions and services (police, courts, schools etc;
in Leicester where are community neighbourhood like The Highfields with over 90 per cent ethnic and
majority Muslims we have unequal and highly disproportionate misrepresentation within local public
services at 90 per cent in reverse; that is our local police unit is over 90 per cent white; our local schools
same; only the hospitals have good representation to local population) are us, the Muslims

5.Majority of the [repressive] laws passed - in the name of fighting ”terror” or ”national security”
- today are target-specific towards us, the Muslims

6. Majority ... we will leave it here as grievances and general inequalities, misrepresentation and
discrimination are too many to list here, and all not out of our own/Muslim choice but placed upon us
via failed government policies and greater society on integration vis-a-vis their Muslim citizens.

In short, while we, as a community and individuals, fight to integrate ourselves (and what you
call ”extremism and radicalism”) and with great sadness we continue to come face-to-face with the
ugly truth of British Society and it’s representative government ’double-speak’ and double-standards;
in public, claiming ’for integration and equal opportunities’ in private and within customary standards
of governance, attitudes and policies (and business hiring culture as related recently on [2]’poshness
tests’ and previous studies by Runnymead Trust, search these pages [3]here) you treat us as ’non-British
Classed immigrant subjects’ not citizens’ (namely, not British: which seemingly reinforces the psycho-
logical national-shared attitudes against us), ’immigrant subjects’ or diasporas.

Above related ’double-speak’ factor is further strengthen within Muslim Communities of [West
and] UK when we, the Muslim [Diaspora: perfect word for what we are to you], continue to live [with
great pains] with your continuing aggressive colonial-imperial mentality and culture vis-a-vis foreign
policy especially when observing your double-standards behaviours across the Muslim World; violent
against others and supporting violent brutality between Muslims (Bahrayn etc).

In short, UK government (and society) double-speak and double-standards are the source of blame for
”radicalisation and extremism” and not us, diaspora Muslim communities living in UK. Perhaps, if we
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the Muslim were rather ’rude’ sort of people, we can approach our reply by simply saying this: ’Dear
Mr. Cameron, F*** YOU!’.

Kindly

Diaspora Muslim Community in UK

Added/updated (Saturday June 20th; a day after our original post) article from The Guardian by
Rowena Mason which repeats statement made above:

[4]Warsi: Cameron wrong to target British Muslims over radicalisation

For good reads on ’Muslims In News’;

[1] this from the favoured monkey, traitor Maajid Nawaz (for more on him search these pages
here): [5]We must prise British Muslims out of their ’digital ghettos’: Former extremist calls for end to
separation between different faiths

[2] For more delusional ”efforts” to get ”more Muslim Women” to fight ”’radicalization and ex-
tremism” see this from NewsWeek (they dont get it... and we wont tell it [namely, the secret]. The
most interesting points are the two named government-funded groups, Inspire and Faith Matters, ran by
Muslim traitors or as the article states sometimes also known as - that is among many local Muslims in
UK - ”Informants” or ”Quillam Whores”: [6]More UK Muslim women needed to combat extremism,
say activists

[3] and here another attempt at ”psychological profiling” of those who go and fight (another NEVER
TO BE TOLD SECRET - MUM IS THE WORD): [7]Want to understand the appeal of Isis? Think like
a young Muslim outsider

[4] On excellent selection of US-UK still persistent and dominant national racism culture see these;

[8] These are young England football stars in their training camp. Look carefully and ask your-
self... What do these photos tell us about race in Britain today?

[9]The picture that exposes America’s racist double standards?

[10]2 Shooters of color are called ‘terrorists’ and ‘thugs.’ Why are white shooters called ‘men-
tally ill’?

[11] Refusal to Call Charleston Shootings “Terrorism” Again Shows It’s a Meaningless Propaganda Term

Finaly for good simple reads, click [12]here or [13]here and [14]here (on cyber-surveillance) and
[15]here (for motor enthusiasts).

[16]Who owns the future? How the prophets of Silicon Valley took control

[17]Amazing maps show where Americans come from and who we are today
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NEW UPDATES (Thurs 25th June 2015)

The ’lets-get-rich’ idiots-turned-”traitor with new offer to ’paymasters’ for ”countering radicaliza-
tion” - [18]Is teaching a counter-terrorism curriculum the best way to stop young people being
radicalised?

Hana Yusuf on The Guardian and Hijab (a short video): [19]My hijab has nothing to do with op-
pression. It’s a feminist statement – video and 4 a response from a white neo-conservative woman
[20]Since when was the hijab a feminist statement?

On The Intercept;

[21] The Greatest Obstacle to Anti-Muslim Fear-Mongering and Bigotry: Reality

[22] NSA Chief Wants to Watch, as Well as Listen and Read

[23] WATCH: Entrapped

[24] If You Can’t Beat ’Em: France, Up In Arms Over NSA Spying, Passes New Surveillance
Law

and similar - French Surveillance Laws story - on RT: [25] Step closer to surveillance state? France
passes new spying law

Oxford Bus Company Driver refuses to ’pick up’ Muslims: [26]Bus company faces accusations
one of its drivers did not stop to pick up Muslims and new event-story [27]National Express investigates
claim of driver’s ’racist and Islamophobic’ tirade

others;

[28]My country is a racist country built on the lie of freedom and opportunity

[29]BBC staff broke rules by ’trading internships to aid their children’

[30] Miserable UK: World ’well being’ league table suggests the British would be happier if they
lived in Belize or Puerto Rico

[31]Dutch city to experiment with a universal, unconditional income

[32] Lexus releases video of Back to the Future-style hoverboard

and finally must read (echoes point-to-point our letter above) from Seumas Milne pen (republished here
in full, see below):

[33]By scapegoating Muslims, Cameron fuels radicalisation

FULL ARTICLE:

All rights reserved by The Guardian.
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By scapegoating Muslims, Cameron fuels radicalisation

[34]Seumas Milne

Ministers foster terror with their wars. Now they attack liberties at home in the name of British
values
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@seumasmilne

Wednesday 24 June 2015 20.54 BST Last modified on Thursday 25 June 2015 08.57 BST

T

he anti-Muslim drumbeat has become deafening across the western world. As images of atrocities by the
jihadi terror group Isis multiply online, and a steady trickle of young Europeans and North Americans
head to Syria and Iraq to join them, Muslim communities are under siege. Last week [35]David Cameron
accused British Muslims of “quietly condoning” the ideology that drives Isis sectarian brutality, normal-
ising hatred of “British values”, and blaming the authorities for the “radicalisation” of those who go to
fight for it.

It was [36]too much for Sayeeda Warsi, the former Conservative party chair, who condemned the
prime minister’s “misguided emphasis” on “Muslim community complicity”. He risked “further
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alienating” the large majority of Muslims fighting the influence of such groups, she warned. Even
[37]Charles Farr, the hawkish counter-terrorism mandarin at the Home Office, balked. Perhaps fewer
than 100 Britons were currently fighting with Isis, he said, and “we risk labelling Muslim communities
as somehow intrinsically extremist”.

But Cameron and his neoconservative allies are preparing the ground for the government’s next
onslaught. The target will not be terrorism, but “non-violent extremism”. Next month, from nursery
schools to optometrists, health services to universities, all will be legally obliged to monitor students and
patients for any sign of “extremism” or “radicalisation”.

The new powers represent a level of embedded security surveillance in public life unprecedented
in peacetime. We already know from the government’s Prevent programme the chilling impact of
such mass spying on schools, where Muslim pupils have been reported for speaking out in favour of
Palestinian rights or against the role of British troops in Afghanistan.

But the “counter-extremism” bill announced in the Queen’s Speech is about to take the anti-Muslim
clampdown a whole stage further. The plans include banning orders for non-violent individuals and
organisations whose politics are considered unacceptable; physical restriction orders for non-violent
individuals deemed “harmful”; powers to close mosques; and vetting controls on broadcasters accused
of airing extremist material. It’s censorship under any other name.

That was the view of Sajid Javid, then culture secretary, in a leaked letter to the prime minister
earlier this year. But Cameron shows every sign of pressing ahead with what amounts to a full-blown
assault on basic liberties. Most ludicrously, the new powers are defended in the name of “British values”,
including “individual liberty” and “mutual respect and tolerance”.

But as became clear in the aftermath of the murderous Paris attack on Charlie Hebdo earlier this
year, we are not all Charlie when it comes to freedom of speech. Anti-extremism powers will be used
overwhelmingly against Muslims, rather than, say, non-Muslim homophobes and racists who have little
interest in mutual respect and tolerance.

Add in media hostility, Islamophobia and state surveillance of Muslim communities, and
alienation can only spread

And they will fail, as their earlier incarnations have done, to discourage the small minority drawn to
terrorism at home or jihadi campaigns abroad. Government ministers claim such violence is driven by
“ideology” rather than injustice, grievance or its own policies. But, given that they [38]refuse to speak
to any significant Muslim organisation they don’t agree with or fund, perhaps it’s not surprising to find
them in thrall to an ideology, neoconservatism, of their own.

Any other explanation for the terror threat would in any case implicate the government and its
predecessors. In reality, it shouldn’t be so hard to understand why a small section of young alienated
Muslims are attracted to fight in Syria and Iraq with Isis and other such groups. Jihadi “ideology” has
been around for a long time. But there were no terror attacks in Britain before US and British forces
invaded Afghanistan and Iraq, and those behind every violent attack or terror plot have cited western
intervention in the Muslim world as their motivation.
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Isis has a different appeal to al-Qaida. It has taken huge stretches of territory using naked terror,
destroyed borders and set up a self-proclaimed caliphate. In the Middle East it presents itself as the
defender of Sunnis in a convulsive sectarian war. For a few young marginalised western Muslims, such
groups can offer the illusion of a fight against tyranny and a powerful sense of identity.

But add in relentless media hostility, rampant Islamophobia, state surveillance and harassment of
Muslim communities, and such alienation can only spread. In the past year, we’ve had the [39]“Trojan
Horse” Birmingham schools plot that never was, the [40]ousting of an elected Muslim mayor of Tower
Hamlets by a judge – including on grounds that he had exercised “undue spiritual influence” on Muslims
– and evidence of an increasing level of anti-Muslim attacks. [41]Islamophobia now far outstrips
hostility to any other religion or ethnic group.

Ministers and their media allies downplay the role of “foreign policy” in Muslim radicalisation,
against all the evidence. By foreign policy, they mean multiple western invasions and occupations of
Muslim states, torture and state kidnapping on a global scale, and support for dictatorships across the
Arab and Muslim world. That includes Saudi Arabia, of course, which shares much of Isis’s “ideology”
and practices; and Egypt, whose ex-military leader, Abdel Fatah al-Sisi, overthrew the elected president
in 2013 and is soon to be welcomed to Downing Street.

Isis is itself the direct product of the US and British occupation and destruction of Iraq, and both
countries back armed rebel groups fighting in Syria – as they did in Libya. So no wonder would-be
jihadis [42]get confused about who is on whose side. Western Isis volunteers are a disaster for Syria and
Iraq, but so far they haven’t carried out return attacks at home.

That could of course change, not least as the government criminalises dissent, brands conservative
religiosity “extremist” and, in the formulation of ministers, “quietly condones” Islamophobia. The
British government has long fed terrorism with its warmaking abroad. Now it’s also fuelling it with its
scapegoating of Muslims at home.

1. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/People-Leicester-poorest-country-national-report/story-26
583767-detail/story.html
2. http://www.theguardian.com/society/2015/jun/15/poshness-tests-block-working-class-applicant
s-at-top-companies
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s-against-portraying-Muslims-as-intrinsically-extremist.html
38. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/jun/16/muslim-council-of-britain-says-government-ha
mpering-anti-isis-efforts
39. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-31905704
40. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/apr/29/lutfur-rahman-tower-hamlets-mayor-verd
ict-undue-spiritual-influence
41. https://yougov.co.uk/news/2015/01/09/britains-cautious-attitude-criticising-islam/
42. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jun/03/us-isis-syria-iraq

Muslims In UK Banding Around Tightly Together NOW: Our Submitted Op-ed [Sat 25th] To UK Media |
Jerusalem Group (2015-07-27 12:24:41)
[…] we like many others were furious and we decided to write an open letter to Mr Cameron (click here) setting
out the reasons why Mr. Cameron – as everyone else within the British Establishment […]
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1.3.1 [[UPDATED]] BREAKINGNEWS:NewRepressive Anti-Muslims Laws in
UK (New ’BANHIJABUK’Debate) andFRANKIEBOYLEMUST-READ
ARTICLE (Incl. Simon Jenkins New Article) (2015-07-01 10:13)

So the targeting of Muslim communities and individuals rights and the likes in UK continues further
and further unhindered; why should it, it is not our country; what the ’white natives’ are telling us by
these laws is simply this: learn to live by these repressive laws or f*** off from our country! (updated
supporting calls, see below)

Rod Liddle writing in The Spectator (the neo-conservative UK magazine) says this in a very brief
article titled ’If Only More People Joined Islamic State”;

”Here’s the headline from the Daily Mail:

[1]Family of 12 from Luton – including a baby and two grandparents who are suffering from
diabetes and cancer – feared to have joined ISIS

It undoubtedly says something about me that my first reaction upon reading the story was: yay – result!
That’s saved us all quite a few bob, no? Carry on like this and we might clear the national debt.

I have no sympathy for, or empathy with, these people. Except a slight suspicion that by joining
Islamic State, they are probably doing the right thing. By their own lights. Would that more might
follow. These people have looked at Britain and thought – nah, don’t want that. So off they go to ally
themselves with people more of their own frame of mind. Why is this not a good thing? Why should we
try to stop it?”

Main link: [2]If only more people joined Islamic State

The Guardian story piece on the new repressive laws: [3]Jails and universities obliged to prevent
radicalisation as new act becomes law | Politics | The Guardian

RT on same story: [4] Counter-terror law forces prisons, councils, universities to tackle radicaliza-
tion

Simon Jenkins excellent commentary on these new repressive laws and their effect (on The Guardian;
republished in full below after Frankie Boyle’s unmissable and must read article from same source):
[5]Why do we keep giving terrorists exactly what they want?

On The Daily Telegraph, a Home Office Minister calls for ”new debate” on a national ban on hi-
jabs (Isis and so-called ”Islamists extremists” force a cover up, ”liberals” and ”democrats”, self-defined
people of ”rule of law and liberties” call for ”cover down”; do you see any real differences?): [6]Britain
needs ’national debate’ about banning Muslim girls from wearing veils in public - Telegraph

Two of the favoured articles and their perfect illustration of how western ”colonial and imperial
victors” once they ”free you” they slowly via clever psychological and mind-brainwashing and pro-
paganda tricks make you believe and accept (tacitly) that their ”ways of values, cultural lifestyles,
identities” as ”better than yours” and slowly your ”freed children” shed away their traditions, customs
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and cherished identities for new ”cool lifestyles and the likes” (source: Washington Post):

the gallery (see the article link on the side): [7]America’s cultural influence in Afghanistan - The
Washington Post

Finally my personal favoured article by Frankie Boyle (all rights reserved to original author and
publisher): (The Link, and for the full article see below): [8]The west has normalised racist wars – but
you can’t solve complex problems with 1,000lb bombs

and [9]Center for Security Policy Compares Islamic Religion to the Plague

Frankie Boyle Full Article:

The west has normalised racist wars - but you can’t solve complex problems with 1,000lb bombs

[10]Frankie Boyle

‘Radicalisation’ is our new dirty word in the US and UK, yet radical change is needed. Here’s an idea:
stop trying to fix the world with high explosives
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Tuesday 30 June 2015 17.54 BST Last modified on Wednesday 1 July 2015 08.48 BST

I suppose that whether this article prompted by the Charleston shootings feels topical enough will
depend on whether America has another mass shooting before it goes to print. If you’re in the US,
there’s a fair chance it will seem dated because you are actually being gunned down as you read it, so
I’ll try to get straight to the point. It’s surely worth wondering whether it’s time to retire the flag that
has for so long been a rallying point for racists and murderers, the stars and stripes. There’s a genuine
question to be asked here: what responsibility does the US state bear for the Charleston shootings when
racist murder seems to be part of its policing strategy and most of its foreign policy?

Occasionally I wonder whether at some point in the past 100 years the US gave the rest of the
world a safe word and we’ve simply forgotten it. Or maybe we’re just saying it wrong (Aluminium?
I’m sure you said it was aluminium ...) Hillary Clinton has been speaking out against [11]the “racist
terrorism” of Dylann Roof despite being the architect of the US military intervention in Libya. The
US’s record of invasions, assassinations and government overthrows is racist, I think. Imagining that
you can kill people and seize control of their resources without believing them to be inferior requires
a certain amount of intellectual flexibility. The same sort of intellectual flexibility that allows peo-
ple to express grief for the migrants who drown in the Mediterranean and hatred for the ones who survive.

Part of the American mindset comes from the fact that the US was formed through the racist mur-
der of indigenous people. The reason that whole country is such a horror story is that the entire thing
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is built on an Old Indian Graveyard. I worry that perhaps white America wants to believe that its racial
fault lines only run as deep as the Confederate flag. Hence the current uproar at names of southern
civil-war generals being on street signs while the faces of slave owners are still on the currency.

Of course not everybody gets behind the US’s view of itself, which is why it is the world’s largest
producer of propaganda. Last year’s biggest movie, [12]American Sniper, was billed as the story of
the US army’s deadliest soldier, which must have felt pretty galling for the guy who dropped the bomb
on Hiroshima. It was basically Star Wars from the point of view of one of the stormtroopers, and the
director (Clint Eastwood – I’m not even joking) encouraged us to get behind the idea that you should
take moral decisions when women and children are in your crosshairs, rather than long, long before.
You got the feeling that the clunky scene explaining that sniper Chris Kyle’s unit painted skulls on their
gear as a tribute to the Punisher was necessary in case viewers made the more logical supposition that it
was a tribute to the Waffen-SS.

There are many indicators of advanced civilisations, but unthinking hero worship of the military
isn’t one of them. The US, like the UK, has been forced to move away from a conscription army and
now has a mercenary army. It’s the reason you don’t get war poets any more.

Indeed, before Britain feels too superior, we should perhaps remember that Roof’s main problem
here would have been feeling torn between quite a few of the main parties at the last election. We live
in a country where posting “Let’s riot or something bruv!” on Facebook will get you a couple of years
in prison, while writing a column saying we should bomb Syria is practically an entrance exam for
public intellectuals. Of course, it’s never phrased as a plea to kill shepherds in pursuit of our geopolitical
interests. By the time it hits the broadsheets, it’s a plea to arm moderate rebels (they’ve got a moderate
vision of the country’s future and they’re going to kill until they get it!). It’s a humanitarian intervention.
We’re not fighting wars for control of resources. We’re not the aggressor in countries such as Iraq, we’re
actually defending Iraq. From the Iraqis. The most obvious anti-war argument that none of this has ever
worked just doesn’t seem to come up.

[13]Gun control won’t prevent another Charleston-style shooting, says Jeb BushOf course our
governments are just trying to protect us from terror. In the same way that someone banging a hornets’
nest with a stick is trying to protect us from hornets. Maybe I’ll even give them the benefit of the doubt
and concede that they are just naive do-gooders trying to bring the world peace and stability through the
medium of high explosives. What gets me is that the new dirty word in the west is “radicalisation”, as if
radical change wasn’t obviously needed; as if the status quo has any decency, or is even survivable. It’s
not actually difficult to see solutions to the US’s problems: children can do it, until we educate them out
of it. Internationally, I propose the radical step of not trying to solve complex political problems with
1,000lb bombs; domestically, I propose they start addressing inequality by paying reparations for slavery.
I’m well aware that in a society where war and discrimination are now almost entirely normalised, both
options sound like madness.

Simon Jenkins Full Article
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Why do we keep giving terrorists exactly what they want?

[14]Simon Jenkins

The fear-fuelled reaction to the Tunisia attacks by the UK government and media alike glamorises the
crimes and only encourages others to emulate them
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Tuesday 30 June 2015 10.47 BST Last modified on Wednesday 1 July 2015 08.44 BST

F

irst question, what do terrorists want? Answer, they want massive publicity for their every outrage,
followed by politicians and others generating hysteria, fear and repression. The UK response to the
Tunisian massacre from [15]David Cameron, his government and the media has granted that wish. The
second question is whether granting that wish might still be worth it to secure eventual victory over terror?

There is little that any open society can do against the random killer. [16]Police can be armed to
the teeth. VIPs can travel in armoured cars. Concrete walls can be put up round official buildings.
Train travellers can be told at every station to “report anything suspicious to the police”. Britain can be
reduced to gibbering paranoia, and still the gunman and the bomber will get through.

Yet we feel obliged as if by some primal urge to “do something” in response to any outrage –
rather than just show dignified sympathy for the dead. Prime minister, home secretary, headline writer
and broadcaster alike scour the lexicon of damnation. The terrorist is not bad but “evil … vile … poi-
sonous … monstrous … inhuman”. Cameron, master of hyperbolic cliche, [17]demands a “full-spectrum
response” to a “generational struggle” against an “existential threat”. This is pure Blairism. Can he not
hear terror’s apologists cheering him on?

So where are the solutions to which this hysteria is meant to lead? We are told, yet again, we must tackle
terrorism at its source so as to [18]“drain the swamp of crocodiles”. Schools yet again are ordered to
“counter extremism”. London’s police yet again promise an [19]“SAS-style unit” to meet Tunisia-type
situations. On the 10th anniversary of 7/7 they promise, yet again, to “be ready for an attack”. But
we all know that nothing can stop a gunman running amok in London, so why give the idea such currency?

There is a clear danger in hyping events that should be sensibly seen for what they are: random
individualised crimes. Doing so glamorises them and makes them ever more appealing to any misfit
and incipient psychopath alienated by family or local community. Couching them in the language of
national security only adds to that appeal. It fosters the psychosis it hopes to suppress.

When the politics of fear is used blatantly to add to the armoury of the state – as it has been by
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governments of both parties – it further weakens the supremacy of democratic values. It is this statist
psychology that drove Tony Blair to war against the Islamist world, and a prime cause of the terrorist
upsurge we now face.

1. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3146060/Family-12-Luton-including-baby-feared-joine
d-ISIS.html
2. http://blogs.spectator.co.uk/rod-liddle/2015/07/if-only-more-people-joined-islamic-state/
3. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/jun/29/jails-and-universities-obliged-to-prevent-r
adicalisation-as-new-act-becomes-law
4. http://rt.com/uk/270724-counter-terror-act-2015/
5. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jun/30/why-keep-giving-terrorists-what-want-t
unisia-attacks-uk-reaction
6. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/10311469/Britain-needs-national-debate-about-banni
ng-Muslim-girls-from-wearing-veils-in-public.html
7. http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/americas-cultural-influence-in-afghanistan/2015/06/16/e
71e216a-1059-11e5-a0dc-2b6f404ff5cf_gallery.html
8. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jun/30/west-racist-wars-bombs-radicalisation-
frankie-boyle
9. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/06/29/star-nbcs-voice-lends-musical-talent-islamopho
bia-cause/
10. http://www.theguardian.com/profile/frankie-boyle
11. http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jun/23/hillary-clinton-charleston-shooting-racist-t
errorism-ferguson
12. http://www.theguardian.com/film/american-sniper
13. http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jun/28/gun-control-wont-prevent-another-charleston-
style-shooting-says-jeb-bush
14. http://www.theguardian.com/profile/simonjenkins
15. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/29/tunisia-killers-declared-war-on-britain-david-
cameron
16. http://www.theguardian.com/uk/police
17. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/jun/29/tunisia-attack-david-cameron-pledges-full-sp
ectrum-response-to-massacre
18. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2014/jun/04/prime-minister-demands-explanation-over-row
-between-may-and-gove
19. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/jun/29/scotland-yard-creates-sas-style-unit-to-coun
ter-threat-of-terrorist-gun-attack
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1.3.2 [UPDATED]] RED ALERT: SECRET UK GOVERNMENT ORDERS Is-
sued to UK Mosques (To Stop Adhan) & State-Funded ”Muslim” Radio
Stations (2015-07-03 13:06)

The Big Alert is:

The SECRET UK GOV ORDERS to enforce a complete halt on anything Islamic in Public.

1. All Mosques have been ordered to HALT their ”loud-speakers” Adhan (call to prayers).

2. All (meaning all) State-funded ”Muslim” radio stations have been ordered to HALT everything
Islamic in particular Quran recital programmes during the holiest month of Ramadhan and anything that
might appear Islamic; which to Brits means anything in Arabic, try and listen to your local ”Muslim”
stations’ programmes these are now in English or Asian languages.

Mmmm ...............

[1]Tourist takes selfie in Brighton, is arrested on terrorism offences

[2]The Stone: Looking ‘White’ In the Face “White” is a cultural signifier that is closely linked to
rationalism and colonialism — and white philosophers cannot ignore it.

[3]A Most Dangerous Game - The New York Times

[4] Culture & Society Reviving Islam’s Enlightenment Daniel Chirot, ET AL [in full below]

project syndicate article by

Daniel Chirot is Professor of Russian and Eurasian Studies at the University of Washington. He
is the co-author of [5]The Shape of the New: Four Big Ideas and How They Made the Modern World.

Scott L. Montgomery is an affiliate faculty member at the Henry M Jackson School of Interna-
tional Studies at the University of Washington. He is the co-author of [6]The Shape of the New: Four
Big Ideas and How They Made the Modern World.
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Reviving Islam’s Enlightenment

SEATTLE – In 1877, the great French novelist Victor Hugo wrote, “Invading armies can be resisted;
invading ideas cannot be.” Nowadays, the power of ideas, for good or for evil, is something we need to
take into account, particularly in contemplating Islamic radicalism. The recent terrorist attacks in France,
Kuwait, and Tunisia are only the latest reminders of how important it is to understand that, behind these
outrages, there are serious ideas, not simply angry, frustrated criminals.

Violent Islamic jihadist movements do not pose an existential danger to Europe or North America. They
may occasionally be able to carry out deadly terrorist acts, but they have no chance of destroying or
taking over Western societies. Panicked attempts to march into Muslim countries and extirpate the threat
have been counterproductive, serving only to increase the appeal of Islamic extremism.

Most Muslims reject the harshest versions of Islam, but many – if not most – harbor sympathy for the
idea of struggling against the dictates of the West and returning the faith to its past strengths and glories.
It would be wrong to assert that only a tiny minority of Muslims back the actions of the extremists or
that fundamentalist factions have hijacked a religion of which they are completely unrepresentative.
Islamic radicals enjoy enough support to be a serious threat in their part of the world. It is important to
understand how this happened.

Harsh, radically conservative Islamic theologies have been around almost since the death of the Prophet
Muhammad in 632, but they have been repeatedly contested by more tolerant, moderate schools of
Muslim thought. Like the Christian and Jewish Bibles, the Koran is open to interpretation, whether quite
liberal or dogmatic and repressive.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, many Muslim thinkers – most famously [7]Jamal
al-Din al-Afghani – believed that embracing many of the ideals developed in the West during the En-
lightenment was the only way to promote progress. Al-Afghani and others wrote that Islam’s rejection
of Western science and progress was a misinterpretation of the Koran.

But, as the twentieth century progressed, Muslim reformists lost ground to secular nationalists empha-
sizing socialism as the path to modernization. The promise of secularism, however, proved hollow, with
countries like Egypt, Libya, Iraq, and Syria sinking into despotism and corruption. This provided fertile
ground for anti-Western, reactionary, violent versions of Islam.

These strains have many intellectual roots. But perhaps the single most important modern source is the
writing of the Egyptian scholar Sayyid Qutb. Together with other fundamentalists, such as the Pakistani
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philosopher Abul A’la Maududi, Qutb argued that true Islam had been infiltrated and corrupted by
outside ideas. Only when it was reclaimed would two centuries of humiliation at the hands of Western
imperial powers and, more recently, the nascent state of Israel be reversed. God would side once more
with Muslims against their enemies, whom Qutb called “Crusaders and Jews.”

Dictatorships in North Africa and the Middle East tried to suppress the Islamic conservatives. But Saudi
Arabia – a bastion of conservatism – used its oil wealth to counter secular modernizers and any kind of
reformed Islam, financing fundamentalist missionaries and conservative mosques throughout the Islamic
world. Qutb was executed by the Egyptian dictator Gamal Abdel Nasser in 1966 as part of a brutal but
unsuccessful attempt to eliminate the Muslim Brotherhood.

In fact, the crackdowns only strengthened the conservative Islamists, whose faith helped them survive
the repression. And they served to convince young, discontented Muslims that extremism was the only
possible solution to their societies’ weakness and lack of opportunity.

Confronting ideas with military means is a sure path to defeat. When Western powers send soldiers into
Muslim countries, attempt to bomb extremists into submission, prop up brutal dictatorships, or blindly
support every Israeli policy, they confirm the claims of the radical Islamists, driving new adherents into
their arms.

The real battlefront is the arena of ideas. Instead of armed, panicky overreactions, what is needed is
cultural exchanges. There are plenty of serious intellectuals in Islamic societies who want to revive
the reformist call for the embrace of some of the ideas of Western Enlightenment: the value of science,
the importance of liberal tolerance, and the need for free and open discussion. Western scholars who
understand Islam and speak some of the many languages of its practitioners need to support these
intellectual movements.

Hawks in the West may try to dismiss actions like these as weak. But while they may do little in the short
run, they are sure to prove critical over the long term. After all, the force that brought down communism
in Europe – a far more dangerous ideology than radical Islam – was not simply military containment,
but also the power of ideas and ideals.

1. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/tourist-takes-selfie-in-brighton-arrested-on-ter
rorism-offences-10364287.html
2. http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/07/02/looking-white-in-the-face/
3. http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/01/sports/the-most-dangerous-game.html?_r=0
4. http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/islam-extremism-scholars-sayyid-qutb-by-daniel-
chirot-and-scott-l--montgomery-2015-07
5. http://press.princeton.edu/titles/10438.html
6. http://press.princeton.edu/titles/10438.html
7. http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/299778/Jamal-al-Din-al-Afghani
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1.3.3 Mehdi Hasan on The Guardian: Life for British Muslims since 7/7 – abuse,
suspicion and constant apologies (2015-07-06 10:51)

Before reprinting the article in full below (all rights reserved, of course, to the author and The Guardian)
we must mention we are republishing the article because it is a good read but the author is another in
the ’poodle-breeds categories’ of being labelled as a ”g-o-o-d [British] Muslim” like Maajid Nawaz,
Sayeeda Warsi, Suleman Nagdi and many few others worthless collaborators and traitors.

N.B. If you missed or two most recent new posts (on same weekend) check these below or on the
right side margin.

Enjoy.

Life for British Muslims since 7/7 – abuse, suspicion and constant apologies

[1]Mehdi Hasan

The London bombings shocked us all. But in the decade since, our community has been unfairly de-
monised
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Sunday 5 July 2015 17.54 BST Last modified on Monday 6 July 2015 08.31 BST

It could have been me. King’s Cross was my station. But 10 years ago, on the morning of [2]7
July, 2005, I happened to be on a day off, sitting at home in front of the television, glued to the news
channels. Fifty-two of my fellow Londoners lay dead.

Within days, the four young men behind the worst terror attack in British history had been identified, and
a knot tightened at the pit of my stomach. The London bombings had already been dubbed “7/7”, a de-
liberate attempt to depict the attacks as our “9/11”. Yet this was a more disturbing crime, with far greater
domestic consequences, than 9/11. None of the 19 suicide-hijackers on those four planes had been US
citizens. In contrast, all [3]four of the suicide bombers on the London transport system were UK citizens.

“We’re screwed,” I told a Muslim friend. These terrorists were British like us, looked like us, had
names similar to our own and, as the official report into 7/7 would later confirm, were “apparently well
integrated into British society” with “largely unexceptional” backgrounds. Over the next decade, British
Muslims would be subjected to unprecedented scrutiny; tagged as a suspect community, the enemy
within, a [4]“fifth column” (to quote Nigel Farage).

We can’t say we weren’t warned. Less than a month after 7/7, [5]the then prime minister, Tony
Blair, himself announced that “the rules of the game are changing”. And, a year later, the country’s most
famous living novelist, [6]Martin Amis, blithely referred to “a definite urge – don’t you have it? – to
say, ‘The Muslim community will have to suffer until it gets its house in order’ … Discriminatory stuff,
until it hurts the whole community.”
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According to the charity ChildLine, Islamophobic bullying is now rife in our schools

Well, Martin, we’re hurting. And yes, Tony, the rules have indeed changed. British Muslims have been
spied on, stopped and searched, stripped of citizenship, and subjected to control orders and detention
without trial. Many were not guilty of any crime. Remember [7]Mohammed Abdul Kahar, shot in the
shoulder during a dawn raid on his home in Forest Gate, east London, in 2006, before being released
without charge a week later? Or [8]Rizwaan Sabir, the university student held for seven days without
charge as a terror suspect in 2008, on the basis of police evidence later described as “made up”?

How about the Muslim residents of the three areas in Birmingham that in 2010 were [9]to be sur-
rounded by a “ring of steel” of 218 “spy cameras” as part of a counter-terrorism operation?

Blair may have changed the rules but he didn’t win the game. A decade ago four British suicide
bombers, aligned with al-Qaida, shocked us all. Today, up to 600 Britons are reported to have left the
UK to battle and behead on behalf of the al-Qaida offshoot, so-called Islamic State (Isis). These include
the youngest ever UK suicide bomber, 17-year-old [10]Talha Asmal, who blew himself up while fighting
for Isis in Iraq in June.

So what is David Cameron’s solution to the problem of violent extremism? Why, to change more
rules, of course.

Rather than try and win hearts and minds, or address the alienation of a tiny minority of young
people (those 600 Brits constitute about [11]0.02 % of UK Muslims), Cameron has unveiled plans to,
among other things, [12]monitor Muslim toddlers in nurseries for signs of “extremism”, restrict the free
speech of non-violent yet “Islamist” preachers, and close down “radical” (does he mean conservative?)
mosques. You have to undermine British values, it seems, in order to save them.

Muslim communities don’t just “quietly condone” the ideology behind Isis, according to Cameron,
but threaten our “common culture”. The London bombings, in fact, opened the floodgates to what
has become a familiar litany of condemnation and demonisation: honour killings, sharia law, halal
slaughter, FGM, gender segregation, the face veil, child sex grooming. Wherever you turn, it seems,
those dastardly Muslims pose a threat to you, your families and your way of life.

Meanwhile, Muslim grievances are mocked or ignored. Cameron – who helped turn Libya into a
playground for jihadists in 2011 and backed Israel’s bombardment of Gaza last year – used a speech in
June to urge British Muslims to eschew “the blame game” and stop “finger pointing”.

Forget racism and Islamophobia. Forget the fact that this month is not only the anniversary of 7/7, but
also of the attack carried out by proud Islamophobe and self-styled “Knight Templar” [13]Anders Breivik
in Norway, which killed 77; and of the worst mass killing in Europe since the second world war – the
massacre of 8,000 Muslim men and boys at [14]Srebrenica, at the hands of far-right Orthodox Christians.

It’s only British Muslims, though, who have had to spend the past 10 years denouncing, disown-
ing and disavowing. Not in our name. [15]Islam is peace. Union Jack headscarves. Yet our decade-long
condemnation has fallen on deaf ears. Depending on which poll you believe, a majority of Brits believe
“Muslims create problems in the UK”, link “Islam with extremism” and would be “bothered” by the
building of a big mosque in their neighbourhood. Since 7/7, anti-Muslim hate crimes have soared.
Mosques have been firebombed while headscarf-clad women have been physically attacked. According
to the charity ChildLine, Islamophobic bullying is now rife in our schools. Yet it’s all “quietly condoned”
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by members of our political and media classes.

Have you ever paused to consider how a young Muslim schoolboy, perhaps second- or third-generation,
in Beeston or Bethnal Green, might react to polls suggesting his fellow Brits think he “creates problems”
or pundits who suggest he’s a threat? I’ve long discouraged my own eight-year-old daughter from
reading or watching the news.

I asked friends and relatives – all of them patriotic, well integrated, middle class – to sum up how
they felt about being British and Muslim these days. Their responses? Helpless. Despondent. Tired.
Worried. Exasperated. Anxious.

And how did 7/7 change their lives? A hijab-wearing friend remembers being dubbed “Bin Laden’s
sister” by a group of teenagers on the London Underground. “The people around me just looked away
or sniggered.” Another says she “feels judged” when she is in the street. A cousin in rural Scotland, in
a town that has only four Muslim families, reminds me of the struggle of having to constantly act as
an “ambassador for Islam” and “counter all the negativity”. A banker friend speaks of his frustration at
being “lumped together” with killers and criminals in the media but adds: “As Brits, we Muslims have
to ‘Keep Calm and Carry On’.”

I’m sick and tired of this relentless hostility towards Muslims; the negative headlines; the climate
of fear and suspicion; the constant collective blaming. As one of only a handful of commentators who
happen to be Muslim, I have spent the past decade appearing on TV and radio panels and phone-ins to
try and challenge anti-Muslim bigotry on the one hand, and violent extremism on the other. How emo-
tionally exhausting, how dispiriting and demoralising it is to have to publicly affirm your “Britishness”
and your “moderation” again and again.

The self-styled jihadists offer confused and angry young Britons a sense of identity and belonging.
How do “we” – Britons, Muslims, officials, members of the public – offer something better? More
inclusive? In 2007 a fresh-faced MP spent two days at the home of a Muslim family in Birmingham
and then wrote boldly of how it wasn’t possible to “bully people into feeling British: we have to inspire
them”; “you can’t even start to talk about a truly integrated society while people are suffering racist …
abuse … on a daily basis”.

He continued: “By using the word ‘Islamist’ to describe the threat, we actually help do the terror-
ist ideologues’ work for them.” If only the David Cameron of 2015 [16]would heed the advice of the
David Cameron of 2007.

main link: [17]Life for British Muslims since 7/7 – abuse, suspicion and constant apologies

others;

[18]Asian man on train stopped by police because of headphone lead sticking out of backpack

and from The Independent;

[19]Misunderstanding Terrorism (”Terrorism” from our point)
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1. http://www.theguardian.com/profile/mehdihasan
2. http://www.theguardian.com/uk/july7
3. http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/shared/spl/hi/uk/05/london_blasts/investigation/html/bombers.stm
4. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/mar/12/nigel-farage-british-muslim-fifth-column-fu
els-immigration-fear-ukip
5. http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2005/aug/05/july7.uksecurity5
6. http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2007/nov/19/race.bookscomment
7. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2006/jun/13/terrorism.uk
8. http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2012/jul/14/police-evidence-muslim-student-rizwaan-sabir
9. http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2010/sep/30/police-surveillance-muslims-no-regard-law
10. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/15/dewsbury-in-utter-shock-at-over-talha-asmals-d
eath-in-iraq-suicide-bombing
11. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jun/30/not-all-muslims-jihadists-muslims-midd
le-east
12. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jun/24/scapegoating-muslims-cameron-radicalis
ation-terror-wars-liberties-british-values
13. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/22/anders-breivik-massacre-one-of-us-anne-seierst
ad
14. http://www.theguardian.com/world/srebrenica-massacre
15. http://www.theguardian.com/world/islam
16. http://www.theguardian.com/society/2015/jul/03/david-cameron-british-muslims-extremism-alie
nation
17. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jul/05/british-muslims-7-july-london-bombings
18. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/armed-police-twice-detain-asian-man-at-readi
ng-rail-station-over-headphone-wire-10367141.html
19. http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/the-government-doesnt-understand-terrorism--and
-its-making-things-worse-10367519.html
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1.3.4 Excellent Reading: Glenn Greenwald On The Intercept & Former Top
UK”Counter-Terrorism”Officer (RobertQuick)Who Says ”GiveMuslims
One-Way Ticket to Caliphate” (2015-07-08 12:23)

Tony Blair and the Self-Exalting Mindset of the West: in Two Paragraphs

By [1]Glenn Greenwald

[2]@ggreenwald

07 Jul 2015

Tony Blair today took a little time off from [3]serving the world’s despots in order to exploit the
10th anniversary of the July 7 London train bombing. He did so by casting blame on “radical Islam” for
the world’s violence while exempting himself, [4]pronouncing:

This is a global problem … we’re not going to allow anyone to excuse themselves by saying
that the slaughter of totally innocent people is somehow a response to any decision by any
government.

The proposition Blair just decreed invalid — “the slaughter of totally innocent people is somehow
a response to any decision by any government” — is exactly the rationale that he himself [5]repeat-
edly[6]invoked, and to this day still invokes, to justify the invasion and destruction of Iraq, as in [7]this
example from December 2009:

Tony Blair has said he would have invaded Iraq even without evidence of weapons of mass
destruction and would have found a way to justify the war to parliament and the public. . . .
“If you had known then that there were no WMDs, would you still have gone on?” Blair was
asked. He replied: “I would still have thought it right to remove him [Saddam Hussein]”. . .
. He explained it was “the notion of him as a threat to the region” because Saddam Hussein
had used chemical weapons against his own people.
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“Excusing the slaughter of totally innocent people” — whether in [8]Fallujah or [9]Gaza or [10]Yemen
— is a staple of Western elite discourse to justify the militarism of the U.S., the U.K. and [11]their most
special allies. It only suddenly becomes inexcusable when carried out by Muslims against the West. It is
a stunning testament to Western self-delusion that one of the prime architects and salesmen of the most
destructive political crime of this generation — the invasion of Iraq — can stand up with a straight face
and to applause and declare: “we’re not going to allow anyone to excuse themselves by saying that the
slaughter of totally innocent people is somehow a response to any decision by any government.”

There will undoubtedly be all sorts of self-loving jingoists in the West, along with those whose
overriding political priority is the demonization of Islam, who will find this comparison invalid and
even obscene. After all, their own governments’ violence, aggression and slaughter of innocents is
kind-hearted, civilized and justified, whereas the violence, aggression and slaughter of innocents by
Muslims is savage and barbaric. But that’s precisely the point.

While the leading lights of the West love to celebrate themselves as beacons of civilized, progres-
sive rationality, their overriding mentality is just the crassest and most primitive form of tribalism: when
Our Side does it, it is right, and when Their Side does it, it is wrong. No matter the esoteric finery
in which it drapes itself, that is the primitive, banal formulation that lies at the heart of the vast, vast
majority of foreign policy discourse in the West. So often, those who fancy themselves brave warriors for
rationality and advancement by demonizing Islam are just rank tribalists whose own national, religious
and cultural loyalties are served by doing so.

One last point while we’re on this topic: the notion that radical Muslims commit violence in re-
sponse to violence by the West is often characterized as an attempt to deny that they possess agency or
autonomy. That claim is just bizarre, the opposite of the truth. Those who deny that Muslims act with
agency are, in fact, those who try to claim that they are manipulated by religious dogma into committing
violence without any rationale or purpose. To point out that there’s an actual, rational causal relationship
between their violence and the West’s — to acknowledge that they choose violence as a calculated
course of action they believe to be justified just as the West does — is not a denial of their agency, but
rather an affirmation of it.

This causal relationship is the point that Tony Blair and his like-minded comrades are, above all
else, most desperate to deny. Blair thus expressly denies that the July 7 bombing in London was largely
motivated by his war in Iraq even though his own government’s secret report [12]reached exactly that
conclusion; a Pentagon-commissioned report years ago [13]acknowledged the same causal motive for
“terrorism” generally. They’re desperate to deny this causation because to recognize it is necessarily
to acknowledge that their professed moral superiority is the ultimate delusion, that they in fact are the
embodiment of what they love to hear themselves condemning.

It’s always comforting to believe that one’s own tribe is morally superior yet perpetually victim-
ized, so it’s an easy sell. But as Blair’s remarkably self-unaware comments today illustrate, this
mentality centrally depends upon a steadfast commitment to blinding oneself to one’s own actions and
failings. Nobody is more resolute in that commitment than Tony Blair.
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Email the author: [14]glenn.greenwald@theintercept.com

On new ”ideas on how to deal with Muslims in UK”, former senior UK ”Counter-Terrorism” officer,
Mr Robert Quick, says give them a one-way ticket (charter planes) to the self-proclaimed Caliphate in
Syria, of course as long as they (namely, the Muslims) denounce their British citizenship and thus leave
their passports and promise never to come back to ”land of opportunities” (as he calls it/Britain)- Well
the UK Gov just found the perfect policy solution to it’s Muslim and immigration problem once the idea
is taken in and turned into a policy we think the entire UK Muslim population of over 2 Million will
overwhelmed the UK ports of departures (airports, sea-ports, hologram-ports haha etc) just to get the
f*** out of this dump - HaHa!

Article Link On The Guardian: [15]Ex-head of counter-terror: UK should lay on charter flights to
Syria for jihadis | UK news | The Guardian

[16] NSA’s Top Brazilian Political and Financial Targets Revealed by New WikiLeaks Disclosure

1. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/staff/glenn-greenwald/
2. https://twitter.com/@ggreenwald
3. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/is-tony-blair-retiring-to-spend-even-more-tim
e-with-his-dictators-10112020.html
4. http://i100.independent.co.uk/article/this-is-what-tony-blair-has-to-say-on-the-10th-annive
rsary-of-77--ZkUwWHuFGx
5. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2003/jul/18/iraq.speeches
6. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2003/mar/18/foreignpolicy.iraq1
7. http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2009/dec/12/tony-blair-iraq-chilcot-inquiry
8. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/toxic-legacy-of-us-assault-on-fallujah-
worse-than-hiroshima-2034065.html
9. http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/1.642397
10. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/yemen/7806882/US-cluster-bombs-killed-
35-women-and-children.html
11. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/07/06/civilian-deaths-yemen-will-ignored/
12. http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2006/apr/03/iraq.july7
13. http://www.salon.com/2009/10/20/terrorism_6/
14. mailto:glenn.greenwald@theintercept.com
15. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/jul/06/robert-quick-counter-terror-uk-charter-fligh
ts-syria-jihadis
16. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/07/04/nsa-top-brazilian-political-and-financial-ta
rgets-wikileaks/
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1.3.5 UK Government ’Silent’ (Old Imperial Practises) New Efforts To Slowly
’Remove Islamic Faith & Identity From Muslims’ Leaving in UK
(2015-07-11 11:53)

So after recent new anti-Muslims laws which literary demanded of Muslims in UK to either meekly
and power-lessly accept to continue to live in the country (UK) as not only third-class SUBJECTS
(not CITIZENS) but also UNDER REPRESSIVE LAWS designed specifically to target us, or to chose
to leave UK (and if we decide to do so, the will be a criminal label awaiting us, as new ’terrorists’,
’sympathisers’ etc); a proposal supported loudly and in strength by political and security elites and
commentators; see previous posts like former senior UK ”counter-terror” officer, Richard Quick, and
his calls for need to give Muslims who want to leave for Syria a free charter planes as long as they leave
their passports and denounce third-class British Subject status (”citizenship” apparently) and Rod Liddle
on the neo-conservative magazine The Spectator and his similar ”unsympathetic” (as he notes) calls.

Now the more new ”policies and regulations” come out and are put in practice the more we be-
come enlightened as to their real goals; as we are seeing the hidden truth behind these anti-Muslim and
anti-Islam laws for what these really are? These are full efforts - not attempts - by the ruling elites of
UK to strip Muslims leaving and working in UK of their Islamic cultural and religious identity, faith
and ways of life; then they say we, the Muslims, are a threat to their (”western democratic”) ways of
life... pleeeease!!!This is not merely a British-specific or favoured practice but it has been done by every
imperial and colonial power throughout history, as once they take control of other’s lands, resources
and the people, they start to set out laws that seek to strip away old national, cultural, political, social,
religious, intellectual and so forth identities and in place slowly condition these local population into
embracing their own identities.

SO what can we, Muslims of UK and the West in general, do?

We can decide to accept meekly these repressive laws and new efforts to strip us of our identity
or we can chose to embrace more proudly and deeper our Islamic identity; this critical issue has reached
that point where one must now, individually or collectively, decide on ’us against them’, or join (like a
shamed-traitor) ’them against own people’! Alhamdullilahi it is not a brain-teaser for us Muslims.

Thus since they claim a mere display of beard-wearing is a sign of ”extremism” or ”terror threat”,
or similarly of wearing Islamic cultural and religious clothings, praying and the likes (the very core
of our Islamic religious and cultural identities; or in other words, just being a Muslim is DEEMED A
CRIME OR CRIMINAL a priori) then we say let us start - even those among us who have felt com-
fortable and happy in ’leaving and behaving like Romans, when in Rome’ - put these western clothing
and mannerism, of course just for civil disobedience purpose and to show them we will not be bullied,
threatened or have our rights abused, away and to re-embrace our Islamic values, cultural and religious
identity in the face of these dictatorial anti-Islamic and Muslim Laws. It is time we form a strong
circle around us rather than feathered about; remember the Gladiator (film) scene when the call was to
form a strong small circle or slowly be picked out one by one until everyone is done. It is our duty to
stand strong now more than ever and proud as Muslims, and let show it rather than have fear in our hearts.

Let see now how they can ’profile’ who is a threat or not, when we all chose to display the very
symbols of ’accused threats’!!! Lets make the pond a little much bigger for those who chose to swim
within to do so in safety and in crisis for those who seek to divide and oppress us- CHOSE SIDE NOW!

[1]Government ’Prevent’ strategy ’will brand Muslims with beards as terrorists’ (Source: The In-
dependent Newspaper)
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[2] Not even Tony Blair went this far in alienating a community (The Independent)

This one from The Daily Mail has a good list of those who always chose to fight on the side of
their imperial western masters against fellow Muslims (it is a Syrian example): [3]Revealed: The
astonishing FIFTY-FOUR countries and groups battling ISIS... so why haven’t they been crushed
already?

This shows what happened to collaborators after their value of use is depreciated - their left on
their own by their masters [4]Afghan interpreters who were severely injured by the Taliban while
working for the British Army LOSE fight for compensation from the UK Government

This is an old report on the list of names of senior civil servants in UK (all white, all native British, no
Muslims or ethnic and they call UK ”land of equal opportunity”, hahaha): [5]The Whitehall list: every
senior civil servant, what they do and who they work for | News | The Guardian

[6]Critics Say Bill Would Turn Muslim Communities Into "Mini-Surveillance States" [7]The Decline of
the West? Been There, Done That

1. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/government-deradicalisation-plan-will-brand-m
uslims-with-beards-as-terrorists-say-academics-10381796.html
2. http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/government-counterradicalisation-plan-not-even-
tony-blair-went-this-far-in-alienating-a-community-10381826.html
3. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3154680/The-astonishing-FIFTY-FOUR-countries-groups
-battling-ISIS-haven-t-crushed-already.html
4. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3153499/Afghan-interpreters-severely-injured-Taliba
n-working-British-Army-branded-infidel-spies-lose-fight-compensation-UK-Government.html
5. http://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2011/jun/16/civil-service-organisation-charts
6. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/07/15/civil-rights-groups-blast-proposed-government-
office-countering-violent-extremism/
7. http://www.isn.ethz.ch/Digital-Library/Articles/Detail/?ots591=4888caa0-b3db-1461-98b9-e20e
7b9c13d4&lng=en&id=192149
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1.3.6 [[ABSOLUTE MUST READ]] After Mr Cameron’s ’Counter-Terrorism’
Statement (’Muslims in UK, We are coming After You. Be so Very
SCARED’, type): A Selection Of The Best Replies From Leading Muslims
& Non-Muslims Voices (2015-07-24 13:04)

Few points that can be observed throughout all these (listed below) articles’ threads is western/UK
government consciously repressed ’role’ in making Muslims fight-back (BRAVELY while the rest of us
cheer- OH YES WE DO, what do you expect with all the Bullshit!!?);

1. Security Services role and behaviours (e.g. constant unwarranted and unjustifiable surveillance
etc) in pushing individuals to seeking violent options outside or inside

2. Failure to appreciate the negative nature of ”government counter-terror and radicalisation” poli-
cies have on local Muslims and their non-Muslims greater societies; furthering divisions, isolations,
segregations (which Mr Cameron apparently points out as, usual, Muslim-fault since we Muslim tend
to live within our own kinds/communities; failing to understand the reason is the safety these provided
from outside prejudices, threats, attacks etc exacerbated more and more with his and government general
”policies”) and thus failure to integrate (hence the central point of our open letter below)

3. The role of colonial minded western/UK foreign wars, interventions and interferences in others
(incl. Muslims) affairs.

4. and so much more...

ALL the selected articles below are Highly RECOMMENDED as MUST READ.

[1]An Open Letter to Britain’s Leading Violent Extremist: David Cameron — INSURGE intelli-
gence — Medium (First read)

[2]Extremely wrong on terror (Fifth Read)

[3]Cameron’s extremism speech ‘targets and criminalizes entire Muslim community’ — RT Op-
Edge (Second Read)

[4]Continuity Blair? Cameron offers the same tired solutions to terrorism (Fourth Read)

[5]State-sanctioned prejudice is at the heart of David Cameron’s approach to countering extrem-
ism (Third Read)

When we come across more excellent readings we will add them here.

Below is a list of other reading interests;

[6]Wesley Clark Calls for Internment Camps for "Radicalized" Americans Murtaza Hussain —
2015-07-20T14:12:19+00:00 The retired general known for his progressive views says in the wake of
the Chattanooga shooting, "If these people are radicalized and they don’t support the United States and
they are disloyal to the United States … it’s our right and obligation to segregate them from the normal
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community for the duration of the conflict."

[7]Leading GOP Candidates to Appear at Event Hosted by Anti-Muslim Conspiracist Murtaza Hussain
— 2015-07-23T13:08:58+00:00 Saturday’s "National Security Action Summit" in New Hampshire is
hosted by the Center for Security Policy, a think tank led by notorious anti-Muslim conspiracist Frank
Gaffney.

[8]Met’s helicopter snap of Michael McIntyre is a wake-up call to all of us we (Jerusalem Group,
esp., myself as key player, have had more ’flybys’ and all sort of surveillance, and recently we had a
scaffolding which obstructed aerial view so the ’traffic foot print’ diminished COMPLETELY but just
after the scaffolding went down so came back the eyes above- hahaha, democracy baby!!!)

[9] Secret files ’show MI5 let abuse claim MP off hook’: Security chief said the case would ’em-
barrass the Government’

[10]Saying No to the Warmongers

[11]Britain’s bank-basher-in-chief is toppled The ousting of the City’s fiercest watchdog suggests
a more emollient political mood 7

[12]The Spirit of Judy Miller is Alive and Well at the NYT, and It Does Great Damage Glenn
Greenwald — 2015-07-21T16:30:56+00:00 As yesterday’s ISIS article shows, you can pick up the
Paper of Record on any given day, 12 years after its Iraq War debacle, and find reporters using the exact
stenography methods that fueled it. (ABSOLUTE MUST READ - VERY INFORMATIVE)

[13]Britain didn’t fight WWII — the British empire didWilliam Dalrymple

[14]NBC News Releases the Long-Awaited Trailer for its Summer Horror Film About ISIS Glenn
Greenwald — 2015-07-23T12:38:01+00:00 To commemorate FBI Director Comey’s new warnings
about ISIS, NBC News posted to the top of its news article a slick, scary, music-and-graphic-driven
video using all of Hollywood’s horror film staples to provide the visceral kick. (MUST CHECK OUT:
NBC New propaganda film of updated-version of ”why we fight?” style).

1. https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/an-open-letter-to-britain-s-leading-violent-extremis
t-david-cameron-abb568861784
2. http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/its-scary-just-how-much-david-cameron-doesnt-se
em-to-understand-extremism-10402276.html
3. http://www.rt.com/op-edge/310374-cameron-uk-extremism-plan/
4. http://www.newstatesman.com/politics/2015/07/far-offering-new-approach-cameron-has-same-tir
ed-solutions-terrorism
5. http://www.newstatesman.com/politics/2015/07/state-sanctioned-prejudice-heart-david-cameron
s-approach-countering-extremism
6. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/07/20/chattanooga-wesley-clark-calls-internment-camp
s-disloyal-americans/
7. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/07/23/leading-gop-presidential-candidates-appear-eve
nt-hosted-anti-muslim-conspiracists/
8. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jul/17/michael-mcintyre-met-helicopter-snap-t
weet
9. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3171095/Senior-Westminster-figures-1970s-1980s-name
d-government-child-abuse-files.html
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10. http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/iran-deal-us-security-state-by-jeffrey-d-sachs-
2015-07
11. http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21659145-ousting-citys-fiercest-watchdog-suggests-mor
e-emollient-political-mood-britains
12. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/07/21/spirit-judy-miller-alive-well-nyt-great-dama
ge/
13. http://www.spectator.co.uk/books/9587602/britain-didnt-fight-the-second-world-war-the-briti
sh-empire-did/
14. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/07/23/nbc-news-releases-long-awaited-trailer-summe
r-horror-film-isis/
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1.3.7 [[ABSOLUTE MUST READ]] After Mr Cameron’s ’Counter-Terrorism’
Statement (’Muslims in UK, We are coming After You. Be so Very
SCARED’, type): A Selection Of The Best Replies From Leading Muslims
& Non-Muslims Voices (2015-07-24 18:02)

Few points that can be observed throughout all these (listed below) articles’ threads is western/UK
government consciously repressed ’role’ at making Muslims fight-back (BRAVELY while the rest of us
cheer- OH YES WE DO what do you expect with all the Bullshit!!?);

1. Security Services role and behaviours (e.g. constant unwarranted and unjustifiable surveillance
etc) in pushing individuals to seeking violent options outside or inside

2. Failure to appreciate the negative nature of ”government counter-terror and radicalisation” poli-
cies have on local Muslims and their non-Muslims greater societies; furthering divisions, isolations,
segregations (which Mr Cameron apparently points out as, usual, Muslim-fault since we Muslim tend
to live within our own kinds/communities; failing to understand the reason is the safety these provided
from outside prejudices, threats, attacks etc exacerbated more and more with his and government general
”policies”) and thus failure to integrate (hence the central point of our open letter below)

3. The role of colonial minded western/UK foreign wars, interventions and interferences in others
(incl. Muslims) affairs.

4. and so much more...

ALL the selected articles below are Highly RECOMMENDED as MUST READ.

[1]An Open Letter to Britain’s Leading Violent Extremist: David Cameron — INSURGE intelli-
gence — Medium (First read)

[2]Extremely wrong on terror (Fifth Read)

[3]Cameron’s extremism speech ‘targets and criminalizes entire Muslim community’ — RT Op-
Edge (Second Read)

Saturday update - [4]I’m a Muslim woman, Mr Cameron: here’s what your radicalisation speech
means to me

Sunday update even French muslim share similar views to us here [5]French youths criticise anti-
jihad drive: ’We thought it was a joke’

[6]Continuity Blair? Cameron offers the same tired solutions to terrorism (Fourth Read)

[7]State-sanctioned prejudice is at the heart of David Cameron’s approach to countering extrem-
ism (Third Read)

When we come across more excellent readings we will add them here.

Below is a list of other reading interests;
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[8]Wesley Clark Calls for Internment Camps for "Radicalized" Americans Murtaza Hussain —
2015-07-20T14:12:19+00:00 The retired general known for his progressive views says in the wake of
the Chattanooga shooting, "If these people are radicalized and they don’t support the United States and
they are disloyal to the United States … it’s our right and obligation to segregate them from the normal
community for the duration of the conflict."

[9]Scott Walker Foreign Policy Guru Called for Nuking Muslim Countries, Mass Deportations
Murtaza Hussain — 2015-07-28T17:45:59+00:00 Walker’s choice of Kevin Hermening as a counselor
raises serious questions about Walker’s understanding of foreign policy and civil liberties issues.

[10]Leading GOP Candidates to Appear at Event Hosted by Anti-Muslim Conspiracist Murtaza
Hussain — 2015-07-23T13:08:58+00:00 Saturday’s "National Security Action Summit" in New Hamp-
shire is hosted by the Center for Security Policy, a think tank led by notorious anti-Muslim conspiracist
Frank Gaffney.

[11]Met’s helicopter snap of Michael McIntyre is a wake-up call to all of us we (Jerusalem Group,
esp., myself as key player, have had more ’flybys’ and all sort of surveillance, and recently we had a
scaffolding which obstructed aerial view so the ’traffic foot print’ diminished COMPLETELY but just
after the scaffolding went down so came back the eyes above- hahaha, democracy baby!!!)

[12]Why Wasn’t Dylann Roof Charged With Terrorism? Jenna McLaughlin

[13] Have three climate change scientists been ASSASSINATED? The astonishing claim made by
a Cambridge professor and same story on [14]Cambridge professor claims three leading climate scien-
tists investigating melting Arcitic ice ’may have been assassinated’

[15] Secret files ’show MI5 let abuse claim MP off hook’: Security chief said the case would
’embarrass the Government’

[16]Saying No to the Warmongers

[17] Canada anti-terrorism law violates human rights?

[18]Britain’s bank-basher-in-chief is toppled The ousting of the City’s fiercest watchdog suggests
a more emollient political mood 7

[19]The Spirit of Judy Miller is Alive and Well at the NYT, and It Does Great Damage Glenn
Greenwald — 2015-07-21T16:30:56+00:00 As yesterday’s ISIS article shows, you can pick up the
Paper of Record on any given day, 12 years after its Iraq War debacle, and find reporters using the exact
stenography methods that fueled it. (ABSOLUTE MUST READ - VERY INFORMATIVE)

[20]The Spy Novelist Who Was Disappointed in His Country

[21]Britain didn’t fight WWII — the British empire didWilliam Dalrymple

[22]NBC News Releases the Long-Awaited Trailer for its Summer Horror Film About ISIS Glenn
Greenwald — 2015-07-23T12:38:01+00:00 To commemorate FBI Director Comey’s new warnings
about ISIS, NBC News posted to the top of its news article a slick, scary, music-and-graphic-driven
video using all of Hollywood’s horror film staples to provide the visceral kick. (MUST CHECK OUT:
NBC New propaganda film of updated-version of ”why we fight?” style).
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[23] The triumph of Tim Nice But Dim: Posh but stupid children end up earning more than the
poor-but-gifted

[24] ’Glass floor’ protects children of the wealthy

[25]Britain is no country for the young – in jobs, income or housing

[26]Black and minority ethnic Britons ‘worse off’ after budget

[27] Revealed: The peer who claims £300 A DAY to walk just 200 yards to work. After cocaine
and call girls, how Lords cash in on taxpayer-funded expenses

[28]As a former Tory strategist, here’s my urgent to-do list for Labour’s next leader

[29]Super Humans and Killer Robots: How the US Army Envisions Warfare in 2050 July 24,
2015 Super Humans and Killer Robots: How the US Army Envisions Warfare in 2050 2050: The year
Terminator meets Universal Soldier. Read Post

[30]Local Governments Increasingly Poking Through Your Garbage Jenna McLaughlin — 2015-
07-28T13:47:52+00:00

[31]Which of the 11 American nations do you live in? - The Washington Post

new updates 31.07.15

[32]Jimmy Carter: The U.S. Is an "Oligarchy With Unlimited Political Bribery" Jon Schwarz — 2015-07-
30T23:09:11+00:00 [33]“Yes, We’re Corrupt”: A List of Politicians Admitting That Money Controls Pol-
itics Jon Schwarz — 2015-07-30T16:23:50+00:00 [34]’Prince George’s £18,000 birthday gift speaks vol-
umes about widening wealth inequality’ [35]Senator Lindsey Graham’s Pro-War Super PAC Bankrolled
by Defense Contractors Lee Fang — 2015-07-30T20:33:12+00:00 "If I were a defense contractor, I’d be
big time for Lindsey Graham, because I’ve been forward-leaning on rebuilding our military," Graham
says. [36]The Abandoned Fishing Village of Houtouwan - The Atlantic

1. https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/an-open-letter-to-britain-s-leading-violent-extremis
t-david-cameron-abb568861784
2. http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/its-scary-just-how-much-david-cameron-doesnt-se
em-to-understand-extremism-10402276.html
3. http://www.rt.com/op-edge/310374-cameron-uk-extremism-plan/
4. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jul/24/david-cameron-radicalisation-speech-mu
slim-woman
5. http://observers.france24.com/en/20150722-joke-french-youths-anti-jihad-drive
6. http://www.newstatesman.com/politics/2015/07/far-offering-new-approach-cameron-has-same-tir
ed-solutions-terrorism
7. http://www.newstatesman.com/politics/2015/07/state-sanctioned-prejudice-heart-david-cameron
s-approach-countering-extremism
8. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/07/20/chattanooga-wesley-clark-calls-internment-camp
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35. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/07/30/senator-lindsey-grahams-pro-war-super-pac-ba
nkrolled-defense-contractors/
36. http://www.theatlantic.com/photo/2015/07/the-abandoned-fishing-village-of-houtouwan/399911/

Muslims In UK Banding Around Tightly Together NOW: Our Submitted Op-ed [Sat 25th] To UK Media |
Jerusalem Group (2015-07-27 12:24:43)
[…] heading, that it was not our/Muslim fault (the highly favored approach by the government, see this post
which explains why) but British society and government essentially in failing to integrate us; a […]
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1.3.8 Muslims In UK Banding Around Tightly Together NOW: Our Submitted
Op-ed [Sat 25th] To UK Media (2015-07-27 12:24)

Another submission, another ”quietness”, nop, not rejection as our ideas are then laid out by ”others”
apparently expressing similar points.

Anyway here is the article.

Article Heading: British-Muslims Forced To Close Ranks Tightly Together (Moderate, Non-Violent
& The Hated Extremists) In The Face of Another Disastrous Set of New Counter-Terror and Anti-
Radicalization Laws

By: Jerusalem Group, Leicester

Date: Saturday 25 th July, 2015.

When Mr. Cameron came out initially during his overseas speech and claimed Muslims were ’quietly
condoning’ extremism and radicalization

we

like many others were furious and

we

decided to write an open letter to Mr Cameron (

[1] click here

) setting out the reasons why Mr. Cameron - as everyone else within the British Establishment since the
so-called ’war on Muslim/Terror’ was launched after 9/11 - was wrong in pointing the fingers squarely
on us, British Muslims, and

we

laid out a list of reasons why ranging from economic to cultural.

We

finished the letter with a single important statement, as can be seen on the letter’s heading, that it was not
our/Muslim fault (the highly favored approach by the government,

[2] see this post

which explains why) but British society and government essentially in

failing to integrate us

; a theme Mr. Cameron seemed to have picked out and try to emphasize as central to a solution (though,
again, very unwisely approached and with opposite catastrophic effect for all sides, as discussed below)
facing Britain today vis-a-vis its local Muslim population.

Of course the theme of ’failure to integrate’ Muslims within the British greater society and it’s ef-
fect in serving as a perfect contributing [dominant] variable towards radicalization of local Muslims
(esp. youths) is central within academic and highly specialist professionals in the field of [counter-
]radicalization studies and practices. These studies illustrates very well the differences between ’militant’
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or ’vulnerable to radicalization’ Muslims of North America and those of Europe. Their findings have
shown for some years now that there exists a massive gap between these two primary western blocs and
the successes (and failures) of their local Muslim populations integration vis-a-vis greater societies.

In summary, the findings of these studies shows clearly that European states have continuously failed,
on a massive scale, to integrate their local Muslims (and many non-Muslims immigrants) within their
societies’ primary areas of national life (politics, economics, cultural etc) while the North America
states have been found to have shown greater opportunities due to their societies’ preferences for merits
and equal opportunities rather than sound-bite preferences of tightly-closed European states whose
traditional national cultural practices of nepotism (based on racial preferences) is much favored than
merit as we have seen with recent government-funded studies such as ’poshness test’ or ’Elitist Britain’
etc (links on the letter).

Also European states tend to prefer old imperial practices of imposing the primacy and dominance of
their own ”values’ (as we hear a lot of ’British Values’) on ”Others” unlike the North American states
which tends to encourage and support ’melting pot’ of cultural, social and intellectual differences (as
founded within the birth of their nations). As such if one is a Muslim or non-Muslim African, Asian and
other immigrants (now third- or second- generation citizens) to UK or within any other western European
states ones definition of personal and professional successes or failures within these societies can only
be defined by one’s [apparent]

complete assimilation

defined as subverting one’s old cultural, intellectual, social, political and even religious identity for a new
local ”westernized-national values”:

a very important and highly sensitive point.

This is what brought us to recent new counter-terror and radicalization policies as announced by Mr.
Cameron. These new laws and policies seeks to ”

force integration’

’ by weakening ”others identities and values” and thus enforcing, on a massive scale, a form of collective
social engineering [and punishment] in the likes of

what is deemed to constitute

’being a British Citizen”;

namely

by forcing a removal of one’s old values (at least publicly) or be denounced as a threat to the state. This
– now openly, for first time, and forcefully -

dictated choice

has rather created an unfortunate opposite effect as Muslims in UK no longer willing to accept or quietly
to tolerate any further bullying, harassment and vilification – especially in the hands of their own govern-
ment, the very people and institutions entrusted to be wise and protective of everyone’s rights and safety
– nor to stay quite, fearful or passive of every new

dictats

coming from the government and the majority greater society but instead Muslims are shouting back (

[3] here
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,

[4] here

,

[5] here

,

[6] here

,

[7] here

;

and even the French Muslims ([8]here) repeat similar sentiments and attitudes (to show how we Muslim
”feel-as-one”)

all repeating my initial points on the opne letter sent to downing street and media, this is just to show
similarities of our/Muslim thinking, attitudes and perceptions vis-a-vis newly repressive Muslim-specific
targeting laws, government public positioning on local Muslims, national media and Muslim debates, In-
ternational and national security affairs and politics and so forth) and perhaps most catastrophic in terms
of the consequences of these acts (each more idiotic and fool-hearted than it’s predecessor) is that rather
than achieving ”desired forced integration or social engineering’ of Muslims vis-a-vis ’British[ness] Val-
ues’ these new laws are actually banding Muslims of all inclination and ideological differences together
for first time and more tightly in the face of government-sanctioned

perceived

assault.

In other words, since the laws and policies appears to differentiate little between non-violent and violent,
extreme and moderate and so forth, Muslims of all make-up, from extremists to most moderate of all, are
closing ranks in a tight formation in order to survive together while accepting to be punished collectively;
after all we Muslims believe that is exactly what these new (and past) government approaches are doing,
namely not discriminating but rather treating as all as ’threat’. To sum up, new acts are further isolating
Muslims from their government and society, dividing the nation more, strengthening negative [rather
than positive] attitudes, perceptions and fears among communities and in doing all these providing the
extreme forces with a perfect sphere and conditions for recruitment and for further divisions based on
mutual hatred, mistrust and broken-loyalties.

1. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2015/06/19/an-open-letter-fom-muslim-communities-in-u
k-to-uk-pm-do-not-shift-the-blame-on-us-as-a-result-of-uk-gov-failures-to-integrate-us/
2. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2015/07/24/absolute-must-read-after-mr-camerons-count
er-terrorism-statement-muslims-in-uk-we-are-coming-after-you-be-so-very-scared-type-a-select
ion-of-the-best-replies-from-leading-muslims/
3. https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/an-open-letter-to-britain-s-leading-violent-extrem
ist-david-cameron-abb568861784
4. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jul/24/david-cameron-radicalisation-speech-mu
slim-woman
5. http://www.newstatesman.com/politics/2015/07/state-sanctioned-prejudice-heart-david-cameron
s-approach-countering-extremism
6. http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/its-scary-just-how-much-david-cameron-doesnt-se
em-to-understand-extremism-10402276.html
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7. http://www.rt.com/op-edge/310374-cameron-uk-extremism-plan/
8. http://observers.france24.com/en/20150722-joke-french-youths-anti-jihad-drive
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1.4.1 SHOCKING STORY: ABSOLUTELY MUST READ FIRST-HAND AC-
COUNT BY ONE OF THE MOST RESPECTED BRITISH JOUR-
NALISTS (MESSR. DUNCAN CAMPBELL) & HIS INVESTIGATION
INTOTHEPOWERFUL&ENTRENCHEDBRITISHSURVEILLANCE-
POLICE STATE (Source: The Intercept) (2015-08-04 13:55)

This type of very informative and shocking piece of brilliant journalism on surveillance-police state as
experienced first-hand by one of the most distinguished and respected journalist needs a full reprint here
(see below or go to the source, The Intercept, [1]here).

ABSOLUTELY MUST READ!!!! (Persevere on length of the read it is worth it)

[2]GCHQ and Me

[3]My Life Unmasking British Eavesdroppers
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Photo: Paul Broadhurst

[4]

[5]Duncan Campbell

2015-08-03T09:49:44+00:00
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I STEPPED FROM the warmth of our source’s London flat. That February night in 1977, the air was
damp and cool, the buzz of traffic muted in this leafy North London suburb, in the shadow of the iconic
Alexandra Palace. A fellow journalist and I had just spent three hours inside, drinking Chianti and
talking about secret surveillance with our source, and now we stood on the doorstep discussing how to
get back to the south coast town where I lived.

Events were about to take me on a different journey. Behind me, sharp footfalls broke the still-
ness. A squad was running, hard, toward the porch of the house we had left. Suited men surrounded us.
A burly middle-aged cop held up his police ID. We had broken [6]“Section 2″ of Britain’s secrecy law,
he claimed. These were “Special Branch,” then the elite security division of the British police.

For a split second, I thought this was a hustle. I knew that a parliamentary commission had re-
leased a report five years earlier that concluded that the secrecy law, first enacted a century ago, should
be changed. I pulled out my journalist identification card, ready to ask them to respect the press.

But they already knew that my companion that evening, Time Out reporter Crispin Aubrey, and I
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were journalists. And they had been outside, watching our entire meeting with former British Army
signals intelligence (Sigint) operator John Berry, who at the time was a social worker.

Aubrey and I were arrested on suspicion of possessing unauthorized information. They said we’d
be taken to the local police station. But after being forced into cars, we were driven in the wrong
direction, toward the center of London. I became uneasy.

[7]

(L-R) Journalists Duncan Campbell and Crispin Aubrey with former Sigint operator John Berry in 1978.

Photo: ANL/Re/REX Shutterstock

It was soon apparent that the elite squad had no idea where the local police station was. They stopped
and asked a taxi to lead them there. We were then locked up overnight, denied bail and sent to London’s
Brixton prison.

Aubrey had recorded our interview. During three hours of tapes that the cops took from Aubrey,
Berry had revealed spying on Western allies. When the tape was transcribed, every page was stamped
“SECRET” in red, top and bottom. Then, with a red felt-tip pen, “Top” was methodically written in front
of each “SECRET.”

Our discussion was considered so dangerous that we — two reporters and a social worker — were
placed on the top floor of the prison maximum security wing, which guards told us had formerly held
terrorists, serial murderers, gang leaders and child rapists. Meanwhile, police stripped my home of every
file, every piece of paper I had, and 400 books.

Our case became known as “[8]ABC,” after our surnames: Aubrey, Berry and Campbell. We
hoped it would end quickly. We knew that the senior minister responsible, Home Secretary Merlyn
Rees, had [9]announced three months before that the “mere receipt of unauthorized information should
no longer be an offense.” The day after we were arrested, I was told he was furious to be woken with
news that the security agencies had delivered a fait accompli. Historian Richard Aldrich found an
official letter from the head of MI5, Britain’s Security Service, saying they considered me at the time
the [10]person of the greatest interest to see incarcerated.
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In my 40 years of reporting on mass surveillance, I have been raided three times; jailed once; had
television programs I made or assisted making banned from airing under government pressure five times;
seen tapes seized; faced being shoved out of a helicopter; had my phone tapped for at least a decade;
and — with this arrest — been lined up to face up to 30 years imprisonment for alleged violations
of secrecy laws. And why do I keep going? Because from the beginning, my investigations revealed
a once-unimaginable scope of governmental surveillance, collusion, and concealment by the British
and U.S. governments — practices that were always as much about domestic spying during times of
peace as they were about keeping citizens safe from supposed foreign enemies, thus giving the British
government the potential power to become, as our source that night had put it, a virtual “police state.”

The charges against Aubrey, Berry and Campbell in the ABC trial.

A decade later, in a parliamentary debate, Foreign Secretary David Owen [11]revealed that he was
initially against our being prosecuted, but was convinced to go along after being promised that we
journalists could be jailed in secret. “Everybody came in and persuaded me that it would be terrible
not to prosecute. … I eventually relented. But one of my reasons for doing so was that I was given an
absolute promise that the case would be heard in camera [a secret hearing].”

In the face of this security onslaught, the politicians collapsed and agreed we should all be charged with
espionage — although there was no suggestion that we wanted to do anything other than write articles.
I was alleged to be “a thoroughly subversive man who was quite prepared to publish information which
was secret,” my lawyer later wrote in his memoir.

My lawyer saw it differently. “Campbell is a journalist … a ferret not a skunk,” he [12]told the
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magistrates’ court in Tottenham, North London. But when he inquired about the possibility of a
misdemeanor plea and a £50 fine (about $75), he was cut down: “That course might be acceptable for
Berry and Aubrey. But the security services want Campbell in prison for a very long time.”

They meant it. In March 1977, one month after our nighttime arrest, we were all charged with
breaking Britain’s Official Secrets Act, for the “unlawful receipt of information.” Then we were charged
with espionage. Each espionage charge carried a maximum of 14 years. I was also charged with
espionage for collecting open source information on U.K. government plans. In total, I faced 30 years.

The interview, and then our arrests, were a first encounter with the power of Government Com-
munications Headquarters, better known by its acronym, GCHQ, Britain’s electronic surveillance
agency.

I FIRST HEARD of secret intelligence as a boy. My mother, Mary, a mathematician, often reminisced
about her wartime work in a top-secret establishment, including two years working alongside a man
they called “the Prof.” She portrayed an awkward, gangly fellow with a stutter who loved long-distance
running and mushrooms he foraged from local woods that no one would touch — and who was a math
genius “out of her league.” The Prof was [13]Alan Turing, the wartime breaker of the German Enigma
code, inventor of the modern computer, and hero of the recent Oscar-winning film, The Imitation Game.

Almost four decades passed before she found out for whom she and the Prof had been working.
She had kept a war souvenir, a [14]flirtatious poem given to her by a British general who visited her
radio listening station. The poem inspired her army boss to joke that the general intended to propose.
When official war records were finally released, we discovered that the general had been the assistant
chief of Britain’s Secret Intelligence Service.

I first stumbled across GCHQ’s surveillance network while at school. On a bike outing in Scot-
land with another science student, we spotted a large hilltop radio station. We pedaled up to find fences,
locked gates and a meaningless sign hung on the wire that read, “[15]CSOS Hawklaw.” Nearby, we
found a ubiquitous British chippie, a fish-and-chip shop, and asked the proprietor, “What do they do
there?”

“They never talk,” we were told. “It’s a secret government place.”
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[16]

“The Eavesdroppers” by Duncan Campbell and Mark Hosenball, 1976.

At the public library, I checked every phone book in the country, looking for more sites with the same
name. The initials stood for “Composite Signals Organisation Station” — hardly revealing. Among the
sites I found was GCHQ’s Bude station in Cornwall, England, now exposed as a global epicenter of
NSA-GCHQ Internet cable surveillance. Back then, it was called “CSOS Morwenstow.” Four years and
a degree in physics later, I found a press report that CSOS was part of GCHQ.Armed with these leads,
in May 1976 I wrote “[17]The Eavesdroppers,” the first-ever story about GCHQ, alongside American
journalist Mark Hosenball, for London’s then-radical entertainment magazine Time Out.

I was later told by high-level government contacts that I had been under surveillance while report-
ing “The Eavesdroppers.” The “watchers,” from MI5, were first rate. I never spotted anything. But
while following me and tapping my phone, British security learned an uncomfortable truth: All of the
sources for my secret information were Americans, whose free speech was not controlled by British laws.

“The Eavesdroppers” put GCHQ in view as Britain’s largest spy network organization. “With the
huge U.S National Security Agency as partner, [GCHQ] intercepts and decodes communications
throughout the world,” I wrote.

The very existence of GCHQ and the Sigint network were then closely guarded secrets. My arti-
cle was based on open sources and help from ex-NSA whistleblowers. One was Perry Fellwock, a
former U.S. Air Force analyst who [18]helped expose the scale of illegal NSA surveillance during
Watergate.

My co-author, Mark Hosenball, a U.S. citizen (and now an investigative reporter for Reuters),
was [19]quickly slated for deportation as a threat to national security. He faced a security inquiry and
then expulsion, knowing only that he was accused of having “sought information for publication which
would be harmful for state security.” The ban was lifted more than 20 years ago.

One part of our article that caused concern was a centerpiece map (compiled from phone book
data) showing NSA and GCHQ monitoring stations scattered across Britain. One of the locations I
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identified, Menwith Hill Station, a tapping center in the heart of England, has now [20]been revealed
in Edward Snowden’s papers as a global center for planned cyberwar. We also reported that electronic
versions of the Enigma cypher were being sold to developing countries by European firms such as
Crypto AG of Switzerland for decades before those nations knew Britain had cracked the code.

The day after publication, GCHQ relayed my article around the world. At one major overseas
center, I was told that the local station chief came into a morning meeting, incoherent with rage and
“frothing at the mouth,” according to a security official present. Unable to explain in grammatical
sentences what had upset him, the chief pulled out and hurled down a telegraphed copy of my article.

After Hosenball was ordered to leave Britain in 1977 for his part in writing the piece, new whistleblowers
came forward. One was John Berry, who had worked for GCHQ in Cyprus.

Berry revealed in a letter to Britain’s National Council for Civil Liberties, the equivalent of the
ACLU, that “GCHQ … monitors the radio networks of so-called friendly countries and even the com-
mercial signals of U.K. companies. … The extent of intelligence activities … and the resources which
the British Government deploys in this area are largely unknown. … The apparatus could transform
Britain into a police state overnight.” That is what led us to Berry’s flat that unforgettable February
evening.

B EFORE THE ABC trial, GCHQ demanded that its key witness have his identity hidden “to protect
national security.” He was to be “Lieutenant Colonel A.” When magistrates rejected this, a “Colonel B”
was sent instead. From reading open army journals, I already knew who “Colonel B” was. In one article,
he was named as Colonel Hugh Johnstone and identified as “the Don of the communications underworld.”

Johnstone’s name quickly leaked, provoking prosecutions for contempt of court against editors
and our journalists’ union. Johnstone was then named again during BBC live radio broadcasts from
Parliament. Overnight, the top-secret GCHQ witness became the most famous officer in the British
Army.

As our trial started, witness after witness from security sites tried to claim that openly published
information was in fact secret. In a typical interchange, one Sigint unit chief was shown a road sign
outside his base:

Q: Is that the name of your unit?

A: I cannot answer that question, that is a secret.

Q: Is that the board which passers-by on the main road see outside your unit’s base?

A: Yes.

Q: Read it out to the jury, please.

A: I cannot do that. It is a secret.

Official panic set in. The foreign secretary who GCHQ had bullied into having us accused of spying
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[21]wrote that “almost any accommodation is to be preferred” to allowing our trial to continue. [22]A
Ministry of Defense report in September 1978, now released, disclosed that the “prosecuting counsel
has come to the view that there have been so many published references to the information Campbell
has acquired and the conclusions he has drawn from it that the chances of success with [the collection
charge] are not good.”

My lawyer overheard the exasperated prosecutor saying that he would allow the government to
continue with the espionage charge against me “over [his] dead body.” The judge, a no-nonsense Welsh
lawyer, was also fed up with the secrecy pantomime. He demanded the government scrap the espionage
charges. They did.

That left only our taped discussion with Berry — which was mainly filled with trivia about his
military life. Johnstone then said that a particular revelation — information that GCHQ targeted NATO
ally Turkey — could cause “exceptionally grave damage,” and could disrupt the NATO alliance. Berry
had indeed told us that after a coup in Greece, “We knew that a Turkish invasion fleet had sailed [to
invade Cyprus].” Johnstone assumed Berry knew this from top-secret intercepts. In fact, Berry’s military
record showed he had been in England when the Turks had moved on Cyprus. Johnstone was shown a
newspaper article Berry had seen while in England that reported the sailing of the Turkish fleet. Berry
had told us only what he’d seen in a newspaper. But what “Colonel B” said had given away a damaging
secret — spying on allies.

The error was catastrophic. I watched as Johnstone slumped in the witness box. He then descended
into “gloomy confusion,” according to a watching reporter. He condemned articles published in his own
army unit’s magazine as illegal, and finally confessed, “To be frank, I am not certain what is a secret and
what isn’t.”

We walked free. The judge ruled that we should face no punishment for technically breaking the
discredited secrecy law, which was repealed 11 years later.

[23]

The distinctive radomes on Menwith Hill in North Yorkshire, 1996.

Photo: John Carter/ANL/REX Shutterstock
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The ABC trial helped pierce an iron veil of British secrecy, changing the political landscape and leading
to important new whistleblowers coming forward. Since then, my inquiries have helped throw light
on the secret world of surveillance, including uncovering ECHELON, the first-ever automated global
mass surveillance system.In February 1980, with help from new whistleblowers, I [24]published the
location of the U.K.’s secret national phone-tapping center, “Tinkerbell.” This time, politicians and the
national press put the focus where it belonged. The government admitted that there was then no le-
gal basis for wiretapping in Britain. They were forced to legislate to regulate wiretapping four years later.

That same year, new sources told me that a secret NSA base in England — Menwith Hill Station
(MHS) — had been identified by 1970s congressional intelligence investigators as the larger of two
NSA centers tapping telephones in Europe.

I teamed up with the British Sunday Times investigative reporter Linda Melvern, and we traveled
to the U.S., where intelligence officials confirmed the role of the base. One ex-NSA analyst told us he
had documents giving the base authority for “tapping the telephone lines to Europe.” A former British
military officer who had visited Menwith said, “It intercepts telephone and other communications to and
from the United States and Europe.”

Some of our sources suspected that Menwith Hill’s location and powerful access arrangements
might have facilitated its central role in the unlawful secret surveillance of U.S. citizens’ communi-
cations uncovered in the 1970s, when NSA had helped the FBI target civil rights activists and other
protesters.

Our best source — impeccable — was a top intelligence consultant who then still worked with
NSA. He told us he had officially inspected the site and confirmed, “for sure,” its elaborate tapping
facilities. This whistleblower, whose identity has never before been revealed, was Oliver G. Selfridge, a
founder of the field of artificial intelligence and a member of NSA’s Scientific Advisory Board until 1993.

We were discreetly introduced to Selfridge in a downtown Washington bar by a colleague, who
drove us around the National Mall and the city sights in darkness. Selfridge told us that powerful cables
connected Menwith to the tapping network, and we should “go look for them.”

We raced back home — and confirmed the tip. We found and photographed an umbilical link be-
tween the NSA base and the national and international communications network. We suspected we were
looking at the biggest tap on the planet, and titled our report “[25]The Billion Dollar Phone Tap.”

Back at the Sunday Times newsroom, we celebrated. But the editor who had commissioned the
investigation expressed concerns about exposing secrets without specific evidence of wrongdoing. He
wanted to lead with a report about U.S. spies helping Britain fight Irish terrorists. We believed we had
uncovered a story of mass surveillance.

Instead, we published in the small-circulation left-leaning weekly New Statesman, where I was
working as a reporter. Although reported by the Washington Post, and triggering an editorial in the
London Times, the story didn’t have the impact we hoped for. But it did result in an important contact
with author Jim Bamford, who was reporting on the NSA. [26]As Bamford recounted in an article
for[27] The Intercept last year, it was the Sunday Times reporter Melvern who ended up helping him
protect material on a secret Department of Justice investigation into NSA in the 1970s. (After leaving
the Sunday Times, Melvern became a prominent investigator of the 1994 genocide in Rwanda.)
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Jim Bamford and I each worked mainly from open sources. We stayed in touch and shared some
significant leads, prompting the author of the first major book on GCHQ, Richard Aldrich, to write,
“Together Duncan Campbell and James Bamford confirmed a fundamental truth; that there are no secrets,
only lazy researchers.”

S EVEN YEARS LATER, in February 1987, police Special Branch teams were sent to search my home
and office for a third time. This time the trigger was a documentary program the BBC had asked me to
make, called “Secret Society.” My program revealed that GCHQ had violated financial accountability to
try and gain “independence” from NSA. Wanting its own space program, GCHQ had evaded legislators
to get authority to build a $700 million all-British spy satellite — code-named “Zircon.”

Zircon was intended to launch into a “geostationary” orbit; from there, a giant antenna would unfold
to collect signals from Asia, Europe and Africa. It was an ambitious project, but because of the tiny
number of people who knew about Zircon, I had no documents to use to support the story.

Former scientific adviser to the Ministry of Defense, Sir Ronald Mason, did know about Zircon. I
mentioned the name at the end of an innocuous interview question. His mouth dropped — and stayed
open. [28]He recovered his composure and said, “I can’t talk to you about that, I’m afraid.” He didn’t
need to.
Under intense pressure from the government, BBC Director General Alasdair Milne agreed to ban my
program about Zircon. I then arranged to screen the film inside Parliament. My idea was to distract the
censors and pull GCHQ off track while we got[29] the Zircon story out in print in the New Statesman
magazine.

At the last minute, government attorneys rushed to obtain court orders. The afternoon before pub-
lication, they suddenly arrived at our magazine offices, armed with an order to gag me. They were
shown to the elevator while I raced down the stairs, jumped on my bicycle and disappeared. The
magazine’s production manager left for a secret location, carrying emergency funds to pay new printers
in case our normal printers were blocked.

The next morning, as the New Statesman hit newsstands, I went early to Parliament to meet a
friend and supporter, an MP named Robin Cook. He led me to a sanctuary in Parliament, where I could
stay long enough to avoid being served by the authorities and get our story out safely. Meanwhile,
the mood in Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s office reportedly went “incandescent.” Her rage was
unleashed. Police raids began.

They spent days searching the New Statesman’s offices. The government then ordered a raid on
the BBC itself. On a Saturday night, in front of cameras, police wheeled out carts containing our
program tapes. [30]News and images of the raid on the BBC traveled around the world, bolstering the
image of British secrecy gone mad.

Two weeks after we published the New Statesman story, BBC Director General Milne was sacked
by BBC governors. I was not prosecuted. [31]My program aired a year later. Zircon itself was never
completed or launched.

Behind the Zircon scandal was deception. The government had previously been caught hiding
weapons expenditures using false accounting. The government then promised to report, in secret if
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needed, on any project that cost more than £250 million (about $400 million). No sooner was this
promise made than it was broken for GCHQ’s purposes. Operating Zircon would also have raised
GCHQ’s costs by one third.

I N NOVEMBER 1987, San Francisco’s Center for Investigative Reporting asked me over to discuss
the Zircon program. My trip led to probably the most important surveillance story I have uncovered.
I went to Sunnyvale to meet Margaret Newsham, a former Lockheed Martin employee, to hear about
unconstitutional NSA activity.

I drove south on California Route 101. In Sunnyvale, close to where Google’s campus now stands,
the highway runs past a huge windowless “[32]Blue Cube” that controlled the NSA’s constellation of
surveillance satellites, run by Lockheed and closed in 2010.

We sat on Newsham’s porch. She was a computer system manager who had worked for NSA con-
tractor Lockheed for seven years before being forced out after challenging corruption. She had been
assigned to Menwith Hill in 1978 to manage NSA databases, including something known as Project
ECHELON.

Newsham explained that ECHELON was an automated computer-driven system for sifting and
sorting all types of international civilian communications intercepted from satellites — mainly operated
by U.S. companies.

The scale of the operation she described took my breath away (this was 1988, remember). The
NSA and its partners had arranged for everything we communicated to be grabbed and potentially
analyzed. ECHELON was at the heart of a massive, billion-dollar expansion of global electronic
surveillance for the 21st century, she explained. She feared the scale of automated surveillance. “Its
immensity almost defies comprehension. … It is important for the truth to come out,” she said. “I don’t
believe we should put up with being controlled by Big Brother.”

While sitting inside Building 36D at Menwith Hill Station, Newsham had been invited to listen on
headphones to a live call from inside the U.S. Senate. She recognized the voice of Republican Sen.
Strom Thurmond, and immediately realized the NSA had gone off track. “Constitutional laws had been
broken,” she told me.

She explained how she had provided evidence to the House Permanent Select Committee on Intel-
ligence. Investigators told her they had issued subpoenas, and had asked to see plans for ECHELON.
But nothing had happened.

She handed me some of the plans for ECHELON. In technical jargon, one described a basic tool
kit for surveillance — the “commonality of automated data processing equipment (ADPE) in the ECHE-
LON system.” Others described the ECHELON “Dictionary” database, the heart of the system holding
target groups of keywords. “Dictionary” ran on networks of mini-computers. Newsham had managed
these networks. Some plans listed equipment she had helped deploy for a secret project code-named
“CARBOY II.” She did not know where CARBOY was.
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[33]

The author, outside the Bude station in 1977.

Photo: Courtesy of Duncan Campbell

The plans showed how ECHELON, also called Project P415, intercepted satellite connections, sorting
phone calls, telex, telegraph and computer signals. Although the Internet was then in early infancy,
what was carried digitally was covered. The way ECHELON had been designed, she said, demonstrated
the targeting of U.S. political figures was not an accident.Back in Britain, I matched Newsham’s plans
to other clues. Pictures of GCHQ’s base at Bude in southwest England showed two satellite tracking
dishes, pointing directly at Western satellites called Intelsat.

Intelsat, the first commercial communications satellite (COMSAT) network, linked people and
businesses around the globe; for example, it even relayed the moon landings live. It started in 1965.
From planning records and a press report, I deduced that GCHQ had planned to intercept Intelsat from
Bude, beginning in 1966.

Author Jim Bamford provided me with letters from 1969 between NSA and GCHQ that he’d ob-
tained, showing that the NSA had helped GCHQ bully the British into building the Bude station. A new
GCHQ source told me that the NSA paid for the station under a secret agreement — and that the job was
given to the Brits because of fears about U.S. communications laws.

I figured that a second ECHELON site would be needed to complete global coverage, intercepting
a third Intelsat satellite over the Pacific Ocean. Jim Bamford and I both found the site — built in
America, spying on U.S. communications with Asia. In November 1970, a Washington state newspaper
revealed Department of Defense plans for a so-called “research station” in Yakima, about 150 miles
from Seattle. I obtained photographs. They showed it was targeting the Pacific Intelsat. At the dawn of
the era of mass surveillance, almost 50 years ago, the ECHELON stations at Bude and Yakima were the
global mass surveillance system.

I had also seen confidential papers from the Watergate investigations that revealed that GCHQ
had fed into the NSA’s unlawful [34]SHAMROCK program of international surveillance on satellites
and cables, and that this had supported unlawful FBI surveillance on U.S. dissidents and civil rights
campaigners. The evidence thus showed that the British had been paid by the NSA to build a station that
spied on satellites run by the U.S. and carrying mostly Western communications, and that GCHQ had
supported unconstitutional surveillance of U.S citizens.
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When I published the [35]ECHELON story in August 1988, it got little mainstream attention. It
was ignored for a decade, downplayed by many as European paranoia.

In 1999, at last, ECHELON attracted the concern of Europe’s Parliament, which commissioned an
investigation. My report, “[36]Interception Capabilities 2000,” outlined what ECHELON was and was
not. With ECHELON under investigation in Europe, Margaret Newsham decided to reveal her identity
as the whistleblower, and retold her story on CBS’s “[37]60 Minutes.”

The European Parliament then mandated extensive action against mass surveillance. Their recom-
mendations were passed in full on September 5, 2001. Six days later, the Twin Towers came down. Any
plans for limiting mass surveillance were buried with the victims of 9/11, and never formally published.
But proof of ECHELON has become available.

[38]

Yakima Research Station

Photo: cliu.org

In December 2014, I asked fellow Scottish journalist and Intercept reporter Ryan Gallagher to check
Snowden’s documents. Was there evidence of ECHELON?

There was; the documents included details of the “ECHELON agreement” and more — a batch of
GCHQ and NSA documents confirming what whistleblower Margaret Newsham had revealed 27 years
ago. ECHELON was indeed “a system targeting communications satellites” that began nearly 50 years
ago.

“In 1966, NSA established the FROSTING program, an umbrella program for the collection and
processing of all communications emanating from communication satellites,” according to a January
2011 newsletter published by the NSA’s Yakima Research Station. “FROSTING’s two sub-programs
were TRANSIENT, for all efforts against Soviet satellite targets, and ECHELON, for the collection and
processing of INTELSAT communications.”

Another report, published in NSA’s “SID Today” newsletter in 2005, stated that “yes, there is an
ECHELON system,” and noted that the “extensive story of ECHELON would be part of the forthcoming
history initiative.” [39]A 2010 GCHQ report noted that “historically, NSA has been a large source of
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funding for COMSAT [interception]. Many current COMSAT assets were purchased by NSA and are
supported by GCHQ under the Echelon Agreement.”

The documents also confirmed the role of ECHELON Dictionaries as “[40]text keyword scanning
engines.” Other previously published Snowden documents show that CARBOY, whose expansion plans
Newsham gave me, was a “primary” foreign satellite collection operation at Bude.

The most shocking part of ECHELON, confirmed by the Snowden documents, is that it was built
to target Intelsat satellites, which in the early years were used primarily by Western countries; the United
States was the largest owner and user. The Soviet Union, China and their allies didn’t have ground
stations, nor the equipment to connect to Intelsat, until years later.

The Yakima site, which started operating in May 1973, was “established under the ECHELON
program to collect and process INTELSAT communications during the height of the Cold War,”
[41]reads a July 2012 newsletter published by the NSA’s Yakima Research Station.

[42]One more GCHQ document linked Edward Snowden’s archive back to where my journey first
began, with John Berry and the ABC case. The GCHQ station in Cyprus where Berry served has the
code name “SOUNDER.” Here, too, NSA was heavily involved, according to the document: “Under the
ECHELON Agreement, NSA provides 50 % of the funding for the SOUNDER Comsat facility.”

“Don’t wrestle in the mud with the pigs. They like it, and you both get dirty,” an NSA
employee wrote in a newsletter.

The NSA’s [43]“SID Today” newsletter concludes by recounting that the agency showed arrogance
in evading public scrutiny. It describes how ECHELON “caught the ire of Europeans,” prompting a
European Parliament investigation in 2000. The NSA newsletter writer wrote that when a European
delegation came to Washington to visit NSA and other agencies, [44]they were snubbed and their
appointments were cancelled. “Our interests, and our SIGINT partners’ interests, were protected
throughout the ordeal,” reads the report.

NSA claimed that the Parliament investigation “reflected not only that NSA played by the rules,
with congressional oversight, but that those characteristics were lacking when the [European delegation]
applied its investigatory criteria to other European nations.” According to the NSA writer, [45]the
Europeans were “pigs” wading in filth. “The “pig rule” applied when dealing with this tacky matter:
“Don’t wrestle in the mud with the pigs. They like it, and you both get dirty.”

Attitudes like this have made the secret dirty world of electronic mass surveillance difficult to ex-
pose, and more difficult to get changed. Even today, neither GCHQ nor NSA will comment on
ECHELON or other specific issues raised in the Snowden documents. (“It is long standing policy that
we do not comment on intelligence matters,” GCHQ said in a statement.)

Yet change has happened, and at increasing speed.

In May 2015, two years after Edward Snowden’s revelations were first published, I was invited
on behalf of a former “C” — chief of the U.K.’s Secret Intelligence Service — to co-introduce a
[46]conference on intelligence, security and privacy. Nearly three decades after almost going to prison
for allegedly exposing GCHQ’s secrets, my partner in [47]starting the conference was the agency’s
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newly appointed director, Robert Hannigan.

No one present argued against greater openness. Thanks to Edward Snowden and those who coura-
geously came before, the need for public accountability and review has become unassailable.

Documents published with this article:

• [48]Sid Article NSA

• [49]Cyprus GCHQ

• [50]CQV Fields Nov 2010 NSA

• [51]NWP2 NSA

• [52]NWP NSA

• [53]Comsat GCHQ

Contact the author:

[54]
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[55]Duncan Campbell[56] � dc@ 2qq.co.uk

Also from same source another fantastic reading this time discussing the ”lies of democracy and
freedom” cries by so-called ”western liberal democratic states” as observed in evidence from videos and
diplomatic papers. Another MUST READ ([57]click here).
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Others:

[58]Posters across London are challenging the Met using its own data – why has one gone miss-
ing?

[59]Stop and search: nearly every police force is guilty of ’racial bias’
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1.4.2 GIAP: A POLITICAL MANIFESTO (Membership Open Now)
(2015-08-13 15:03)

We are now open for new members, please email your interests to altawhid.leicester@hotmail.co.uk.
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OF FREE SELF-DETERMINATION AND NON-SECTARIAN DIRECT PARTICIPATION
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UMMAH LIBERATION & UNITY

Authored by:

Abu Islam Al-Sahil

Presiding Chair & Founder
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FOREWORD

Prophet Muhammad {S.A.W. } is not coming back to life: this is a fact. However this should never be a
sad disappointing fact since as long as one can seek and lead by the ’spirit of the prophet’, which means
the ability and skills to appreciate the changed world and society around him/her and the need to adapt
old ancient Islamic Shari’a (Laws) to modern Islamic nations and people and most importantly to seek a
unity of all factions –

namely,

the

branches of thoughts and beliefs within Islam as well as races, nationalities, political thinking and the
likes - only then the Greater Muslim Umma’h can attain the new Golden Age of Islam.

The present claimants of Islamic leadership are short on exhibiting or even actually possessing the said
’spirit of the prophet’; in other words, they do not have the leadership skills, abilities, personalities and
characteristics required to liberate - peacefully and without further bloodshed and pains - and unity

successfully

all factions without favoritism or persecutions, the Muslim Ummah. What the present leadership
claimants have in common is simply this horrible fact

they will continue to terrorize, brutalize, oppress, subjugate and always ready to sell out Muslim Ummah
(People and Lands) to their foreign masters and other highest bidders

and perhaps most disturbing and equally disappointing is the fact that accepting their leadership legit-
imacy and claims will never move our Ummah as a promising, gifted and talented society forward to
catch up with the rest in all areas but instead they will make us third-rate and worse and thus make us
equally vulnerable to continuous bloodshed, imperial and colonial interferences and the likes because
we will never be in position to stand toe-to-toe with advanced technological weapons fo our enemies or
even their advanced societies of well-educated supporting population as scientists, managers, inventors
etc.

As such...

• The Treacherous Ruling Elites (The House of Saud, Hashemites, Libyan, Afghani and Iraqi ”Puppet
Government”, and Egyptian-Tunisian repositioned into power old establishment cronies and others)
will continue to act in the interests and benefits of their own greed as well as that of their foreign
western masters in Washington, London, Paris, Brussels etc, while forcing ”absence of progress”
in education, health, employment etc by forbidding women into education or work, and so forth.
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• The [Honorable] Traditionalists-minded Resistance Partisans (known popularly as ”Jihadists” or
”Islamists”) will also prove to be more of a burden and a nightmare for Muslim people and world
as their similar inabilities to move away from traditional rigid and out of time and place ancient
laws of ”God” (Shari’a) and adapting to changing world around them [and us all] will mean a
continuation of more mindless violence, wars, bloodshed, divisions, hatred, sectarianism and also
an excuse for foreign powers to continue interfering and dominating our lands and people without
mercy and with pure greed and lust made possible by their local lackeys. These will to forbid
progress and development within our societies and thus continue to make us more vulnerable to
external enemies and greedy parties.

And it is the aim of the present author and the party founded here (The Greater Islamic Alliance [Sunni-
Shia-Kurds-Communists-Democrats-Secularists-Nationalists-Republicans etc] for Liberation and Unity)
to show how such a spirit

[of prophet]

can look like today and thus to present a third option

to

you

our beloved and

dearest

fellow

Muslim citizens.

The aim of this party, unlike those of the foreign-supported puppets and religious-honorable partisans is
not to enforce or force upon any laws on you with claims of ’superiority of the laws’ but rather to directly
consult with you, dearest Brothers and Sisters and Elders, which laws you preferred to be governed by,
with your direct support and with you beside; yes, it is a version of

Islamic

Democracy, taking the best of modern human age laws and the best of our ancient Shari’a laws to produce
a perfect set of Good Laws guiding Good Government and guarded by Good Arms (used only for ’Just
Wars/Jihad’ for initial use of liberation & unity, then self-defense).

Abu Islam Al-Sahilliyah

Leicester, UK.

August 2015
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On Supreme Laws of The Future Union: The Constitution or New Sharia

Taking off from where we left above [in the Foreword section] we can state that our party will seek to
adapt the very best of Islamic Shari’a with the very best of what exist today as lesser evils or corrupt sys-
tem of Republican democracy with preferences for ’internationalism’ on trade, peaceful and co-operative
multilateral world system and stable international security based on mutual trusts and ’peer-ship acknowl-
edgement’; that is not seeking to treat each other as all in same leadership status with no one as ’first
among equals’. For example on Internationalism and ’sharing earth together minded nature’ we will
seek to create in cooperation with all states of our world a special governing body for key essential and
strategic ”natural resources” so they can manage as corporation in allocating quotas for each states and
in accordance to what each specific state is in dire need of however beyond the dire critical need quotas
then states will have to barter exchange between themselves in agreement the remaining needed ”not
essential” quotas or actually buy these from one another.

Of course, as stated from adapting to democratic values we will see a constitution that promote and
encourage all aspects of civil laws, rule of law, human and individual rights, freedoms of expression,
association, religious beliefs and practices, gender equality (with absolute practical application of laws,
rather than ’talking’, of breaking ’glass ceiling’ and the likes).

However as stated above the most significant aspect and resolve of adapting to democratic ideals and
to fight is to making sure that Islamic identity, values, norms, multitude of customs and traditions, the
embedded nature of religion into all our aspects are enshrined at the center of newly introduced and
proposed for consultation constitution (new Shari’a). In other words, Muslims will be required to keep
and observe the old traditions of their Islamic ways of lives – as long as these #do not infringe upon
their constitutional ’natural’ rights such as property, happiness, security, livelihood, life, death etc - while
enjoying all aspects of democratic freedoms and rights.

• For example, no western clothing will be allowed to be embedded within Islamic societies. This
distort and corrupt our Identity and nothing more. In other words, we do not seek to enforce Burkas,
nikab etc, instead Muslim women will be required to observe their traditional respect for modesty
by wearing clothings that are loose and bland and covering head to toes in public but in private
(at home and around those known or relative of them) they can wear whatever they wish (as long
as these are made locally and not ”copying western clothing mannerism” word to word, of course
they can be inspired with western, Asiatic, African or any other cultural clothing mannerism, or
languages, Music etc but not copy it to the letter as stated above; simply, no importation of other
cultural customs preferences or trends in their pure or original forms. This is just imposing
others attempted ’dominance’ over our own identity (read Gramsci’s Hegemon theories or Fanon
The ’Wretched of the Earth’). And to clarify, only scarves will be made mandatory in public and
not nikab (ninja-eyes) or burkas, these two forms of wear will essentially be a pejorative (rightful
says) of the person (sister) herself, her family and her spouses and not a matter of the state.
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• Alcohol will stay banned!

• No underage marriages below the age of 18 years old for men and women.

• Complete freedom of religious practices and beliefs; Islam, Shi’ism, Coptic Christianity, Mystic
sects and cults etc. But all these must observe public codes of conduct.

THE GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE [IN BRIEF]

The government at federal level will be governed by non-elected (nominated mainly) Shura Council of
the Guardians equivalent to EU commission. This will stay in power in ten-years after which the ’First
Guardian’ (equivalent to Presidents) will never be allowed to ask or extend terms of rule but forced
to leave and appoint a successor (his long-time trusted and vetted patriot-loving deputy); if the First
Guardian is a male, the law will be he must choose his next successor

to be

a female candidate or let the special committee for nomination

to

do

so

for him if he refuses. This applies same if one is a female First Guardian, she must have a male successor
and so forth to infinitum.

Each guardian will be equivalent to ministers or secretaries of states in overseeing defense, foreign af-
fairs, economics etc for the entire union. Below them, their immediate deputies, will come from those
representatives directly elected by the people. This is the second structure of government made up of
structures similar to UK-US bicameral model see below (the legislative).

The guardians role will essentially be that of

proposing

laws made to govern the entire union. Once these laws are proposed they go to second chambers (struc-
ture of government: the legislative) and debated first within the House of Direct Representatives where
here the proposed laws (in bill format) will get first scrutiny by seeing either proposed amendments or
inclusions or exclusions or clauses (with reasons to be stated in details and legal and expertise manner)
and once this is done the bill (proposed laws) now amended, changed or the likes will go back to the
Guardians for second reading and reviews and once the Guardians have agreed to changes etc they will
inform the House of Direct Representatives who will have their own second reading to make sure noth-
ing has been slipped in without their knowing and after the bill will pass to second house, the House of
National Representatives (See below).
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First lets outline what is the;

• House of Direct Representatives: it will seat for 5 years and candidates will represent every popula-
tion sectors, such as Kurds with special representatives, and every tribes with each representatives.
This house will essentially attempt to be absolutely representative of every make up of the Ummah
in terms of tribes and nationalities. And as stated they make laws by making sure these do not
infringe upon the preferences of their tribes, represented people etc. They can also introduce in-
dependently of the guardians laws but must be first approved and reviewed by Guardians and the
third house (see below).

• House of Indirect Representatives:

this will

seat for unassigned time status. This house is similar to UK House of Lords. It will have

on

one side (the right) the Guardians who have moved from Guardian council and now can seat here
until the age of 64. Their role at this house is to continue

defending

the newly updated Shari’a constitution from neo-conservatives religious-minded intentions and
ends as well as any other threats to undermine these laws. Besides them (on same side) seats a
body of highly qualified and respected national academia, people who will provide scientific, legal,
professional and the likes knowledge and experience in defending supreme laws of the lands for the
common good of the union and it’s people affairs and rights. The left side will include the religious
representatives from all schools of Islamic thoughts (shi’a Imams, sunnis ulema, sufists scholars
etc), these will also seat next to non-Islamic religious representatives such as coptic christia

n

s, Druze, Yazidis, and every other citizen of the union with non-Islamic religious affiliation or
association. The role of this house as such is to either defend or attempt to defeat proposed laws
due to [a] faults in legal, professional and other similar concerns, [b] religious concerns as perceived
threats to their rights to religious beliefs and worship etc and finally to seek [c] to provide much
needed ’special representational’ expertise in making sure the bill is sound and perfect and does
not infringed on any rights or constitution

parameters

.

Below these super federal government structures will come regional (provincial, equivalent to US
’States’) governing structures with devolved powers to many areas as with US state-models and UK de-
volution model. These will have their own mini-parliaments (like Scottish and Welsh Parliaments) and
their own leaders, where laws and regulations will be made as long as these stay true to the constitution
and federal laws, so to avoid local tribal favoritism, cronyism etc.
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More will be discussed in future on this aspect of government.

One point must be made. Political Parties are acceptable and will be the basis of electoral mandate.

Political Funding will be covered fully by federal or regional governing bodies to avoid corruption, lob-
bying manipulation and the ’buying of political power’ as in US.

Lobbying will be allowed but not directly to representatives or any person employed by governing bodies
at all levels, instead there will be a separate offices of General Lobbying for every aspects.

Corruption, nepotism and cronyism will not be tolerated and laws will be passed to ensure a lifetime
punishment is placed upon offenders in terms of incarceration (long term sentences for jail) to financial
freezes etc. No one can be allowed to be above corruption laws or any constitutional laws even the First
Guardians.

Referendums and voting will be a constant activity as no laws can be proposed in their fullest unless peo-
ple are also directly involved and consulted for feedback; made much easier with modern technologies.

Special ’watchdog’ committees will be put in place to watch those in power (institutions and people) and
be conducted by citizens, learned people, legal professions, law enforcement etc; all selected through ran-
dom ’lottery style’ or ’jury selection’ methodologies. These will rotate after every seating/per reviewed
cases etc.

The First Guardian after office will not be allowed to have any influence or role in politics or private
businesses association with government contracts (defeating ’revolving door’ problem) but will be ex-
pected to take up professorship (teaching) role or academic leadership of universities etc; to help teach
and guide future leaders.

Many other laws and regulations will be detailed in tackling corruption, favoritism etc.

So How do we get there from where we are now? How do we fight successful?
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This I personally have already covered in details [1]here (please familiarize yourself with the reading).

In short;

1. Do not unite foreign powers with their local population and military (Clausewitzian trinity) by
directly declaring hostilities or intention of future or present hostilities against their states or people
or interests; Nazi idiocy.

2. Do not accept the supremacy and sovereignty of ’rule of Shari’a’ this will never take us forward or
improve our lives but will rather cause more problems, difficulties, hostilities between each other,
mindless bloodshed and weak state in defense.

3. Do not accept nothing short of complete subjugation of puppets to new constitution and seek [clas-
sified]; those who diplomatically accept to the union forces will be rewarded with life and left to
their important roles at local stratas.

4. Do not conduct any operations inside foreign states of non-Islamic make-up; meaning, we must
limit our wars (Limited Wars) inside our borders only. Never attack foreign persons, but if these
are held in suspicious of espionage etc then they should be used as exchange currency for our held
brothers and sisters (and always get sisters first for an exchange even if the enemies have the First
Guardians in custody; first exchange is, we all know who, hint the Pakistani Nuclear Physicist
sister).

5. Do not use or embrace any terror tactics, techniques or methodologies; especially not to suicide
bombings, no to ”lone wolves” etc. Against collaborators and traitors [classified]...

This is how we make a durable, strong, peaceful and prosper unity among our people and lands, not by
ways of puppets or religious-minded [honorable] mujahidins.

FINAL KEY STATEMENT: WHY WE ARE NOT EITHER WESTERN-STOOGES (AS MANY
FEW TREACHEROUS PUPPETS) OR ”RELIGIOUS-EXTREMISTS” (LIKE OUR HONORABLE
FIGHTING BROTHERS & SISTERS)

To challenge any accusations of that we are just another western-funded or -supported monkeys or stooges
we can simply say something that any actual and real western-funded or -supported stooges and puppets
could never say or hope to do so; by making such a statement their central policy within their political
manifesto and conduct.

Of course it is our policy in relation to Palestine.
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We simply do not accept any existence of a Jew ”state” or even a single Jew person presence within
Palestine, let alone a ’two-state solution’. We believe Palestine is for fellow countryman and women
of Palestinian nationality ONLY!

There will be zero talks, formal or informal, open or in secret, with the Jews or those claiming to
speaking on their behalf.

The Jews residing in Palestine will simply be provided with two key options;

1. Voluntary leave the land en mass..

2. Forcibly removed from our lands of Palestine with all – and by all - necessary means available.

Now in reference to why we are not just another ”Islamists” or ”extremists” seeking to come in with
pretense of ”free society and free minded nature” then after liberation to re-subjugate you into ancient
Shari’a laws we can simply say; go back and re-read this document/manifesto and say if you really
think we have a shred of ”extremism” in us, other than pride of Islamic Identity patriotism and
defense. For God sake, we want ”to introduce democracy” – Ooooo, the dread ’D-Word’. Would
any ”extremists” (that is, Neo-Conservatives) accept this???

Assalam-Aleikum Warhamtullahi Wabarakatuh

Your [hope to be with your permission] Future Leader

Abu Islam Al-Sahilliyah

1. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/al-qaeda-3-0-or-united-muslim-front-for-liberation-
unity-the-remaking-of-the-global-islamic-resistance/
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1.5.1 Aylan Kurdi (Drowned Syrian Refugee Child, 3yo): Our Moving Tribute
In Pictures (2015-09-04 12:06)

From innocent, life-filled, smiling faces...
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To sadness of lifeless little innocent body washed ashore as if the gods themselves wept and re-
fused to hide this beautiful innocent life within their darker embraces of merciless seas .... The day we
all wept; gods and mortals.
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[1]

From around the world those who wept showed their unhidden sadness and tears through art in
tribute... we all thank you (you will never stop weeping from looking at these beautiful ART-ributes to a
beautiful innocent life... we have stopped as yet and trust us we have seen worse).
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My top favourites:
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and of course the weeping creatures of the sea in honour of the fallen innocent child...
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and a moving short newspaper ”ad clip”...

and from us here at JG/GIAP... Rest In Peace, Aylan (we will never forget the day).

1. https://highfieldsoffice.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/syrian-migrant-boy-turkey.jpg
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1.5.2 GIAP: A POLITICAL MANIFESTO (2015-09-06 06:25)
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BY:
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Authored by:
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FOREWORD

Prophet Muhammad {S.A.W. } is not coming back to life: this is a fact. However this should never be a
sad disappointing fact since as long as one can seek and lead by the ’spirit of the prophet’, which means
the ability and skills to appreciate the changed world and society around him/her and the need to adapt
old ancient Islamic Shari’a (Laws) to modern Islamic nations and people and most importantly to seek a
unity of all factions –

namely,

the

branches of thoughts and beliefs within Islam as well as races, nationalities, political thinking and the
likes - only then the Greater Muslim Umma’h can attain the new Golden Age of Islam.

The present claimants of Islamic leadership are short on exhibiting or even actually possessing the said
’spirit of the prophet’; in other words, they do not have the leadership skills, abilities, personalities and
characteristics required to liberate - peacefully and without further bloodshed and pains - and unity

successfully

all factions without favoritism or persecutions, the Muslim Ummah. What the present leadership
claimants have in common is simply this horrible fact

they will continue to terrorize, brutalize, oppress, subjugate and always ready to sell out Muslim Ummah
(People and Lands) to their foreign masters and other highest bidders

and perhaps most disturbing and equally disappointing is the fact that accepting their leadership legit-
imacy and claims will never move our Ummah as a promising, gifted and talented society forward to
catch up with the rest in all areas but instead they will make us third-rate and worse and thus make us
equally vulnerable to continuous bloodshed, imperial and colonial interferences and the likes because
we will never be in position to stand toe-to-toe with advanced technological weapons fo our enemies or
even their advanced societies of well-educated supporting population as scientists, managers, inventors
etc.

As such...

• The Treacherous Ruling Elites (The House of Saud, Hashemites, Libyan, Afghani and Iraqi ”Puppet
Government”, and Egyptian-Tunisian repositioned into power old establishment cronies and others)
will continue to act in the interests and benefits of their own greed as well as that of their foreign
western masters in Washington, London, Paris, Brussels etc, while forcing ”absence of progress”
in education, health, employment etc by forbidding women into education or work, and so forth.

• The [Honorable] Traditionalists-minded Resistance Partisans (known popularly as ”Jihadists” or
”Islamists”) will also prove to be more of a burden and a nightmare for Muslim people and world
as their similar inabilities to move away from traditional rigid and out of time and place ancient
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laws of ”God” (Shari’a) and adapting to changing world around them [and us all] will mean a
continuation of more mindless violence, wars, bloodshed, divisions, hatred, sectarianism and also
an excuse for foreign powers to continue interfering and dominating our lands and people without
mercy and with pure greed and lust made possible by their local lackeys. These will to forbid
progress and development within our societies and thus continue to make us more vulnerable to
external enemies and greedy parties.

And it is the aim of the present author and the party founded here (The Greater Islamic Alliance [Sunni-
Shia-Kurds-Communists-Democrats-Secularists-Nationalists-Republicans etc] for Liberation and Unity)
to show how such a spirit

[of prophet]

can look like today and thus to present a third option

to

you

our beloved and

dearest

fellow

Muslim citizens.

The aim of this party, unlike those of the foreign-supported puppets and religious-honorable partisans is
not to enforce or force upon any laws on you with claims of ’superiority of the laws’ but rather to directly
consult with you, dearest Brothers and Sisters and Elders, which laws you preferred to be governed by,
with your direct support and with you beside; yes, it is a version of

Islamic

Democracy, taking the best of modern human age laws and the best of our ancient Shari’a laws to produce
a perfect set of Good Laws guiding Good Government and guarded by Good Arms (used only for ’Just
Wars/Jihad’ for initial use of liberation & unity, then self-defense).

Abu Islam Al-Sahilliyah

Leicester, UK.

August 2015

On Supreme Laws of The Future Union: The Constitution or New Sharia
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Taking off from where we left above [in the Foreword section] we can state that our party will seek to
adapt the very best of Islamic Shari’a with the very best of what exist today as lesser evils or corrupt sys-
tem of Republican democracy with preferences for ’internationalism’ on trade, peaceful and co-operative
multilateral world system and stable international security based on mutual trusts and ’peer-ship acknowl-
edgement’; that is not seeking to treat each other as all in same leadership status with no one as ’first
among equals’. For example on Internationalism and ’sharing earth together minded nature’ we will
seek to create in cooperation with all states of our world a special governing body for key essential and
strategic ”natural resources” so they can manage as corporation in allocating quotas for each states and
in accordance to what each specific state is in dire need of however beyond the dire critical need quotas
then states will have to barter exchange between themselves in agreement the remaining needed ”not
essential” quotas or actually buy these from one another.

Of course, as stated from adapting to democratic values we will see a constitution that promote and
encourage all aspects of civil laws, rule of law, human and individual rights, freedoms of expression,
association, religious beliefs and practices, gender equality (with absolute practical application of laws,
rather than ’talking’, of breaking ’glass ceiling’ and the likes).

However as stated above the most significant aspect and resolve of adapting to democratic ideals and
to fight is to making sure that Islamic identity, values, norms, multitude of customs and traditions, the
embedded nature of religion into all our aspects are enshrined at the center of newly introduced and
proposed for consultation constitution (new Shari’a). In other words, Muslims will be required to keep
and observe the old traditions of their Islamic ways of lives – as long as these #do not infringe upon
their constitutional ’natural’ rights such as property, happiness, security, livelihood, life, death etc - while
enjoying all aspects of democratic freedoms and rights.

• For example, no western clothing will be allowed to be embedded within Islamic societies. This
distort and corrupt our Identity and nothing more. In other words, we do not seek to enforce Burkas,
nikab etc, instead Muslim women will be required to observe their traditional respect for modesty
by wearing clothings that are loose and bland and covering head to toes in public but in private
(at home and around those known or relative of them) they can wear whatever they wish (as long
as these are made locally and not ”copying western clothing mannerism” word to word, of course
they can be inspired with western, Asiatic, African or any other cultural clothing mannerism, or
languages, Music etc but not copy it to the letter as stated above; simply, no importation of other
cultural customs preferences or trends in their pure or original forms. This is just imposing
others attempted ’dominance’ over our own identity (read Gramsci’s Hegemon theories or Fanon
The ’Wretched of the Earth’). And to clarify, only scarves will be made mandatory in public and
not nikab (ninja-eyes) or burkas, these two forms of wear will essentially be a pejorative (rightful
says) of the person (sister) herself, her family and her spouses and not a matter of the state.

• Alcohol will stay banned!

• No underage marriages below the age of 18 years old for men and women.
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• Complete freedom of religious practices and beliefs; Islam, Shi’ism, Coptic Christianity, Mystic
sects and cults etc. But all these must observe public codes of conduct.

THE GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE [IN BRIEF]

The government at federal level will be governed by non-elected (nominated mainly) Shura Council of
the Guardians equivalent to EU commission. This will stay in power in ten-years after which the ’First
Guardian’ (equivalent to Presidents) will never be allowed to ask or extend terms of rule but forced
to leave and appoint a successor (his long-time trusted and vetted patriot-loving deputy); if the First
Guardian is a male, the law will be he must choose his next successor
to be
a female candidate or let the special committee for nomination
to
do
so
for him if he refuses. This applies same if one is a female First Guardian, she must have a male successor
and so forth to infinitum.

Each guardian will be equivalent to ministers or secretaries of states in overseeing defense, foreign af-
fairs, economics etc for the entire union. Below them, their immediate deputies, will come from those
representatives directly elected by the people. This is the second structure of government made up of
structures similar to UK-US bicameral model see below (the legislative).

The guardians role will essentially be that of
proposing
laws made to govern the entire union. Once these laws are proposed they go to second chambers (struc-
ture of government: the legislative) and debated first within the House of Direct Representatives where
here the proposed laws (in bill format) will get first scrutiny by seeing either proposed amendments or
inclusions or exclusions or clauses (with reasons to be stated in details and legal and expertise manner)
and once this is done the bill (proposed laws) now amended, changed or the likes will go back to the
Guardians for second reading and reviews and once the Guardians have agreed to changes etc they will
inform the House of Direct Representatives who will have their own second reading to make sure noth-
ing has been slipped in without their knowing and after the bill will pass to second house, the House of
National Representatives (See below).

First lets outline what is the;
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• House of Direct Representatives: it will seat for 5 years and candidates will represent every popula-
tion sectors, such as Kurds with special representatives, and every tribes with each representatives.
This house will essentially attempt to be absolutely representative of every make up of the Ummah
in terms of tribes and nationalities. And as stated they make laws by making sure these do not
infringe upon the preferences of their tribes, represented people etc. They can also introduce in-
dependently of the guardians laws but must be first approved and reviewed by Guardians and the
third house (see below).

• House of Indirect Representatives:

this will

seat for unassigned time status. This house is similar to UK House of Lords. It will have

on

one side (the right) the Guardians who have moved from Guardian council and now can seat here
until the age of 64. Their role at this house is to continue

defending

the newly updated Shari’a constitution from neo-conservatives religious-minded intentions and
ends as well as any other threats to undermine these laws. Besides them (on same side) seats a
body of highly qualified and respected national academia, people who will provide scientific, legal,
professional and the likes knowledge and experience in defending supreme laws of the lands for the
common good of the union and it’s people affairs and rights. The left side will include the religious
representatives from all schools of Islamic thoughts (shi’a Imams, sunnis ulema, sufists scholars
etc), these will also seat next to non-Islamic religious representatives such as coptic christia

n

s, Druze, Yazidis, and every other citizen of the union with non-Islamic religious affiliation or
association. The role of this house as such is to either defend or attempt to defeat proposed laws
due to [a] faults in legal, professional and other similar concerns, [b] religious concerns as perceived
threats to their rights to religious beliefs and worship etc and finally to seek [c] to provide much
needed ’special representational’ expertise in making sure the bill is sound and perfect and does
not infringed on any rights or constitution

parameters

.

Below these super federal government structures will come regional (provincial, equivalent to US
’States’) governing structures with devolved powers to many areas as with US state-models and UK de-
volution model. These will have their own mini-parliaments (like Scottish and Welsh Parliaments) and
their own leaders, where laws and regulations will be made as long as these stay true to the constitution
and federal laws, so to avoid local tribal favoritism, cronyism etc.

More will be discussed in future on this aspect of government.

One point must be made. Political Parties are acceptable and will be the basis of electoral mandate.
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Political Funding will be covered fully by federal or regional governing bodies to avoid corruption, lob-
bying manipulation and the ’buying of political power’ as in US.

Lobbying will be allowed but not directly to representatives or any person employed by governing bodies
at all levels, instead there will be a separate offices of General Lobbying for every aspects.

Corruption, nepotism and cronyism will not be tolerated and laws will be passed to ensure a lifetime
punishment is placed upon offenders in terms of incarceration (long term sentences for jail) to financial
freezes etc. No one can be allowed to be above corruption laws or any constitutional laws even the First
Guardians.

Referendums and voting will be a constant activity as no laws can be proposed in their fullest unless peo-
ple are also directly involved and consulted for feedback; made much easier with modern technologies.

Special ’watchdog’ committees will be put in place to watch those in power (institutions and people) and
be conducted by citizens, learned people, legal professions, law enforcement etc; all selected through ran-
dom ’lottery style’ or ’jury selection’ methodologies. These will rotate after every seating/per reviewed
cases etc.

The First Guardian after office will not be allowed to have any influence or role in politics or private
businesses association with government contracts (defeating ’revolving door’ problem) but will be ex-
pected to take up professorship (teaching) role or academic leadership of universities etc; to help teach
and guide future leaders.

Many other laws and regulations will be detailed in tackling corruption, favoritism etc.

So How do we get there from where we are now? How do we fight successful?

This I personally have already covered in details [1]here (please familiarize yourself with the reading).

In short;
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1. Do not unite foreign powers with their local population and military (Clausewitzian trinity) by
directly declaring hostilities or intention of future or present hostilities against their states or people
or interests; Nazi idiocy.

2. Do not accept the supremacy and sovereignty of ’rule of Shari’a’ this will never take us forward or
improve our lives but will rather cause more problems, difficulties, hostilities between each other,
mindless bloodshed and weak state in defense.

3. Do not accept nothing short of complete subjugation of puppets to new constitution and seek [clas-
sified]; those who diplomatically accept to the union forces will be rewarded with life and left to
their important roles at local stratas.

4. Do not conduct any operations inside foreign states of non-Islamic make-up; meaning, we must
limit our wars (Limited Wars) inside our borders only. Never attack foreign persons, but if these
are held in suspicious of espionage etc then they should be used as exchange currency for our held
brothers and sisters (and always get sisters first for an exchange even if the enemies have the First
Guardians in custody; first exchange is, we all know who, hint the Pakistani Nuclear Physicist
sister).

5. Do not use or embrace any terror tactics, techniques or methodologies; especially not to suicide
bombings, no to ”lone wolves” etc. Against collaborators and traitors [classified]...

This is how we make a durable, strong, peaceful and prosper unity among our people and lands, not by
ways of puppets or religious-minded [honorable] mujahidins.

FINAL KEY STATEMENT: WHY WE ARE NOT EITHER WESTERN-STOOGES (AS MANY
FEW TREACHEROUS PUPPETS) OR ”RELIGIOUS-EXTREMISTS” (LIKE OUR HONORABLE
FIGHTING BROTHERS & SISTERS)

To challenge any accusations of that we are just another western-funded or -supported monkeys or stooges
we can simply say something that any actual and real western-funded or -supported stooges and puppets
could never say or hope to do so; by making such a statement their central policy within their political
manifesto and conduct.

Of course it is our policy in relation to Palestine.

We simply do not accept any existence of a Jew ”state” or even a single Jew person presence within
Palestine, let alone a ’two-state solution’. We believe Palestine is for fellow countryman and women
of Palestinian nationality ONLY!
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There will be zero talks, formal or informal, open or in secret, with the Jews or those claiming to
speaking on their behalf.

The Jews residing in Palestine will simply be provided with two key options;

1. Voluntary leave the land en mass..

2. Forcibly removed from our lands of Palestine with all – and by all - necessary means available.

Now in reference to why we are not just another ”Islamists” or ”extremists” seeking to come in with
pretense of ”free society and free minded nature” then after liberation to re-subjugate you into ancient
Shari’a laws we can simply say; go back and re-read this document/manifesto and say if you really
think we have a shred of ”extremism” in us, other than pride of Islamic Identity patriotism and
defense. For God sake, we want ”to introduce democracy” – Ooooo, the dread ’D-Word’. Would
any ”extremists” (that is, Neo-Conservatives) accept this???

Assalam-Aleikum Warhamtullahi Wabarakatuh

Yours

Abu Islam Al-Sahilliyah

1. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/al-qaeda-3-0-or-united-muslim-front-for-liberation-
unity-the-remaking-of-the-global-islamic-resistance/
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1.5.3 Rise of Islamophobia In UK Soars & Soars: New VIDEO & PICS of a
Broad-Day Assault On AMuslim-Sister (16yo) In London (Punched&Left
Unconscious) (2015-09-08 06:41)

Teenager wearing hijab knocked unconscious demonstrates rise in hate crime in London

CCTV footage shows woman wearing a hijab attacked from behind; revealing the reality of what many
Young Muslim women face today

[1] Ryan Ramgobin
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Monday 07 September 2015

[2]Print

[3]A [4]A [5]A
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Shocking images of a teenager wearing a hijab attacked in Plaistow in East London have been re-
published [6]amid Scotland Yard statistics showing hate crime in the capital has almost doubled in the
past year.

Watch the attack below. Warning: distressing content – viewer discretion is advised.

The footage emerged in 2012 when then 34-year-old, Michael Ayoade, knocked then 16-year-old
Tasneem Kabir unconscious, as she made her way to college.

The CCTV video is just one example of Islamophobic attacks across the capital. Scotland Yard
statistics indicate that the number of hate crimes almost doubled in the twelve months to June, from 406
to 800.

original link via The Independent [7]Teenager wearing hijab knocked unconscious demonstrates
rise in hate crime in London - Home News - UK - The Independent

same story via The Daily Mail [8]Shocking moment hijab-wearing girl is attacked from behind
and knocked to the floor unconscious as police reveal huge rise in hate crimes against Muslims

[9]Hate crimes against Muslims soar in London

[10]Government plans to make picketers give their names to police, carry a letter of authorisation
and wear an armband (further deterioration of civil laws in UK and draconian measures)

[11]Table of the highest paid Leicester City Council staff | Leicester Mercury : the single impor-
tant observation here is that in a city deemed a model of ”diversity and multicultural and equal
opportunities’ and all that BS over 95 per cent on the list are whites. Check out our old post with
evidence [12]here and [13]here.

1. http://www.independent.co.uk/biography/ryan-ramgobin-10421687.html
2. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/teenager-wearing-hijab-knocked-unconscious-d
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emonstrates-rise-in-hate-crime-in-london-10489930.html
3. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/teenager-wearing-hijab-knocked-unconscious-d
emonstrates-rise-in-hate-crime-in-london-10489930.html
4. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/teenager-wearing-hijab-knocked-unconscious-d
emonstrates-rise-in-hate-crime-in-london-10489930.html
5. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/teenager-wearing-hijab-knocked-unconscious-d
emonstrates-rise-in-hate-crime-in-london-10489930.html
6. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/hate-crimes-against-muslims-in-london-up-by-
70-according-to-police-10489175.html
7. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/teenager-wearing-hijab-knocked-unconscious-d
emonstrates-rise-in-hate-crime-in-london-10489930.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3225020/Shocking-moment-hijab-wearing-woman-attacke
d-knocked-floor-unconscious-police-reveal-huge-rise-hate-crimes-against-Muslims.html
9. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/07/hate-crimes-against-muslims-soar-london-islamo
phobia
10. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/striking-workers-may-have-to-identify-themse
lves-to-police-carry-a-letter-of-authorisation-and-wear-an-armband-under-proposed-reforms-10
489011.html
11. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/table/story-27690190-detail/story.html
12. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/02/20/white-leicester-the-myth-of-a-multi-cult
urally-representative-leicester-evidence-the-council-police/
13. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/02/21/white-leicesterbritain-part-ii-senior-mu
slim-police-evidence-others/
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1.5.4 [[UPDATED]] Rise of Islamophobia In UK Soars & Soars: New VIDEO
& PICS of a Broad-Day Assault On A Muslim-Sister (16yo) In London
(Punched & Left Unconscious) (2015-09-08 11:41)

Teenager wearing hijab knocked unconscious demonstrates rise in hate crime in London

CCTV footage shows woman wearing a hijab attacked from behind; revealing the reality of what many
Young Muslim women face today

[1] Ryan Ramgobin
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Monday 07 September 2015

[2]Print

[3]A [4]A [5]A
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Shocking images of a teenager wearing a hijab attacked in Plaistow in East London have been re-
published [6]amid Scotland Yard statistics showing hate crime in the capital has almost doubled in the
past year.

Watch the attack below. Warning: distressing content – viewer discretion is advised.

The footage emerged in 2012 when then 34-year-old, Michael Ayoade, knocked then 16-year-old
Tasneem Kabir unconscious, as she made her way to college.

The CCTV video is just one example of Islamophobic attacks across the capital. Scotland Yard
statistics indicate that the number of hate crimes almost doubled in the twelve months to June, from 406
to 800.

original link via The Independent [7]Teenager wearing hijab knocked unconscious demonstrates
rise in hate crime in London - Home News - UK - The Independent

same story via The Daily Mail [8]Shocking moment hijab-wearing girl is attacked from behind
and knocked to the floor unconscious as police reveal huge rise in hate crimes against Muslims

[9]Hate crimes against Muslims soar in London

[10]Government plans to make picketers give their names to police, carry a letter of authorisation
and wear an armband (further deterioration of civil laws in UK and draconian measures)

[11]Table of the highest paid Leicester City Council staff | Leicester Mercury : the single impor-
tant observation here is that in a city deemed a model of ”diversity and multicultural and equal
opportunities’ and all that BS over 95 per cent on the list are whites. Check out our old post with
evidence [12]here and [13]here.

[14] America’s Oligarch Problem How the Super-Rich Threaten US Democracy

[15] Help to Buy helps the rich: 1,750 couples earning £100,000 get Osborne’s cheap loans (in-
cluding 500 who ALREADY had a house)

[16]Clegg was offered a pass on a rise in tuition fees by Osborne and apparently turned it down

And here is for all those still naive to their bones perfect representation of western or british ”democratic”
virtues of ”rule of law” and [dual] ”justice”. Of course we are talking about the case Malcolm Rifkind
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former Foreign Secretary and a man intimately close to UK security services (and chair of it’s apparent
”Independent Committee” in Houses of Parliament) and Jack Straw, Lab MP (Bradford) again with past
relations and intimate closeness to UK security services during his tenure as Foreign Secretary.

These two were filmed on tape accepting bribery (corruption, fraud etc) to lobby but apparently a
committee to punish or not found them ”not guilty” (Telegraph: [17]MPs who ’cleared’ Jack Straw and
Sir Malcolm Rifkind reveal ’misgivings’ - Telegraph and[18] The proof that MPs cannot be allowed to
police themselves ) and NOT ONLY are these two criminals let go but apparently plans are in place TO
REWARD them with PEERAGE in the House of Lords (oleee): [19]Straw and Rifkind tipped for the
House of Lords after being cleared of breaking rules in cash-for-access sting

updated -

1. [20]Sir Malcolm Rifkind helped hire head of parliamentary watchdog that cleared him over ’cash-
for-access’ allegations

2. [21]Sir Malcolm Rifkind interviewed and helped appoint the woman who cleared him of wrongdo-
ing over ’cash-for-access’ scandal

And the usual rabid nepotism within UK governing bodies and institutions, at Met Office a
senior (peer, again, misbehaving badly) scientist (Dame Julia Hugh-Slingo) creates a, as the
Daily Mail puts it, ’plum’ top role for her daughter straight out of University (with zero skills
or experience): pays to be connected. [22]Met Office created plum media job for daughter
of its new £230,000-a-year science boss just months after she graduated similar to BBC and
their children internship (link: [23]http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3137056/BBC-staff-
broke-rules -traded-unpaid-internships-teenagers-leading-companies-help-children.html and on
ITV [24]http://metro.co.uk/2015/06/24/bbc-staff-caught-offering-work-experien ce-in-exchange-for-
internships-for-their-kids-5262225/)

[25]’Don’t stand with Ahmed if you’re not prepared to support all marginalised Muslim children’by
Hanna Yusuf at The Independent

Excellent Steve Bell political cartoon take on MI5 and others calls for more surveillance powers
(as if they needed to ask, they already it implement it, by asking they just want to ”make it official as
formally authorised”)

[26]Steve Bell on MI5’s call for greater power

[27] Our number one regret? Not saving up! Putting more money away tops list of 50 things
Britons would do differently if they could live their lives again

[28] Is YOUR house being targeted by gangs of burglars? The signs criminals use to alert each
other to homes that are worth robbing - and those that aren’t

msm cries ’nuts’ when truth is said [29]Revealed: Labour’s hard-line shadow chancellor raged against
Britain’s ’key’ role in the global ’war machine’ and hailed the recession as a ’real opportunity’ for the left
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[30] Revealed: Transport bosses’ secret geographically accurate Tube map showing the REAL
distances between stations

[31]The signs criminals use to alert each other to homes that are worth robbing | Daily Mail On-
line

[32]Do you feel like a fraud? Seven ways to get over ’impostor syndrome’

1. http://www.independent.co.uk/biography/ryan-ramgobin-10421687.html
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emonstrates-rise-in-hate-crime-in-london-10489930.html
6. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/hate-crimes-against-muslims-in-london-up-by-
70-according-to-police-10489175.html
7. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/teenager-wearing-hijab-knocked-unconscious-d
emonstrates-rise-in-hate-crime-in-london-10489930.html
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3225020/Shocking-moment-hijab-wearing-woman-attacke
d-knocked-floor-unconscious-police-reveal-huge-rise-hate-crimes-against-Muslims.html
9. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/07/hate-crimes-against-muslims-soar-london-islamo
phobia
10. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/striking-workers-may-have-to-identify-themse
lves-to-police-carry-a-letter-of-authorisation-and-wear-an-armband-under-proposed-reforms-10
489011.html
11. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/table/story-27690190-detail/story.html
12. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/02/20/white-leicester-the-myth-of-a-multi-cult
urally-representative-leicester-evidence-the-council-police/
13. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/02/21/white-leicesterbritain-part-ii-senior-mu
slim-police-evidence-others/
14. http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/donald-trump-and-other-super-rich-define-us-presi
dential-race-a-1052151.html
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3227614/Helps-Buy-helps-rich-1-750-couples-earning-
100-000-Osborne-s-cheap-loans-including-500-house.html
16. http://i100.independent.co.uk/article/nick-clegg-was-offered-a-pass-on-a-rise-in-tuition-
fees-by-george-osborne-and-apparently-turned-it-down--WJQXsBQkLg
17. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/investigations/11873070/MPs-who-cleared-Jack-Straw-and-Sir-
Malcolm-Rifkind-reveal-misgivings.html
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1.5.5 [[UPDATED]] The Lies of Spies: Debunking MI5 Claims of Muslims ’Co-
operations For Money’ Against Fellow Muslims (2015-09-22 12:38)

Okay, in the past we have discussed in details how spooks/spies work as individuals and as institutions;
do your independent search within this blog for more reading. Today we will be debunking the lies spread
by MI5 (UK internal secret police) in reference to the claims of local Muslims [in UK] ”co-operation”
with them for money (payments) in spying and reporting on activities of fellow Muslims with so-called
”T-word” intents.

First, if this was true - namely, the very nature of making such a claim public - this would have
been unthinkable to claim it openly and publicly; in other words, if Muslims really ”co-operated” with
internal secret police and other criminal outfits in the services of the state (UK) then such a tactic would
have been kept so-tightly secured/secret (not publicized and protected by OSA/Official Secret Acts) so
not to jeopardise it’s critical unknown value; the common-denominating value of all intelligence (secret
and unknown) hence the uproar over Bradley Manning, Edward Snowden and Julian Assange activities
have caused since they have blown the lid on secretive acts/tactics against opposing sides.

So what does the lying efforts tells us? Why did criminal organisation called MI5 publicly claimed
to be using this? The answer is simple even for a ten-year old: the ’old Ponzi scheme meets magi-
cians/illusionists act and hope for domino effect’, namely by claiming such an act really exists then the
criminal organisation known as MI5 hopes to achieve a number of objects;

[a] actually get those in need of making money to come in and offer service; which has never suc-
ceeded in the past and will continue to fail (the ponzi scheme: build up manpower of the weak etc)

[b] by creating such an illusion, the criminal organisation, hopes to equally creates (fostering/festering)
and sustain internal (within Muslim communities) mistrusts, divisions and fear among each other and
”the invisible hand of the ”law””; this too in the past failed and bound to do so. Never forget our advice:
never fear or even brought to a state of paralysis or inaction with criminals actions (real or pretended).
This seeks to establish firm social control over Muslim population in UK. It seeks to limit political or
communal association, activism, protests or even working closely together for an end. This is further
supported by more and more ’greyish’ legal systems and regulations which are designed as such (grey-
ish) so to make you paralysed with fears of breaking laws; constantly asking yourselves is this legal or not.

[c] they hope by doing this and achieving recruitment objectives of the weak and collaborative who are
always ease to spot and to be unknown, that is their covers and spying activities are easily blown** out
by local communities and spread quickly suddenly these individuals or institutions including Mosques
with close collaborative association to the state and its criminal apparatus find themselves ostracised,
isolated and marginalised from their own local communities because they are known known to be in
cohort (as spineless traitors) with criminal state apparatus against their own people and communities;
the domino effect built on hopes of lies and illusions.

To get a full picture of this specific favoured method and others please consult the websites below
for primary (first-hand) official documents leaked or cyber-stolen from UK state itself which defines
and describes these methods in details;

1. [1]The Intercept

2. [2]Wikileaks
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3. [3]Public Intelligence

4. [4]FAS (Federation of American Scientists)

and many more sites out there.

To sum up, dont bite or buy on the lies and illusions and NEVER EVER BE FEARFUL OR BROUGHT
TO A STATE OF COWARDLY PARALYSIS & SUBMISSION/CONTROL BY ANY CRIMINAL
GROUPS - stand firm and proud (with two-fingers high)!

UPDATES:

update one** those used as monkeys to ”spy” on their own are easily blown-out (from their cov-
ers as ”tools of the state criminal apparatus”) for a simple reason: they are never given actual training
to operate as competent surveillance/covert operators etc simply because those criminal state apparatus
have no trust in our people even if they use them; they ask why should we waste funds and resources
training these ’short-term monkeys” when everything is done they might turn on us by using our own
trained skills. Hence ease to spot; we will not discuss these ’indicators’/tell-tales here.

[5]School questioned Muslim pupil about Isis after discussion on eco-activism [6]Profiled: From Radio
to Porn, British Spies Track Web Users’ Online Identities Ryan Gallagher [7]British politicians are ob-
sessed with bombing Middle East, says MP who fought in Afghanistan [8]It’s the British establishment
that has a problem with democracy [9]Leicester City Council members allowances for 2014/15 [10]RT
EXCLUSIVE: Iranian man begs UK govt to deport him, says life in Britain isn’t ’all gold’ [11]U.S. State
Department “Welcomes” News That Saudi Arabia Will Head U.N. Human Rights Panel Glenn Green-
wald — 2015-09-23T15:38:07+00:00 Elite sectors of the West want everyone to avert their eyes from
this deep and close relationship with the Saudis for good reason: It single-handedly destroys almost ev-
ery propagandistic narrative told to the Western public about that region. [12]‘Execution:’ Cellphone
footage shows Delaware cops shooting man in wheelchair updated news 12.10.15

[13]Spies and internet giants are in the same business: surveillance. But we can stop them [14]Momen-
tum: A new kind of politics [15]Britons ’failing to support Muslim victims of hate crime’ [16]Facebook’s
insult to taxpayers: Web giant paid £4,327 corporation tax last year - less than average UK worker paid
£26,500 salary [17]Don’t address Corbyn as ’right honourable’, MPs are told: Title removed under orders
of Privy Council after Labour leader did not attend meeting with the Queen [18]Yes, the CIA Director
Was Part of the JFK Assassination ... [19]Sustainability & Environment Big Oil, Big Tobacco, Big Lies
Kelle Louaillier, ET AL [20]Primary school reported a Muslim pupil, 10, to police on suspicion of ter-
rorism after he told female Muslim pupils to wear their headscarves and complained there was no prayer
room [21]No racial discrimination complaints against Met police upheld | UK news | The Guardian up-
dated Weds 14.10.15 [22]Court Reinstates Lawsuit Against NYPD Muslim Spying, Citing History of
Racist Scares Murtaza Hussain — 2015-10-13T18:30:28+00:00 "We are left to wonder why we cannot
see with foresight what we see so clearly with hindsight — that loyalty is a matter of the heart and mind,
not race, creed, or color." MUST READ [23]The secret surveillance of ‘suspicious’ blacks in one of the
nation’s poshest neighborhoods updated sun 18.10.15 [24]It’s getting harder to be black in the new D.C.

[25]The Drone Papers The Intercept has obtained a cache of secret documents detailing the inner work-
ings of the U.S. military’s assassination program in Afghanistan, Yemen, and Somalia. The documents,
provided by a whistleblower, offer an unprecedented glimpse into Obama’s drone wars. Read the stories
�
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[26]The top 1 % now own 50 % of global wealth: Research finds world’s richest have bounced back
from the recession while ’middle class’ have fallen [27]Police used ’mole to spy on lawyers so they
could tamper with evidence’: ’Former detective was paid £21,000 to pass on secret details of legal cases
while working undercover for the Met’ [28]Secret. Smug. Sinister: They’ve covered up torture, led us
into an illegal war and are now placing the Press under state control. It’s time to kill off the shadowy
establishment mafia that is the Privy Council

1. https://firstlook.org/theintercept/
2. http://www.wikileaks.org/
3. http://publicintelligence.net/
4. https://fas.org/
5. http://www.theguardian.com/education/2015/sep/22/school-questioned-muslim-pupil-about-isis-
after-discussion-on-eco-activism
6. https://theintercept.com/2015/09/25/gchq-radio-porn-spies-track-web-users-online-identities/
7. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/british-politicians-are-obsessed-with-bombing
-the-middle-east-says-afghanistan-veteran-mp-10512477.html
8. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/sep/23/british-establishment-problem-democrac
y-jeremy-corbyn
9. http://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/Leicester-City-Council-members-allowances-2014-15/story-2
7853725-detail/story.html
10. http://www.rt.com/uk/316420-iranian-deport-manchester-police/
11. https://theintercept.com/2015/09/23/u-s-state-department-welcomes-news-close-ally-saudi-ar
abia-chosen-head-u-n-human-rights-council-panel/
12. http://www.rt.com/usa/316451-video-police-shoot-man-wheelchair/
13. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/oct/11/spies-internet-giants-surveillance-saf
e-harbour-ruling-edward-snowden
14. http://www.peoplesmomentum.com/
15. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/britons-are-failing-to-support-muslim-victims-of
-hate-crime-study-says-a6689976.html
16. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3268282/Facebook-paid-5-000-corporation-tax-Exchequ
er-year-s-British-worker-earning-average-26-500-wage-pays.html
17. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3268837/Don-t-address-Corbyn-right-honourable-MPs-t
old-orders-Privy-Council.html
18. http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/10/jfk-assassination-john-mccone-warren-commiss
ion-cia-213197
19. http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/exxonmobil-scandal-climate-policy-by-kelle-loua
illier-and-bill-mckibben-2015-10
20. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3269771/Primary-school-reported-Muslim-pupil-10-pol
ice-suspicion-terrorism-told-female-Muslim-pupils-wear-headscarves-complained-no-prayer-room
.html
21. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/oct/12/no-racial-discrimination-complaints-upheld-m
et-police
22. https://theintercept.com/2015/10/13/court-reinstates-lawsuit-against-nypd-muslim-spying-ci
ting-history-of-racist-scares/
23. https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/social-issues/the-secret-surveillance-of-suspicious-b
lacks-in-one-of-the-nations-poshest-neighborhoods/2015/10/13/2e47236c-6c4d-11e5-b31c-d80d62b
53e28_story.html
24. https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/from-chocolate-city-to-latte-city-being-black-in-the-
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1.6.1 Photo of The Month (Oct 2015): ’The Running Jew-Dog’ (2015-10-19 10:47)

Caption On ’The Running Jew-Dog’:

A brave young Palestine armed only with a kitchen knife going (chasing) after a scared running
Jew-Dog armed to teeth with heavy weapons and guns...and he gets him in the end before murdered
(with his hand clinching, still, with pride and bravery his little knife high and above with pride) by 5
to 7 heavily armed Jew-Dogs coming to their rabid dog aid. Two perfect depictions from this picture
(below); [1] The Palestinians bravery in the face of Jews (the fear of the Jews and it takes 5-10 men to
take down one Palestine brother or sister armed only with smallest kitchenwares;see any images around)
and [2] if it was not for their western ”supporters”, who provide not only with arms but also war-budgets
and military personnel (which includes over 65 per cent of mercenaries in their so-called ”armed forces”;
from foreign legions, Africans, South Americans etc) as well as training and the unequal law that allow
any Jew [around the world] to be able to ”serve” with Palestine-Jews (and not the other way around;
namely, any Muslim serving his Palestinian homelands) then Palestine-Jews would have long been
exterminated en masse (no sympathy or remorse conveyed).

Our day will come, Brothers and Sisters, when even the demons and their commander-in-chief Sa-
tan himself will shrug their heads in disapproval and dismay in the ’ritual of horror in vengeance’ (and
refusing to accept such behaviour as ’demonic’ or in any relation or association to their mannerism: and
refusing the label ’The Satanic Feast’, probably seeking legal resort to not be associate with what is
going on) while the angels and gods weep aloud to the horrors taking place.

[1]

News headlines:

updated news 12.10.15

[2]Spies and internet giants are in the same business: surveillance. But we can stop them [3]Momentum:
A new kind of politics [4]Britons ‘failing to support Muslim victims of hate crime’ [5]Facebook’s insult
to taxpayers: Web giant paid £4,327 corporation tax last year – less than average UK worker paid £26,500
salary [6]Don’t address Corbyn as ‘right honourable’, MPs are told: Title removed under orders of Privy
Council after Labour leader did not attend meeting with the Queen [7]Yes, the CIA Director Was Part
of the JFK Assassination … [8]Sustainability & Environment Big Oil, Big Tobacco, Big Lies Kelle
Louaillier, ET AL [9]Primary school reported a Muslim pupil, 10, to police on suspicion of terrorism
after he told female Muslim pupils to wear their headscarves and complained there was no prayer room
[10]No racial discrimination complaints against Met police upheld | UK news | The Guardian updated
Weds 14.10.15 [11]Court Reinstates Lawsuit Against NYPD Muslim Spying, Citing History of Racist
Scares Murtaza Hussain — 2015-10-13T18:30:28+00:00 “We are left to wonder why we cannot see with
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foresight what we see so clearly with hindsight — that loyalty is a matter of the heart and mind, not race,
creed, or color.” MUST READ [12]The secret surveillance of ‘suspicious’ blacks in one of the nation’s
poshest neighborhoods updated sun 18.10.15 [13]It’s getting harder to be black in the new D.C.

[14]The Drone Papers The Intercept has obtained a cache of secret documents detailing the inner work-
ings of the U.S. military’s assassination program in Afghanistan, Yemen, and Somalia. The documents,
provided by a whistleblower, offer an unprecedented glimpse into Obama’s drone wars. Read the stories
�

[15]The top 1 % now own 50 % of global wealth: Research finds world’s richest have bounced back
from the recession while ‘middle class’ have fallen [16]Police used ‘mole to spy on lawyers so they
could tamper with evidence’: ‘Former detective was paid £21,000 to pass on secret details of legal cases
while working undercover for the Met’ [17]Secret. Smug. Sinister: They’ve covered up torture, led us
into an illegal war and are now placing the Press under state control. It’s time to kill off the shadowy
establishment mafia that is the Privy Council

[18]School questioned Muslim pupil about Isis after discussion on eco-activism [19]Profiled: From Radio
to Porn, British Spies Track Web Users’ Online Identities Ryan Gallagher [20]British politicians are ob-
sessed with bombing Middle East, says MP who fought in Afghanistan [21]It’s the British establishment
that has a problem with democracy [22]Leicester City Council members allowances for 2014/15 [23]RT
EXCLUSIVE: Iranian man begs UK govt to deport him, says life in Britain isn’t ‘all gold’ [24]U.S. State
Department “Welcomes” News That Saudi Arabia Will Head U.N. Human Rights Panel Glenn Green-
wald — 2015-09-23T15:38:07+00:00 Elite sectors of the West want everyone to avert their eyes from
this deep and close relationship with the Saudis for good reason: It single-handedly destroys almost ev-
ery propagandistic narrative told to the Western public about that region. [25]‘Execution:’ Cellphone
footage shows Delaware cops shooting man in wheelchair
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1.6.2 Republican Party Of England, Wales, Scotland & Northern Ireland: Our
Rough (and Brief) Blueprint/Manifesto (2015-10-20 12:34)

Dear readers and supporters today we will discuss/outline briefly key principles and values of a truly
Republican Party of England, Wales, Scotland & Northern Ireland.

Further suggestions are welcomed before we attempt to take this out to the public: Nahh, just in-
tended to encourage public intellectual debates.

One might be interested in following this up with the reading of our old ’International Party’ man-
ifesto ([1]click here).

Principle One: A Republican Constitutional State. not ”Constitutional Monarchy” or the likes.

Principle Two: Governed by a well-set out constitution and bill of rights both supported by supreme
courts and in case of extreme issues of biases with European Union Court of Human Rights (ECHR).

Principle Three: WE, as Republicans, recognize fully FREE & INDEPENDENT SOVEREIGN
nation-states of England, Scotland, Wales & Northern Ireland.

Principle Four: As Republicans we will DISMANTLE in completion all the remnants of British
colonialism and imperialism starting with COMMONWEALTH; followed by the RETURN of MALV-
INAS/FALKLANDS to ARGENTINA, GIBRALTAR to Spain, DIEGO GARCIA to local inhabitants
etc. We will also disengaged from overseas military adventurism and aggressive stationery bases

Principle Five: We will not GO INTO EU but we will maintain close relations as these exists
however we will remove ourselves from its DEFENCE BUDGETS contributions (and only come to aid
in truly threatening times).Aim:to maintain our sovereign as England, however all other entities have
own sovereign rights to decide their own preferred choices.

Principle Six: Once we have given all ful freedom and independence we will seek to institute a
mini-version of EU within the BRITISH ISLES as ’Union of Britain’ (UB not UK) between England,
Wales, Scotland, NI and Irish Republic.

Principle Seven: All Counties will receive full devolved powers from taxes to policing, housing
etc; for example, Nottingham administering and governing (vai US -style ’Governors’) the Notting-
hamshire County. Isle of Man, Channel Islands etc will also be provide with extensive devolved powers.

Principle Eight: Complete NATIONALISATION of RAIL, GAS, WATER, ELECTRICITY AND
INTERNET SERVICES INCLUDING PHONES/MOBILES; that is communication, public transport
including buses, telecommunication, utilities, housing etc.

Principle Nine: TIGHT REGULATIONS of BANKS and the likes

Principle Ten: COMPLETE DISMANTLE OF SURVEILLANCE/POLICE STATE very intrinsic
to UK model of governance; meaning removal of CCTVs from public spaces, close down of ”internal
spying services” (MI5) in times of peace (and not serious war), all MI5 operatives will be seconded to
county police services and be open to accountability and action by publc/civil laws etc
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• Demolishing HOUSE OF LORDS

• Replacing ’First-Past-The-Post’ with PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION VOTING SYS-
TEM

• STOPPING SELLING OF ARMS TO BAD STATES AND REGIMES

1. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2013/01/28/our-role-in-the-making-of-a-new-political-
party-international-justice-peace-party/
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1.6.3 ((UPDATED)) Its Official: The Fascist ”Democratic” State of Britain Gives
it’s Spies (GCHQ,MI5, MI6) Full LEGAL POWERS to SPY ONYOU (via
your phone, computer etc) — HURRAH!!! (2015-10-21 12:22)

Fascism is an inherent and natural predominant trait of a British State n Government; from it’s major
philosophical model as laid out by David Hume in Leviathan to The Royals as unelected and undemo-
cratic institution and fans of fascism (when practiced openly by others, see Edward, present Queen and
support for Nazis) to the Tory ”neo-conservatives nationalists”, Black shirts, EDL, Britain First etc to
blanket surveillance of its citizens since 1940s to present.

Anyway...

So this is how The Times newspaper online (behind the paywall) article broke the exclusive head-
line on its front-page;

[1]Spy agencies given new rights to hack the public

[2]James Dean Technology Correspondent

Last updated at 12:01AM, October 21 2015

Britain’s spies will have the right to hack into smartphones and computers enshrined in a new law,
The Times has learnt. Powers that give MI5, MI6 and GCHQ a “dizzying” range of electronic surveil-
lance capabilities will be laid out in the investigatory powers bill next month, in a move that will bolster
the confidence of the intelligence agencies but pave the way for a row with privacy campaigners. Civil
liberties groups have repeatedly raised the alarm over hacking, which allows spies to take control of
electronic devices and access all documents, photographs and communications. The new legislation
will give hacking a firmer footing in law, making it harder to challenge in the courts. Increased use by
criminals of encryption techniques, which scramble data and make it unreadable when intercepted, has
prompted the government to set out hacking powers more clearly, sources close to the Home Office said.
It comes against the backdrop of a growing threat from Islamist terrorism. While interception interrupts
communications as they happen, hacking gives spies control of a computer or smartphone and all the
information it contains. Devices can usually be accessed by exploiting a security vulnerability in the
software. Once inside, intelligence agents can install software that hijacks smartphone cameras to take
photographs of targets and commandeer microphones to eavesdrop on conversations, privacy experts
say.....
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• [3] Intelligence services can listen to MPs

That says it all.

The new powers means the UK spying agencies including policing services NOW OWN YOU lit-
erary (perfect Intellectual Property Ownership Rights).

They can see what you are seeing in real-life. Who you are talking to, sleeping with, flirt with
etc.

They can log into your smart-phones, laptops, personal computers etc: in the past they need”warrants”
to conduct such intrusive activities, not with these new powers!

Added Note: If countries deemed ”anti-western”, that is not friendly to western states or serious
competitors such China, Russia, Iran and others, you would have heard a massive and long protests from
western governments, its officials, its fifth estate/mainstream media, and also its so-called ”international
institutions” in the likes of UN and the likes. But here, our ”free and independent” media just mentioned
it (as something to be known easily) and stop short of protesting, debating and the likes. Western
”democracy” for you – good supporting evidence for the rest of us!

[4]The new Snooper’s Charter: Spies to get access to your phones and PCs ’within weeks’

The Daily Telegraph article link is here: [5]New laws to allow spies to hack people’s smartphones
and computers

wants new browsing history powers - updated 2 wees after

[6]Police seek powers to access computer users’ browsing history

updated articles Nov 06 2015

A very good read [7]Garden bridge users to have mobile phone signals tracked

[8]Former reviewer of anti-terror laws co-owns firm with ex-MI6 chief [9]Seven Major Takeaways From
the U.K.’s Proposed Surveillance Rules Ryan Gallagher — 2015-11-05T12:48:59+00:00 [10]Return of
the Snoopers’ Charter? What to expect from the Investigatory Powers Bill [11]5 ways the Government’s
attack on liberty will affect you [12]The surveillance bill is as big a threat to state security as to individ-
ual liberty [13]Only ’tiny handful’ of ministers knew of mass surveillance, Clegg reveals [14]Snowden
condemns Britain’s new surveillance bill [15]One power too many for the security state [16]We’ve been
collecting your data for years, May admits [17]The Conservatives’ rhetoric around data surveillance
should frighten you [18]Former head of GCHQ advising Shell and private intelligence firm [19]Police
use anti-terrorism powers to detain UK volunteers in Calais [20]How Law Enforcement Can Use Google
Timeline To Track Your Every Move Jana Winter — 2015-11-06T14:53:10+00:00 The recent expansion
of Google’s Timeline feature can provide investigators unprecedented access to users’ location history
data, allowing them in many cases to track a person’s every move over the course of years. [21]NYPD
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under fire over cop who ‘converted’ to Islam to spy on college students [22]A New Biography Traces
the Pathology of Allen Dulles and His Appalling Cabal Jon Schwarz [23]‘My Body Was Not Mine, but
the U.S. Military’s’ [24]Debt ‘forcing graduates into boring jobs’ [25]Leaked Emails From Pro-Clinton
Group Reveal Censorship of Staff on Israel, AIPAC Pandering, Warped Militarism Glenn Greenwald
[26]Who are the High Court judges? - FT.com [27]Bords Portraits of a dying breed: Eagle hunting in
Kazakhstan

[28]WikiLeaks - CIA Director John Brennan emails

updated 01.11.2015

[29]Police use Terrorism Act powers to seize Newsnight journalist’s laptop [30]How you can be tracked
anywhere in the world - Washington Post [31]Labour MP Gerald Kaufman says ’Jewish money has influ-
enced Government’ [32]Britain’s youth at risk of being lost generation – report [33]The reason Britain is
heading for another 2008 crash [34]Editorial: How Mergers Damage the Economy [35]Opinion Learning
while black: the latest offence that the police will get you for

1. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/politics/article4591830.ece
2. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/public/profile/James-Dean
3. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/politics/article4586155.ece
4. http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/new-laws-to-allow-spies-to-ha
ck-into-smartphones-and-computers-to-be-introduced-in-the-coming-weeks-a6702301.html
5. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/terrorism-in-the-uk/11944648/New-laws-to-allow-spies
-to-hack-peoples-smartphones-and-computers.html
6. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/oct/30/police-seek-powers-to-access-browsing-histor
y-of-uk-computer-users
7. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/nov/06/garden-bridge-mobile-phone-signals-tracking-
london
8. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/03/former-reviewer-of-anti-terror-laws-co-owns-co
nsultancy-with-ex-mi6-chief
9. https://theintercept.com/2015/11/05/seven-major-takeaways-from-the-u-k-s-proposed-surveillan
ce-rules/
10. http://www.newstatesman.com/science-tech/2015/11/return-snoopers-charter-what-expect-invest
igatory-powers-bill
11. http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/investigatory-powers-bill-how
-the-governments-new-snooping-powers-will-affect-normal-people-a6720946.html
12. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/nov/04/surveillance-bill-state-security-snoop
ers-charter
13. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/nov/05/nick-clegg-cabinet-mass-surveillance-british-s
pying
14. https://www.rt.com/uk/320899-snowden-surveillance-snoopers-charter/
15. http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/d2df900a-82ee-11e5-8e80-1574112844fd.html
16. http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/politics/article4605095.ece
17. http://www.newstatesman.com/politics/uk/2015/11/conservatives-rhetoric-around-data-surveill
ance-should-frighten-you
18. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/nov/05/former-head-gchq-sir-iain-lobban-adviser-she
ll-hakluyt
19. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/police-use-anti-terrorism-powers-to-detain-br
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itish-volunteers-taking-aid-to-calais-refugee-camp-a6724221.html
20. https://theintercept.com/2015/11/06/how-law-enforcement-can-use-google-timeline-to-track-y
our-every-move/
21. https://www.rt.com/usa/320706-nypd-undercover-muslim-surveillance/
22. https://theintercept.com/2015/11/02/the-deepest-state-the-safari-club-allen-dulles-and-the
-devils-chessboard/
23. http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/11/sex-industry-military-bases-213311
24. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/universityeducation/11976500/Debt-forcing-graduates-in
to-boring-jobs.html
25. https://theintercept.com/2015/11/05/leaked-emails-from-pro-clinton-group-reveal-censorship
-of-staff-on-israel-aipac-pandering-warped-militarism/
26. http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/49022de6-7d91-11e5-98fb-5a6d4728f74e.html
27. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3298771/Portraits-dying-breed-Intimate-pictures-doc
ument-beauty-skill-ancient-art-eagle-hunting-remote-Kazakhstan.html
28. https://www.wikileaks.org/cia-emails/
29. http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/oct/28/uk-police-terrorism-act-newsnight-journalist
-secunder-kermani-laptop
30. http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/national/cell-phone-tracking/
31. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/labour-mp-gerald-kaufman-accuses-government-o
f-being-swayed-by-jewish-money-a6712796.html
32. http://www.theguardian.com/society/2015/oct/30/britains-youth-at-risk-of-being-lost-generat
ion-warns-equality-report
33. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/oct/28/2008-crash-government-economic-growth-
budgetary-surplus
34. http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/01/opinion/sunday/how-mergers-damage-the-economy.html
35. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/oct/27/learning-while-black-latest-offense-po
lice-get-you-for

John Naughton & Heather Brooke: An Absolutely TERRIFYING Must-Read Articles From The Guardian On
The Full Metamorphis of a British Facist State (Armed with absolute Powers to Surveil & Control) | Jerusalem
Group (2015-11-08 16:11:02)
[…] completing your two recommended readings below (here or visiting the links) we would also recommend
this last post readings; heavily updated with all the essential and up to date materials, articles and […]

The Independent Good Recommended Read: How Former Heads of Government & Security Services (Spymas-
ters) who ‘cheerled’ ‘aggressive inavsion 4 resource wars’ (benefiting Big Corporations) end up working for their
benefactors | Je (2015-11-11 13:02:40)
[…] Also see Frankie Boyle good read (below) on snooper’s charters (for further reading on collected materials
on this issue see our most recent posts here and here). […]
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1.7.1 John Naughton & Heather Brooke: An Absolutely TERRIFYING Must-
Read Articles From The Guardian On The Full Metamorphis of a
British Facist State (Armed with absolute Powers to Surveil & Control)
(2015-11-08 16:10)

Before we proceed in republishing (links and full prints) of these absolutely terrifying must reads articles
(from The Guardian) by John Naughton & Heather Brooke, lets make a brief point, mainly taken from
the most significant piece of film-making ever, V For Vendetta.; a film that shows the true state of fascist
Britain today.

In one scene the principal character ’V’ says;

’People should never fear their governments, but it is their governments who should fear its peo-
ple’

One can say it is exactly why Britain (since 1940s; that is, after formal creations of spying/intelligence
services and equally can be said same of US) have strived hard to institute unaccountable mass surveil-
lance over its ”subjects” (you are not a citizen, and more so if you are a Muslim, fact; non-Muslims you
are just a work-force serfs/peasants/slaves etc).

On the next scene ’V’ says:

’Fear became the ultimate tool of the government’

Never was it not!

After thought: After completing your two recommended readings below (here or visiting the links) we
would also recommend [1]this last post readings; heavily updated with all the essential and up to date
materials, articles and commentaries on ’snoopers charters’ and other must read pieces like The London
Garden Bridge, amazing disturbing story of a min-state of surveillance.

Now the links to the articles;

One by Heather Brookes: [2]This snooper’s charter makes George Orwell look lacking in vision|
Heather Brooke | Comment is free | The Guardian

Next John Naughton: [3]Theresa May’s threat to the privacy of reading | John Naughton | Com-
ment is free | The Guardian

Full articles
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This snooper’s charter makes George Orwell look lacking in vision

[4]Heather Brooke

The new surveillance bill renders the citizen transparent to the state, putting every one of us under suspi-
cion. It would serve a tyranny well

‘Companies can be legally compelled by the security services to hack their customers’ equipment.’
Photograph: Epoxydude/Fstop/Corbis
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Sunday 8 November 2015 13.25 GMT Last modified on Sunday 8 November 2015 13.27 GMT

•

•

•

• [5] Share on Pinterest

• [6] Share on LinkedIn

• [7] Share on Google+

W

hen the Home Office and intelligence agencies began promoting the idea that the new [8]investigatory
powers bill[9]was a “climbdown”, I grew suspicious. If the powerful are forced to compromise they
don’t crow about it or send out press releases – or, in the case of intelligence agencies, make off-the-
record briefings outlining how they failed to get what they wanted. That could mean only one thing:
they had got what they wanted.

So why were they trying to fool the press and the public that they had lost? Simply because they
had won.

[10]Privacy is starting to seem like a very 20th-century anomaly | David Shariatmadari

I never thought I’d say it, but [11]George Orwell lacked vision. The spies have gone further than
he could have imagined, creating in secret and without democratic authorisation the ultimate panopticon.
Now they hope the British public will make it legitimate.
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This bill is characterised by a clear anti-democratic attitude. Those in power are deemed to be
good, and are therefore given the benefit of the doubt. “Conduct is lawful for all purposes if …” and “A
person (whether or not the person so authorised or required) is not to be subject to any civil liability in
respect of conduct that …”: these are sections granting immunity to the spies and cops.

The spies’ surveillance activities are also exempt from legal due process. No questions can be
asked that might indicate in any legal proceeding that surveillance or interception has occurred. This is
to ensure the general public never learn how real people are affected by surveillance. The cost of this
exemption is great. It means British prosecutors can’t prosecute terrorists on the best evidence available
– the intercepts – which are a key part of any prosecution in serious crime cases worldwide.

Those without power – eg citizens (or the more accurately named subjects) – are potentially bad,
and therefore must be watched and monitored closely and constantly. The [12]safeguards mentioned in
the bill are there to benefit the state not the citizen. The criminal sanctions aren’t so much to stop spies
or police abusing their powers, but rather to silence critics or potential whistleblowers. That’s clear
because there is no public interest exemption in the sweeping gagging orders littered throughout the bill.
The safeguards for keeping secure the massive troves of personal data aren’t there so much to protect
the public but to stop anyone finding out exactly how big or invasive these troves are or how they were
acquired. Again, we know this because there is no public interest exemption.

Democracy is characterised by transparency downwards, tyranny by the opposite

While the concerns of the state dominate, those of the citizen are nowhere to be seen. There is almost
no mention in the bill of the privacy and democratic costs of mass surveillance, nor of seriously holding
the state to account for the use and abuse of its sweeping powers.

The adjectives used to describe the “stringent application process” (for warrants) or the “robust
safeguards” and “world class scrutiny” are doing the heavy lifting of conveying the robustness of the
regime. The reality is quite different.

Not everything needs a warrant. Our digital lives can be accessed after authorisation within the
agency itself. No judicial approval necessary.

In addition, business owners would have to contend with the man from MI5 ordering that they
create new databases or monitoring tools. If companies don’t keep these, they’ll have to create
them and face a criminal offence if they fail to put in place security measures to “protect against un-
lawful disclosure”. Possibly the state may compensate them for all this, possibly not. It’s up to a minister.

Business owners will not be able to speak out about this to anyone, even their employees, or ap-
peal to any court or legal authority. Their only recourse appears to be to appeal to the secretary of state:
what sort of independent adjudication will they get from that office?

[13]This surveillance bill threatens investigative journalism | Gavin Millar
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Companies can be legally compelled by the security services to hack their customers’ equipment.
The immensely worrying power to acquire bulk personal datasets, means there’s nothing to stop the
entire NHS being used in service of spying. After all, why not? I’m sure there are useful leads that could
be mined from our health records. If avoiding risk at all costs is the goal then why allow any personal
freedom or privacy at all? The reason we do is because the concentration of power in the state is the
most dangerous threat of all.

There are two types of transparency: downwards – where the ruled can observe their rulers, as
codified in Freedom of Information Acts – and upwards, where those at the bottom are made transparent
to those at the top, such as by state surveillance. Democracy is characterised by transparency downwards,
tyranny by the opposite. It is telling that at the same time this government is seeking to undermine the
[14]Freedom of Information Act, it has introduced an investigatory powers bill that puts us all under the
spotlight of suspicion.

FULL ARTICLE 2

Theresa May’s threat to the privacy of reading

[15]John Naughton
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Despite the government’s assurances that privacy will be safeguarded, the draft investigatory pow-
ers bill is deeply and dangerously intrusive

Home secretary, Theresa May, unveils the draft Investigatory powers bill in the House of Commons on
4 November. Photograph: PA
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• [17] Share on LinkedIn

• [18] Share on Google+
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eading through the [19]draft investigatory powers bill on Wednesday evening, one name came to
mind, that of[20] Frederick Douglass. He was an African American former slave who became one
of the most eloquent campaigners for the abolition of slavery and was the living refutation of plan-
tation owners’ contention that their “property” lacked the intelligence to function as independent citizens.

Douglass was a remarkable orator and at least as remarkable a writer. [21]His autobiography is
one of the glories of the 19th century. In it, he records how, as a slave, he managed to learn to read, partly
due to the initial kindness of his owner’s wife. But when her husband learned of this, he forbade her
to continue. “The first step in her downward course,” recalls Douglass, “was in her ceasing to instruct
me. She now commenced to practise her husband’s precepts. She finally became even more violent
in her opposition than her husband himself. She was not satisfied with simply doing as well as he had
commanded; she seemed anxious to do better. Nothing seemed to make her more angry than to see me
with a newspaper. She seemed to think that here lay the danger.”

What had happened, of course, was that his master and mistress had realised that reading and slav-
ery were incompatible with each other. “From this time,” he writes, “I was most narrowly watched. If I
was in a separate room any considerable length of time, I was sure to be suspected of having a book and
was at once called to give an account of myself.”

[22] Facebook [23] Twitter [24] Pinterest

Illustration by Matt Murphy. As the US republic evolved, the lesson of Douglass’s insight – that there
is an indissoluble link between liberty and the freedom to read what one chooses – was baked into its
civic culture. It is what made American librarians into such doughty defenders of private reading. “Lack
of privacy and confidentiality chills users’ choices, thereby suppressing access to ideas,” says [25]the
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website of the American Library Association.

“The possibility of surveillance, whether direct or through access to records of speech, research
and exploration, undermines a democratic society,” it continues. “Confidentiality of library records is a
core value of librarianship. One cannot exercise the right to read if the possible consequences include
damage to one’s reputation, ostracism from the community or workplace or criminal penalties. For
libraries to flourish as centres for uninhibited access to information, librarians must stand behind their
users’ right to privacy and freedom of inquiry... The right to privacy is the right to open inquiry without
having the subject of one’s interest examined or scrutinised by others.”

These lofty arguments cut no ice with the rulers of the UK’s national security state. The draft bill
proposes that henceforth everyone’s clickstream – the URLs of every website one visits – is to be
collected and stored for 12 months and may be inspected by agents of the state under certain arrange-
ments. But collecting the stream will be done without any warrant. To civil libertarians who are upset
by this new power, the government’s response boils down to this: “Don’t worry, because we’re just
collecting the part of the URL that specifies the web server and that’s just ‘communications data’ (aka
[26]metadata); we’re not reading the content of the pages you visit, except under due authorisation.”

[27]Mass snooping and more – the measures in Theresa May’s bill

This is the purest cant, for two reasons. The first is that, in a world dominated by machine-learning
technology, the metadata is what intelligence services really crave because it can easily be mined
for patterns and connections. The second reason is that metadata can be incredibly revealing, as the
[28]German parliamentarian Malte Spitz discovered when studying six months of his own digital trail
in 2011. But Herr Spitz’s metadata was just detailing his physical movements. The details of one’s
clickstream can be equally revealing, as Mikey Smith, the Daily Mirror’s online reporter, [29]brilliantly
demonstrated by showing that homepage URLs do not require a warrant under the new bill.

Given that the distinction between metadata and content is eroding and the fact that, in a digital
world, so much of our reading is done online, what we are looking at is the end of private reading in this
country. This particular provision in the bill is highly intrusive and will become more so in the years to
come. The political calculation underpinning home secretary Theresa May’s draft legislation is that the
great British public, which is [30]famously relaxed about surveillance, will wear it. She may well be right.

As Frederick Douglass shrewdly observed over a century ago: “Find out just what any people
will quietly submit to and you have the exact measure of the injustice and wrong which will be imposed
on them.”
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1.7.2 Photo of the Month (Movember): ’Our Pride, The Fearless Lioness’ (Daily
Mail) (2015-11-09 11:33)

Innallilahi wa innallayhi raa’jiun. The brave lioness (palestine sister) was killed on spot after getting his
coward prey.

The question that should dominate your mind when seeing these images, especially ops conducted
by our brave sisters, mothers, daughters, wives, aunts and general female population, is not only of the
shame in you but also the BIG WHY?

Why and how did such a sister, like others, brought to such an action? The humiliation, abuses,
bloodshed, pains and so forth that they experience in the hands of Jew-dogs is the reason that our warrior
women shame us all...you keep playing with yourself and game-box, cars, sheeshas, football and the likes.

Finally do not miss yesterday’s post (terrifying selected must reads articles from Guardian news-
paper by respected journalists Heather Brooke who exposed Britain biggest scandal, Mp Expenses, and
John Naughton) on growing Fascist Britain:[1]click here.

1. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2015/11/08/john-naughton-heather-brooke-an-absolutely
-terrifying-must-read-articles-from-the-guardian-on-the-full-metamorphis-of-a-british-facist
-state-armed-with-absolute-powers-to-surveil-control/
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1.7.3 The Independent Good Recommended Read: How Former Heads of Gov-
ernment & Security Services (Spymasters) who ’cheerled’ ’aggressive in-
avsion 4 resource wars’ (benefiting Big Corporations) end up working for
their benefactors (2015-11-11 13:02)

Also see Frankie Boyle good read (below) on snooper’s charters (for further reading on collected
materials on this issue see our most recent posts [1]here and [2]here).

It might be advisable that before (or after; your choice) reading the first article - on how those
who serve in government and intelligence services work in primacy for their big corporation masters (as
stated in the past with assurances of future job offers, competitive ’golden handshake’ with pensions
etc, you can see all this in the article) - to find and watch a small tv series called ’The Rubicon’: perfect
depiction of this corrupt intermingled dark (criminal) world which feeds on insecurities, disorders,
violence, bloodshed, chaos and misery.

Sir John Scarlett: From WMD to Wonga, how the former MI6 chief has cashed in

The former MI6 chief, whose ’evidence’ helped take us to war in Iraq, has latterly proved to be better at
making money than standing up to Tony Blair

• [3]James Cusick Political Correspondent

• Wednesday 11 November 2015 00:23 BST
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Retired spy boss Sir John Scarlett, pictured leaving the Hutton inquiry in 2003 Getty Images

The Middle East desk at the Secret Intelligence Service MI6 is not a quiet place. Over three days
in April last year, Israel suspended peace talks with the Palestinian Authority, 25 people were killed in
a series of bombs blasts at a Shia rally in Baghdad, and Iraqi helicopters destroyed a convey of Isis fuel
tankers inside Syria.

Such events were once the priority of the former SIS chief Sir John Scarlett. But over that 72-
hour period, the retired spy boss was engaged in a different sort of business. As a paid senior adviser
to US bank, Morgan Stanley, he was in Hawaii at the Ritz-Carlton hotel in Maui, along with 100 of the
bank’s top performing brokers.

At the Kapalua resort, Sir John was on a panel of security and intelligence experts offering insight
into global affairs for those brokers willing to take time off from their golf and deep-sea fishing. Joining
Sir John on the Morgan Stanley panel was General Michael Hayden, a former director of the CIA and
the US National Security Agency.

General Hayden, among his other commercial and academic positions, is also a principal of the
Chertoff Group, the security and risk management company founded by Michael Chertoff who served
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as Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security under President George W Bush.

The group’s roster of former US intelligence officials has earned it the nickname of America’s
“shadow” homeland security agency. Chertoff describes its board of advisers as “truly exemplary
individuals who bring outstanding qualifications in areas of intelligence, foreign policy, international
trade and homeland security”. Sir John is one of them.

When Sir John left MI6 in October 2009, Whitehall’s Advisory Committee on Business Appointments
(Acoba) – which monitors the revolving door between government and private sector appointments
– did not block any of his job applications. Within four months, he had joined the advisory board of
accountants PricewaterhouseCoopers. Two months on, the green light was given for the Morgan Stanley
and Chertoff jobs.

Sir John is now a paid senior adviser to US bank, Morgan Stanley (Getty)

A position on the board of Times Newspapers was approved inside a year. An advisory role for the
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Norwegian multinational oil company, Statoil, was given unconditional approval a few months later.

Despite the criticism he received over the compilation of Tony Blair’s “dodgy dossier” on Saddam
Hussein’s WMD while he was chairman of the Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC), it seems Sir John’s
services are in high demand.

One former MI6 official, who knew Sir John for a large part of his 30-year spy career, said he
was just one of many former intelligence chiefs making a killing from the booming private security
industry. “After 9/11 there was an intelligence free-for-all in the United States,” the official told The
Independent. “The division between state and commercial security got shot to hell, blurred. Booz
Allen Hamilton [where whistle-blower Edward Snowden worked], Chertoff, and other connected firms,
now pull in billions in state contracts. And as their net and international influence spread, and large
corporations place increasing faith in tailored intel, the British CVs of John Scarlett or John Sawers
[MI6 chief from 2009-2014] or Mark Allen [a deputy chief at MI6], all look worth shelling out for.”

In January this year, the Foreign Secretary, Philip Hammond, approved the application of Mr Sawers to
join the board of BP as a non-executive director. Mr Hammond simply advised him: “You should not
draw on privileged information available to you from your time in Crown Service.”

Sir Richard Dearlove, head of SIS between 1999 and 2004, joined the global insurance company,
American International Group (AIG), shortly after leaving the service, and has advised other large firms
on “global intelligence”.

The days of old-school spy chiefs retiring quietly with their pensions to run a homeless charity or
a preservation trust appear long gone.

The Independent contacted Morgan Stanley, and other firms Sir John is, or was, connected with.
Swiss Re, the global reinsurance company where Sir John is an adviser, described his function as
“exploring emerging issues” and providing “strategic insights, advice and recommendations on the
global economic, political, and regulatory environment”.

PwC said he was no longer an adviser. All the firms would not discuss his remuneration. But the
private company Sir John Scarlett ran with his wife, Gwenda Stilliard, called J & G Consulting Ltd, had
cash assets of £89,573 in 2012. A year later the cash at bank total was £683,625.

And last week it emerged that over the past three years, Sir John shared £800,000 from another
private consultancy company, SC Strategy, that he co-owned with the former independent reviewer of
terrorism legislation, Lord Carlile. The firm described itself in accounts filed with Companies House as
offering clients strategic advice on UK policy and regulation.
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Sir John left MI6 in October 2009 (Getty Images)

Lord Carlile said SC was a small “reasonably successfully” company that provided advice to international
clients. However, their only identified client is Qatar’s sovereign wealth fund. Of course, Sir John is
not the only member of the British establishment to benefit from their links to the oil-rich Qataris. Tony
Blair’s £2.5m-a-year consultancy with the Wall Street bank, JP Morgan, saw him mediate a 2012 deal
between the mining giant Glencore and the Qatari Prime Minister, Sheikh Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber al-
Thani. For a three-hour late night in a London hotel, Mr Blair is reported to have picked up a fee of $1m.

Qatar has also donated funds to Ms Blair’s Foundation for Women. In emails recently released by
Hillary Clinton, it was revealed she had lobbied Ms Clinton when she was US Secretary of State. In one
email she wrote : “As you know I have good links to the Qataris.”

When Sir John left the JIC in 2004, a year after the US-led invasion of Iraq, few in MI6 expected
him to return to their fold. Mr Blair thought differently. John Scarlett was promoted to “C” – the chief
of the Secret Intelligence Service. His appointment was seen by many as an expression of tacit thanks by
the Prime Minister to the man who had stood by him throughout the crisis caused by the WMD expert
David Kelly’s suicide. He remained in the post for five years, until 2009, when his new career in the
business world commenced.

Although there is no suggestion that any of these people have done anything illegal, transparency
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campaigners say that the “revolving door” between Whitehall, Westminster and the private sector needs
addressing.

Robert Barrington, the executive director of Transparency International, the campaign group that
monitors abuse of government rules, said : “Currently individuals in key positions only need the
approval of Acoba, the appointments committee. And as there is a merger between the public and private
sectors, the lines of compromise are far more blurred than they used to be. There is a hole in the current
system. The rules, as they stand, are really not fit for purpose.”

Next month, Sir John will be back again at a Ritz-Carlton, not in Hawaii but in Doha. Alongside
Qatari government ministers and bankers, he will be a keynote speaker at the Euromoney conference.
Individual speakers of “world renown” covering events of “substance and importance” are promised.

main link: [4]From WMD to wonga, how former MI6 chief John Scarlett cashed in

and same story via daily mail [5]How Blair’s head of MI6 cashed in after that dodgy dossier: For-
mer spymaster has series of lucrative posts in the private sector that earn £1million a year

The snooper’s charter: one misspelled Google search for ‘bong-making’ and you’ll be in an orange
jumpsuit

[6]Frankie Boyle
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I know why Theresa May has that permanently appalled expression – she’s seen my internet history

Theresa May opens Frankie Boyle’s internet search history. Photograph: Christopher Furlong/Getty
Images

Tuesday 10 November 2015 15.23 GMT Last modified on Tuesday 10 November 2015 22.00 GMT

T

heresa May, with the general air of a hawk that had a This Morning makeover, has launched [7]the
new investigatory powers bill. No more drunken Googling: all it takes is a misspelled search for
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“bong-making” and suddenly you’ll be in an orange jumpsuit getting beaten with a pillowcase full of
bibles. Also, pay attention when searching for a child’s prom.

This law will create lots of new jobs, as the person charged with reading all our communications
(who will see more unsolicited erections than customer services at Skype) will regularly feed their
screaming face into a meatgrinder.

The government insists, as it tries to scrap the Freedom of Information Act, that only people who
have something to hide should worry. People who run for public office will be afforded privacy, while
[8]our private lives will become public property. Having our privacy exposed is particularly crushing
for the British – a nation for whom the phrase: “How are you?” really means: “Please say one word,
then leave me alone.” So why have they just accepted this? Well, for a lot of people it’s the only hope
that anyone will ever read their tweets.

The PR push for this bill’s launch has shown how similar the legislative process has become to
the lobbying one. In fact, it’s not even lobbying, really, as most things that get lobbied for at least have
some notional utility. This is more like phishing, asking us to sign up to something that looks helpful,
but is actually a data breach.

Of course, the government has been reading our social media messages for 15 years. Imagine the
celebrations at [9]GCHQ when they see a young couple they used to watch sexting, then wanking on
Skype, post their first kid’s school uniform pics on Facebook. In its own way, it must be quite touching.

The UK government has always stored intelligence, so don’t worry – they knew about Assad for
years and didn’t act; they [10]know about Saudi Arabia’s human rights abuses and do nothing; they
knew about Hitler and didn’t act. What makes you think that a Facebook post you’re writing about a riot
would … oh … where did you go?

One of the key areas of concern about the bill is the lack of any real judicial check. [11]Theresa
May can bypass judicial permission if surveillance is deemed “urgent” – like, if Belmarsh’s kitchen rota
has a gap for someone who can cook halal. Nonetheless, Andy Burnham was quick to offer his support.

Many of Labour’s frontbench seem not to have been caught up in the joyous new Corbyn era, and
look like people who have been forced by their work to go on some kind of awareness course. Currently,
much of the Labour party’s policy seems to be formulated by encouraging them to just go on camera
and say how they feel. Burnham [12]has since backtracked, telling May: “On closer inspection of the
wording of the bill, it would seem that it does not deliver the strong safeguard that you appeared to be
accepting.”

Which translates as: he didn’t read the bill very carefully because the government had told him it
would have judicial safeguards and he believed them. Poor Andy. It’s as if you can’t even trust people
who are trying to give a load of authoritarian powers to their secret police any more.

This bill will lead to every person of colour’s worst fear: more concerned white people. Because
white people will soon be the only ones who can Google the history of Islamophobia without ending up
spending a decade watching children’s TV at full volume in a variety of stress positions. Ideological
crime will be prioritised while actual crime is ignored, and we’ll adapt. Eventually, when you see a
mugging, you’ll just start WhatsApping emojis of bombs until you hear sirens.

We will acquiesce to the scanning of Facebook posts to fight terrorism, which has killed 56 peo-
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ple in the UK in 10 years, but will still regard the killing of two women a week by their partners as a
private domestic matter. God knows what this whole shambles says about us all psychologically. May
herself gives the impression that the only childhood affection she got was the time a horse mistook her
knuckles for a corn cob. At least this bill has allowed me to decode her permanently appalled expression:
she looks as if she’s just seen my internet history.

I suppose that we need to consider what our internet history is. The legislation seems to view it
as a list of actions, but it’s not. It’s a document that shows what we’re thinking about. The government
wants to know what we’ve been thinking about, and what could be more sinister than that? Perhaps
we’ve got so involved in the false selves we project on social media that we’ve forgotten that our real
selves, our private selves, are different, are worth saving.

We are starting to spend more time online and less being alive. Our faces feel odd when we take
our masks off. We live in a culture built on debt, so we are encouraged to have no self control. Consumer
culture needs us to be impulsive, while our political culture fears that we will ever develop discipline.
A total breakdown of self-control is the perfect backdrop for this bill. We will welcome legislation that
will finally replace our fathers. We’re like Ted Bundy in his last days, leaving teeth-marks on his victims
and driving to a state with the death penalty. Our lives are empty and bloated with perversion: we beg
for intellectual death.

Soon our government will know everything we are thinking, and in that moment, we will stop
thinking.

others

[13]Facebook says governments demanding more and more user data
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[14]EXCLUSIVE: Robbed by the greedy police: The chief constable who got £55,000 from YOU to
move house, the pen-pusher who was handed £170,000 for 19 days work and the womanising police
chief who cost £1million to sack

[15]It’s so dangerous to be a black American, I’ve sought asylum in Canada

[16]Vatican properties are operating as BROTHELS and massage parlours for priests, claims latest
Vatileaks report

[17]Failing university heads on £600,000: Student fees are going up, courses are being slashed - but don’t
worry, it’s boom time for vice chancellors
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5-000-house-pen-pusher-handed-170-000-19-days-work-womanising-police-chief-cost-taxpayers-1m
illion-sack.html
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n-ive-sought-asylum-in-canada
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1.7.4 Our Big Longitudinal Study (3Months)With Empricial Evidence: Are You
A British or Western Muslim? If so, this is how the state watches (surveil-
lance) you as ’potential terrorist/criminal[ized]’ 24/7 (2015-11-16 13:21)

Executive Summary: Sustained Surveillance of Muslims in The West Today

We will not be disclosing much in the way of methodologies, or sampled locations, or involved parties
who took part, voluntarily, in conducting the research. Period.

Objective of the study:

The study as mentioned investigated the expanded illegal (unconstitutional and undemocratic) blanket
surveillance of local western (and British in particular) Muslim populations (as communities, individuals,
businesses, charities, leisure activities etc).

Methodological approaches:

The main study portion conducted within the British Isles were indeed, to briefly mention, conducted
using actual volunteers first-hand collection of data.

While secondary studies were used to compare British Isles data to others to see any similarities and
these were mainly collected from open sources in media, on-line reports, academic research, private
organizations, government official studies and reports etc; for example the cases of NYPD (New York
Police Dept), including national Fusion Centers and the ’concentration camps’ approach to surveillance
at American-based Muslim populations.

To have a control group we also ’commissioned’ participants to collect data within sparsely, very-low or
zero Muslim population centers of UK; and the results found for those principal studied areas differed
massively with those of the the control group.

How Data was collected in UK:

We asked the participants to observe closely within their predominantly Muslim ’majority’ local towns
and cities for ’abnormal’ activities such as;

• Roaming drones or aerial crafts in the skies 24/7; with particular interest in night-time ease view-
ing/spotting due to safety issue and the need for crafts to be able to be seen through ’flahing lights’;
any person can replicate this by naked-eye or using a telescope for full details observations (models,
heights etc).

• We defined the low flying crafts models as ’for xxxxx interests’ and high-flying specific model
crafts for ’special interests xxxxx’.

• We asked for data on increasing numbers of white or black converts moving into the community in
comparison to old local make-ups
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• We reviewed changing landscapes or ’businesses’ or offices close to places of social gathering,
prayers (Mosques), or religious centers such as Madrassas, or venue etc.

• We reviewed new vehicles, new faces, time of parking and leaving and so forth.

• We reviewed houses or properties belonging to local authorities or churches used as xxxxx

• We reviewed newer ”Muslims-focused” social, cultural, welfare, educational projects, organization
and key personalities in charge and their histories in relation to the state etc

• We, to shorten the list, also reviewed the favored-approach - springing up across the west-
ern states today in ”dealing with the Muslim problem” – that of turning Muslim communities
nodes/hubs/centers (major areas of residence and business, or social activities) into ’CCTV-walled
in concentration camps”.

Key Findings (in brief):

Every ’case studied’ areas reviewed were found to share all of above points (in UK and with those of
other western nations);

• 24/7 roaming and circling aerial crafts of various models (identified) for special interests as in-
tended

• reported increasing numbers of newly converts moving in (from ”south” and London areas mainly)
with shared similarities in background stories

• verified increasingly newly established businesses, organizations and the likes with no connection
or known individuals to local communities around Mosques, religious, social areas

• data returned a huge trend in new faces, vehicles, and the likes

• data also returned positive results in increasing ”Muslim-focused projects” within the communities,
by local authorities and ”private organizations” with particular interesting xxxxxx

• On CCTV-Walls what can be seen in Leicester* (and found in Birmingham which made sensational
news) has been replicated nation-wide within cities and centers with huge Muslim populations.

* A brief review of favored CCTV-Walls approach as can be seen in Leicester. In urban environ-
ment/landscape has its distinct style; for example, grid-like, satellite, nodes and the like. Now what does
these styles significance means? It means is easier to control, surveil and manage local communities by
literary focusing at ’critical nodes/points’, such as ingress (entrance) and egress (exit); Chinese military
strategist had a wonderful and sagacious say that ’If a cat stand outside the entrance-exit mouse-hole, not
a single mouse (minus animated Tom and Jerry of course) would dare come out’. You see the wisdom of
this strategy: it means the ability to control these areas by placing surveillance CCTV around it means
one possess full view of what is happening in the community; for example, who comes in, who goes out,
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when, for how long, with who, wearing what, carrying what, and so forth and forth.

In Leicester: Identifying Our CCTV-Walls (a brief outline):

In Leicester the Muslim community of Spinney Hills/Highfields for example are under complete surveil-
lance by the state and local authorities by all of above factor but for now we will focus on the CCTV-Wall.

Where are key ingress and egress to control?

Coming from city-center you are tracked from Train Station via Cordon Street (see all big advanced
CCTVs cameras and some moving during prayers times, esp. Friday prayers onto the City-Jamia
Mosque). From here you are also met with someone tracked coming via St.Georges into the little Bridge
above the station; if you chose ”to sneak through the alleyway” between the fence separating railways
and the school grounds you are still visible from many cameras (just look around).

So. So far you have not been lost even for a second. We can go on and on but lets move closer to
the community itself. Outside ”Community Center” (Highfields) and close to the library, placed on a
local authority properties are advanced piece of CCTV technologies that not only observe and ’roam in
synchronization’ so not to miss anything while pretending to the uninformed Muslim civilian its ’just a
harmless cctv looking around’. These cameras are mixed with powerful ’car-plates reading softwares’
and special cams and xxxxxxxx. So this point is important because it is the first internal ring (critical
ingress and egress points). Next important points are Melbourne Road Faisal Mosque and the Academy
(a powerful camera stand at the top), and others we will leave out in mentioning. Also raise your heads
up and look at any ’landmarks’ with great heights for what can be referred to as ’full view or patched
eagle-eye view’ of the entire community, or in ’huge chunks’ (all strategically and tactically divided
for a full viewing vision/template). Check out the two huge standing estate-towers of Framland and the
other (can you see a camera a the top, that is a powerful surveillance camera).

So this is what is happening today across western and British Muslim communities, who are under heavy,
constant, sustained and blanketed surveillance by local state apparatus, and of course the independent
and free western media somehow miss these...mmm.

WELCOME TO THE LANDS OF THE LIBERTIES AND FREEDOMS...”TERRORISTS”! (that is
what they imply, right).

Corrections: Not Masjid Faisal,its Al-Fatah; was engaged in a talk with a brother Faisal and so the mind
played a little trick.

We would also like to take the opportunity to thank all those involved and brother A. for his technical
support on CCTVs.

Finally, this study is based on things easily identifiable n easy to replicate and observe (unless they start
taking these done for more ’hidden’ approach).
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The Reality of Surveillance of Muslims: An American Case Study (UK ‘to advanced in surveillance culture’, US
‘to cowboy-ish) | Jerusalem Group (2016-03-28 12:03:02)
[…] UK uses same practices but with almost zero scrutiny from any ”independent” media, parliament
committees, civil societies etc. Check this out as an example and we can also provide actual footage or
‘walk-about around the targeted-communities to show you every surveillance points, tools, posts and so forth;
https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/2015/11/16/our-big-longitudinal -study-3-months-with-empricial… […]
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1.7.5 Our Statement After Paris Offense: MuslimsWill Never Apologise or Con-
demn (Unspoken Truth, Spoken) (2015-11-18 12:42)

What happens after the events and initial ’sense of jubilation’ among Muslims:

Please see added statement at the end of this original published statement explaining how Muslims
across the world react to big events inside the west by fellow Muslims who have chosen violent resistance.

This statement is for the attention of the West (i.e. the Public, Governments & Media). Please
read in full before preparing your pitch-forks.

Introduction: The Outline of The Statement

The statement outlines the unwanted and unspoken truth on the actual position of the Muslims -
both inside western nations and across the world - vis-a-vis any operations conducted inside western
states and against innocent western public by Islamic groups of all forms.

Finally the statement closes with an hypothetical example that can only see a true change in this
Muslim, unspoken true, position.

The Unspoken Truth: Unapologetic & Non-Condemning

So first lets reiterate in clarity the position again: Muslim across the world, and including those
inside western states, do not condemn or apologise for events such as Paris, 7/7, 9/11, Madrid etc. This
is the unwanted and unspoken truth. And to further twist that knife, we can assure you that majority of
Muslims whenever they either wake up (such as this past weekend) to such breaking news or hear about
it for first time while at work etc, do end up with a big smile and always with the reaffirmation of the
Shahada (you know the say on the Black Flag: ’There is no God but Allah and Muhammad (P.B.U.H)
as his only true Prophet’) in quietness (under breath) or in a shout (followed with ’Allahu Akbar’) this
leave their spirits high for sometime with the feeling of ’poetic justice’ attained.

The Reason: Never Allowed To Be Spoken Of

So why are Muslims predominantly unapologetic and non-condemning and [either secretive or
openly] cheerful in spirit and emotions when such awful events take place?

The answer is of course simple. This is exactly what Jihad means. To Muslims Jihad is the means to
defend and revenge any atrocities committed or perceived to have been committed to fellow Muslims
by a non-Muslim (or even Muslim with support from non-Muslim) parties. You call these events
”terrorism”, Muslim call these self-defence jihad. This is a well-known issue (not just academic) of what
one calls ”terrorism” others will call ’freedom fighters’.

Now to clarify something that even Muslims are scared of some of these groups, esp. ISIS/Islamic
State, and their visions of united Islam, but even these fears will never ever get Muslims to apologise
or condemn their actions simply because to Muslims across the world and inside western nations, they
views these actions as forced actions in a cycle of violence initiated by the Western governments with
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their interference in Muslim affairs, in supporting sectarian violence or brutal regimes, supporting the
establishment of Jews inside Muslim lands and supporting it to suppress local Palestinian Muslims,
of years of colonialism and it’s brutal imperial behaviours (the brutalities of French has really been
imprinted on minds and cultures of North African Muslims) or the many equally innocent Muslim
civilians daily killed/murdered by operations initiated by western governments inside Muslim nations
and no one among the western public or media come out and protest these, or apologise for these or
even condemn these. So Muslims asks, why should we, when no world leaders are seen holding hands
in memorial of dead Afghanis, Iraqis, Yemenis, Somalians„ Libyans, Pakistanis, Kashmiris, Palestinians
and so forth and forth.

This, above, is exactly why, as things stands, not a single Muslim - even those who are funded by
western governments and come out in numbers ready to ”condemn and apologise” are in reality also
share same positions as millions of other Muslims: in truth: not apologetic nor condemning but proud
of the ’poetic justice’ revenge.

This entire issue comes to the old brain-teaser: which came first the chicken or the egg. In other
words, who first initiated violence against the other party; Muslims will always say it is the West, and
the West will always say it is the Muslims; and there are no shortage, from both sides, of ”evidence” in
support. Hence, the sad, unending cycle or stupidity with no ending insight.

The Hypothetical Example: What Will Change Muslim Position?

Now, lets take the hypothetical situation that will see a change of position among majority of Muslim
not just those inside the west but worldwide. This is of course when western governments decide to
completely cut lose from their inherently imperial-colonial mindsets and cultures and do not get involved
in any way inside Muslim world; not supporting or sending/selling weapons to brutal undemocratic
regimes; or the Jews; or instigating sectarian bloodshed; or conducting secret wars or intrigues and so
forth, then (and only if all these are observed as true) one will see a complete change of position among
Muslims. As Muslims will now view any new actions as purely criminal acts directed against innocent
civilians and their states and will definitely (and proudly) rush to join and enlist in huge numbers with
local western armed forces or security services to fight back against own fellow Muslims and to inform
on any with criminal intents.

These are the unspoken and unwanted truth, we just told you.

UPDATED STATEMENT:

What Happens After Initial ’Jubilation’ & Defiance to Condemn or Apologise:

So let discuss another unspoken facet of Muslim behavioural truth that comes into action away
from the public (media etc) after big events such as Paris, Charlie Hebdo, 9/11, 7/7 etc.

We have pointed out above that first comes, that is immediately after the events, a strong sense of
re-established pride, identity, unapologetic stand and refusal to condemn what every Muslim across
the world - and even those inside western nations and even those ”working” closely with western
governments or security services or funded by them - take as legitimate self-defensive or revenge acts
against those who have wronged and committed unaccountable crimes/atrocities against fellow Muslims
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across the world.

So to move on. Those Muslims who decide to reciprocate with violence as a revenge (or for any
other reason but presented as a revenge) for, or on behalf of, Muslims against their enemies (i.e.
parties responsible for atrocities directly or indirectly, see above for full explanation on the differences)
are viewed as honourable champions and defenders of Islam and Muslims no matter what their past
behaviour or character really is.

In other words, in the past it was Al-Qai’dah and most recent is Islamic State/ISIS and its brutali-
ties which not many Muslims accept, but and this is important when they conduct these ’big headlines’
assaults inside ’enemies or parties responsible for criminal acts against Muslims, directly or indirectly’,
and present these acts as revenge on behalf of Muslims then somehow every hatred and fear that Muslims
hold towards these (their own) groups and their goals/visions is in at that very moment completely
replaced with ’united front’ (all in or out) filled with emotions of pride and justice done.

So from here, thus, comes first jubilation and refusal to condemn or apologise - and if done is not
real but crocodile tears for benefit of surrounding predominant groups or society, employers, or friends
etc, see below also - such acts viewed as legitimate reaction to crimes and belligerency, and as bodies
fall of those who have taken such acts Muslims now, in private, silent or in collective action, at Mosque,
during prayers, home, meal time etc, start a period of ’mourning’ for their OWN FALLEN WARRIORS
(yes, to Muslims these will always be ’legitimate soldiers/Mujahidins’ of Jihad even with never ending
efforts to communicate and present a different version or referential preference as ”terrorists”; see above,
again, on freedom fighters and ”terrorists” views).

During this intensive or short-time period of prayers and mourning for the fallen, Muslims ask
their God for blessings of their souls, attainment of their goals (paradise), readily-given and offered
forgiveness for all their past ”sins” or ”misbehaviours” (so to make their travels into paradise with ease
and guaranteed, forgiveness on debts etc.

These prayers usually are done at Mosques - the symbolic location for key announcements, where
Caliphates gain legitimacy learn Islamic history to appreciate such a fact - but with our contemporary
hyper-suspicious environment of ”listening and prying eyes” inside the West on Muslims these are
”cleverly hidden beneath” semantics (not to be discussed here). However if one does go to overseas
countries with majority Muslims and visit any Mosque especially during Friday prayers one will never
fail to hear such events-specific prayers for the soul of the ’fallen Mujahidins’ in their legitimate wars
[in defence of Islam and Muslim Ummah] against non-Muslim enemies, or to some brave mosques one
will actually hear the names of the fallen announced [and blessed] one by one; just like it is done here
with remembrance day etc.

To close off, and for clarification, what has been stated here is the unspoken truth told for the benefit of
pursuit of knowledge. If one seeks more enlightenment get in touch or read our key manifesto/vision by
[1]clicking here (or check out top pages ’GIAP: A Political Manifesto’).

Finally, The Guardian yesterday like many other ”free and independent or unbiased” western me-
dia wrote - or rather ”paraded” - about ”Muslim Victims of Paris”: you know what Muslim think about
them. One, acceptable collateral, not to shed tears for or even blink for. Two, ”legitimate targets”. Sad
Facts Only!

The entire episode since 9/11 reminds one of ’Spanish Restoration’ where Muslims are either forced to
live under tyrannical harsh and very repressive laws (as today in similarities) or to avoid these forced
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to become Christians; today ”to be western or secular”. Muslims have been playing this role well as in
public and externally pretending to accept either of these, just like their forefathers, so they can be left
in peace and without persecution while in secret continuing practising Islam and identifying themselves
as proud Muslims! Lessons for the west to learn today: no hearts and minds to win hear!

interesting news:

[2]Film Shows Chilling Climate for Muslims in Post-Hebdo France Glenn Greenwald — 2015-11-
17T15:07:49+00:00 Reacting to an ISIS attack with increased hostility and persecution toward Western
Muslims plays perfectly into ISIS’ hands. This film illustrates how close France is to doing exactly that.

[3]Stock Prices of Weapons Manufacturers Soaring Since Paris Attack Glenn Greenwald — 2015-
11-16T16:17:28+00:00 The private-sector industrial prong of the Military and Surveillance State always
wins, but especially when the media’s war juices start flowing.

1. https://highfieldsoffice.wordpress.com/giap-a-political-manifesto/
2. https://theintercept.com/2015/11/17/film-shows-chilling-climate-for-muslims-in-post-hebdo-fr
ance/
3. https://theintercept.com/2015/11/16/stock-prices-of-weapons-manufacturers-soaring-since-pari
s-attack/
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1.7.6 Part Two of ’Unspoken Truth, Spoken’: How We (The Muslims)
ARE WINNING This [Revisited Century Old Muslim-Christians] War.
(2015-11-21 12:10)

This post is part two of the ’Unspoken Truth, Spoken’ and to speak frankly it should actually be viewed,
as all others, as an open [newer] form of defiance – resistance, non-compliance and disobedience - to
those who seek to force us, Muslims (worldwide and here in the west), to

stop talking, to stop expressing ourselves, to stop free movements, certain religious practices and the like

; in other words, those

seeking to

challeng

e

Muslims

’

freedom of thought, expression, association, religious practices, movement and

as such

.

Today I will be discussing very briefly

why Muslims worldwide should....

1. correctly view the present war - (started

”

officially” in 2001 after September 11), known colloquially as ’War on Terror’ or to those behind
the scenes (the key players) secretively

as ’

war against New Islamic Resistance

’

to western (Christian

s, Crusaders; are past reference changed today to ’westerners’ etc, see below

) domination and interference inMuslimWorld affairs with catastrophic consequences forMuslims,
locally and beyond (e.g. Islamophobia, alienation, scapegoating etc) – as a New Islam

ic

-Crusaders Wars (will make it 9 th or 10 th I think). Or in simpler wording, Muslims-Christians
Wars.

Today Christianity has been re-branded as ’western coalition/allies’ or ’western-led ”Inter-
national Community”’.
These wars takes place every time an independent-minded revolutionary Islamic group[s] rises up
and gains momentum in shaking regional or Muslim World geopolitical systems (
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resting

onweak Christians, oops, western-supported, local ruling elites or brutal anti-Islamic dictatorship)
then the fear this produced within the Christian/Western Ruling Elites force

s

these powers to intervene with all sorts of ”justifications” from R2P (Responsible to Protect), Hu-
manitarianism, ’spread democracy and freedom crap’ and so forth.

2. But, and this is a very important point, for Muslims and their spirits of defiance, resistance and
’never turning, or be turned, against one another’ , is the fact that from the start of this new phase
of the old war between the Christian elites and the Muslim World revolutionaries (who seek to
break the shackles of ’bowing to outside powers’ and so to remove their influence, domination and
control of the Muslim World completely;

an innate human spirit of seeking freedom from slavery and domination, the west would do the
same if the table were turned

)

the dice was already decided –Muslims, & Islam as it is, are going to come out as the winners

.

In short, whatever you are seeing now,

that is, t

he tactical setbacks faced by our own sides within our homelands

are nothing serious but essential for the end-victory

.

You see for military astute person what one is watching and witnessing at the present is what is termed
as

protracted phase of a Long

Insurgency

War

;

but the west for their ends and goals prefer to conditioning you into the negative reference, as a ”war
against terrorists”

.

During this phase

an

elite volunteering force, predominantly tend to be very small in numbers, take to battle as

vanguards of the resistance.

The primary aim of this initial protracted phase is essentially to
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overstretch the enemies resources, will to fight as well as cause general fatigue at all levels (combat
power, to civilian morale, economic stamina and resilience and so forth.

This is exactly why you he

ar

from

the

other

sides,

western/christians,

every time

they will

saying we have defeated or depreciated the Muslim resistance [today] known as AlQaeda - tomorrow
came to be known as Islamic State] and perhaps in future whatever names to be designated – but then
suddenly questioning their initial assessment

as we all observe these resistance forces popping up and causing mayhem (something not even western
media can sweep it under the rag in support of their governing ruling parties; this approach was favored
during colonial times as it completely gives a ’made-up’ pictures of victories all around for their native
forces, but with todays internet and social media etc everyone has the ability to communicate facts on
the grounds and thus be heard, seen and shared/spread rapidly to many; hence again western internet and
social media companies role and collision with western governments to ”taking down” any ”suspicious
or unwanted” pages, persons etc).

You see,

as stated

to an astute military minded-person, these resistance groups

are undefeatable!

Why exactly are these groups undefeatable,

one may ask.

Well

the answer is simple, and we covered this few days ago (check out the post below). It simply because

these groups have the support and loyalties of Muslims worldwide

(and figjhting at hoem advantage, which is easy to play for time and so forth)

, while the non-Muslim blocs

(

the Christians, Crusaders, Westerners

or

what

e

ver you would like to call
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these

), do not have this

particular

critical ingr

e

d

i

ent for victory in these kind

s

of ’national resistance wars’.

Just

open any military book from Sun Tzu, Tai Kung to anci

e

nt Romans, Polybius, Xenophon, Clausewitz, Mao and so forth and forth you will find

not hidden

but

overly stated and repeatedly is this simple truth/

theme

, and concept of ’peoples wars’ aka ’wars of national liberations or resistance’: if you do not have the
people’s support, real not fake, then you are screwed...and only playing for time

which

mean

s

hoping you

r

small tactical achievements

which are then rapidly

spread out in your country and global media front-pages and news channel and heard by everyone

with purpose of

either [a] win over the people support you don’t have, and will never do, in the current war (ongoing;
hence the guaranteed prediction of Islamic victory), or [b] hope not to lose to much clout, influence or
trade

when inevitable defeat comes (one might think that western ruling elites appreciate this second fact more
than they show).

So to close up.
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1. The present wars against ”Islamists” or ”Terrorists”, ”Extremists”, ”Barbaric Evils” or whatever
wording and phrases that western governments and their media come up with in attempt to seek

ease or deluded quick

victory against Muslim resistance

are actually the continuation of the centuries old wars between Muslims and Christian
Elites (important distinction emphasized; not Christian states of the west but their colonial-
imperial minded ruling establishments).

2. This time as in the past, the Muslim/Islamic forces will come out victorious and not in chaos or
divisions but rather united as things appear to be evolving.

[1]Hate crime against British Muslims soars by 300 per cent after Paris

[2]For those with Muslim-sounding names, air travel has an extra indignity: bigotry | Ali Gharib |
Comment is free | The Guardian

[3]3 Attacks on American Muslims are growing uglier by the day. It must stop.

[4]Film Shows Chilling Climate for Muslims in Post-Hebdo France Glenn Greenwald — 2015-11-
17T15:07:49+00:00 Reacting to an ISIS attack with increased hostility and persecution toward Western
Muslims plays perfectly into ISIS’ hands. This film illustrates how close France is to doing exactly that.

1. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/paris-attacks-british-muslims-face-300-spike
-in-racial-attacks-in-week-following-terror-a6744376.html
2. http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/nov/23/muslim-sounding-names-add-air-travel-i
ndignity-bigotry-flying-southwest-airlines
3. https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/attacks-on-american-muslims-are-growing-uglier-by-the-d
ay-it-must-stop/2015/11/23/a55d99d8-91e9-11e5-b5e4-279b4501e8a6_story.html?tid=pm_pop_b
4. https://theintercept.com/2015/11/17/film-shows-chilling-climate-for-muslims-in-post-hebdo-fr
ance/
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1.7.7 [[UPDATED]] Take The Test (Social Experiment): Are You Able To Em-
pathize/Sympathize With Muslim Fighting Groups (ISIS/Islamic State, Al-
Qaidah, Taliban etc)? (2015-11-26 14:39)

CAMDEN PREVENT STORY: If you were redirected here please scroll to the end of this original post;
though you might find this post very interesting have a read.

Originally sent out to major [so-called] independent, free and unbiased western media (e.g The
Guardian, Independent, Washington Post, NYT etc) as n op-ed piec for publication; of course, nothing!
Hahaha.

THE ARTICLE:

Methodology:

This article is deliberatively designed as a small visual experiment which will rely on critical thinking
approach mainly found within the fields of philosophical and theological studies as well as psychological
cognitive experiments.

Experiment objectivity

: The primary aim of this visual-based critical thinking experiment is to find out [a] if it is possible to
empathize with todays Islamic Jihadists (also known as ”terrorists”, ”Islamists”, ”extremists” etc) and
[b] to review the balance of factual frame of references or rather the central point of justification of both
the Jihadist’s armed resistance as to that of western presented viewpoint.

Background (The contested views):

So on one side we have our western leaders, securocrats, media and commentators who have presented
as with a very simple-constructed facts on why the Jihadists fight and why they fight so barbaric, and of
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course this view is counter-balanced by those of the Jihadists themselves. The former, western viewpoint,
states the Jihadists

hate

our western liberal ways of life mainly

due to their

envy and old religious animosities. The latter, the Jihadists, say, on contra, the

y

do not envy or hate our ways of life and general liberal democratic values but rather

they are only struggling to fight against forceful [colonial-imperial] imposition of these western customs
and practices on Islamic customs and identity

(leading to their erosions).

The Introduction to the experiment:

So

far

we have

successfully

covered

the main

critical points and frame of references and we can now move into our brief but serious critical thinking
(visual-based) experiment to see [a] which presented viewpoint merit more support and [b] why. Both of
these

questions’ response-

positions will decide if it is possible to empathize with the present western enemies (Jihadists)

acts

.

The Experiment

I

(the context of the time and space):

It is year twenty-two twenty (c.2220). The worst case scenario dreaded by western ruling elites, govern-
ments and people have all come into reality. Of course we are talking about

the self-prophesied
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clash of civilizations

where just like the theory went (as expressed by the author, Samuel Huntington) the West have come
under massive assault from the Triad Eastern-Powers of Islam, Confucian China and of course the revived
Leninist-Stalinist (cult of leadership) New Soviet Russia.

With years of wars and violence, occupations and colonialism of western nations and people

by

the Triad Eastern Powers – or hereafter TEP, also can be referred to as the NWOIC aka New World Order
International Community – and having established their new customs, social norms and the likes they
have also either occupied in complete western lands, divided these up as ’spheres of interests’ between
themselves or instead they have chosen to completely eliminate old western ruling establishments (e.
g. Her Majesty the Queen in UK and her ’barons, lords, and other top powerful families’) and replace
these with own favored stooges/puppets or they have turned the old existing ruling elites into their own
stooges/puppets.

The TEP have bought the

old ruling elites’

loyalties by resoundingly defeating any attempts to challenge their newly empowered stooge

(’guaranteeing security’ clause)

and also by making them more wealthier than the rest

(we have seen this throughout, wealthy west/North, poor South/Non-Western; the very reason why wars
can be completely eradicated from the history of humanity but will never happens because to many ’the
commercialization of security’, also known as ’securitisation of relations’ as product and services, well
pointed out by a favored neo-conservative geopolitician, Thomas Barnett, who said the most invaluable

western competitive resources and advantage is their ability to ’export security’, and to do so we need to
create constant insecurities; the loop that can never be broken and hence wars will never cease

. Many depend on violence for their wealth)

who are now suffering the humiliation of poverty, arrogance and living in constant state of violence and
wars as the few rebels rise up to clash with puppet ruling elites and their masters locally based forces;
yes by this time, TEP have spread their military bases as well as clandestine reaches, in organizations as
well as networks in relations and so forth, deeper into the fabrics of western societies from top to bottom.

The western populations, that is the majority of the masses, are left in destitute conditions of poverty
and crimes. The few middle classes are continued to be bought with their tacit passivity with few key
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roles and well-off lifestyles. However from all sections the few rise out to defy the new lords of the
east. They refuse to wear Burqas or any other Islamic or Confucian clothing. They are disturbed by the
levels of erosion taking place from their once proud western identity and customs. They are angered
by hearing never ending reports of collateral killings of their innocent fellow populace. They hate the
new machineries of wars (weapons) brought to sow chaos and reap damages from their sacred lands and
people. They weep as they see their women and mothers no longer free to be independent but ”corrupted”
by new aliens and masters’ ways and customs.

They are brought to boiling points when they see new masters corporations profiting from their nations’
resources while the rest live in poverty.

So what do these individuals (initially before becoming collectives) do? They secretly organize them-
selves into popular armed resistance forces. They spread and share doctrines, ideas and tactics from the
wild lands of Canada to US to their transatlantic cousins of Britain and mainland Continental Europe.

The Heart of The Experiment

II

(Visualization):

Now we have come this far and we

posses

all the essential briefing above let me ask you from

the

reading above described

as

hypothetical environment – of the damned west of year 2220 under occupation, constant humiliation,
powerless and in poverty, robbed of its resources and so forth – what is the main visual picture forming
in your mind. Now be honest. How do you imagine the popular armed resistance forces and why. Come,
Come. Again, only honesty will make this experiment successful.

I can see the rebels. Yes, I can see the rebels

just like you can; actually I think we

might

have same visual images of the rebels across all lands and societies of the west.
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Freeze the image. Look it is you as the rebel leader. You are surrounded – in hiding presumably sheltered
by the harsh and wild environments of Scottish Highlands, or Welsh mountains, or Yorkshire moors,
or North American wilderness, forests, national parks, or the vast metropolis urban milieu as ’urban
guerrillas’

or inside enemies lands as tourist or immigrants

– by young and old. Lets zoom in. Can you seen any shared symbolic icons, imagery or specific symbols.
Yes, say it:

what is the only thing that all these

western

rebels have in common?

Come, Come. No, it is not their liberalism or democratic passions.... yes, it is in your tongue. It is on
you chest and flag as you stand in year 2220 as a leader of the rebel, look hard there it is

a

recognizable

symbol

to a Medieval person

or any other afterward. It is a CROSS. Yes, Christianity is the only true thing that all these rebels share
and connect them to their western societies.

Thus the rebel of year 2220 look just like a Crusader of Medieval times. H

e or She, or rather you,

ha

ve

a

big Cross sown-in on

your

combat

garment which has been placed in front of

your

Kelvar body armor as well as helmet and of course the Flag. Christianity, like Islam today, is what unites
these disparate groups and what brought them into a union.

Conclusion:
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The Jihadists perspective and reasoning

of their

casus bellis

is much stronger than the western presented version. But does this make you, a la philosophical and
critical thinking perspective, able to

empathize

with them today since every descriptions made above can be said to be exact to what some principal
western states have and are still doing with the Islamic World

and are exactly why Jihadists are engaging (

and perhaps made more symbolically through their highly selective targets; why not attack Belgium, and
instead travel and risk ’operational security’ to attack France?; known as ’diagonal attacks’

)

. Does these actions not justify their anger and resistance, as the

se

would for rebels of 2220? Would the rebels of 2220 not be referred to as ”terrorists” then

by TEP

? Would their people, the publics of the west (inside and outside), not (always) sympathize (in secrecy
or in open) with their own popular armed resistance forces (whatever their barbaric tactics and approach
to fighting might it be)?

I would like you, as a reader and a participant of this

simple public

e

x

periment, to be quiet honest with yourself in responding to above

questions

. I would also like to see comments, if you wish, so I can get the picture of the failure of success of this
experiment.

Thanks for taking part

and reading

.
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UPDATE ON CAMBDEN PREVENT STORY

The Independent today (Weds 02 Dec 2015) published a story - with an original link to the leaflet circu-
lated - babout Cambden Council Prevent Team (London Borough) apparently advising Muslim parents
on how to spot radicalisation in their children; [1]click here for the article.

Few interesting analytical key points of shaming;

1. The interesting thing is not that Muslims (We) would really care about this (advice) but rather
it shows how the state claiming to be fighting extremism has itself slide into extremism as well;
what is the difference between ”Islamists” attempts on thought and mind control to British Stasi
State/Police modern laws, regulations etc presented ”in defence against terror”.

2. When one reads the eight-pages document (which take less than 3 mins) one finds that it literary
states that at least over two-third of British and western populations (non-Muslims; for Muslims
they are treated as ’all terrorists and suspects’ anyway) are extremists by very definition; for exam-
ple, the document states...

• If you disagree with your western or British government foreign policy... you are extremist! Which
literary means most members of British and western public including those who held protests
against Syrian Bombings this weekend. Also this point defeats and contradicts western ”pride of its
democratic” values of freedom of expression (political or etc) as well as the freedom to challenge
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your government, contribute to public policy and so forth. In other words, it appears to be an at-
tempt to control what people can or can not say or do when they disagree with their representatives
and governments; remember ’V For Vendetta’ or ’1984’; see the similarities.

• If you disagree, question or distrust western mainstream media (MSM), like BBC CNN Guardian
etc, it states, then you are... bambambam, extremist. This means, an enforcement to conform and
accept readily anything the mainstream media say to you; see V4Vendetta and 1984 similarities in
action, disturbingly!

• If you hid your computer (perhaps out of privacy) out of others sight, (not caring about privacy
seemingly) it says you are extremist; hey, dont watch porn hahah.

Anyway this is the exciting statement by seemingly a bunch of idiots who came together and created this
equally moronic document.

In the media -

MUST READ [2]Threats and Violent Attacks Against Muslims in the U.S., Just From This Week

[3]Mysterious ‘Christian State’ Group Threatens Muslims in Letter To Brussels Mosque

[4]Attacks on Muslims rise after Paris attacks Hate mongers in several European countries have been
targeting Muslims after the Paris attacks. Experts say there is an urgent need to stop demonizing one
religious community and develop strategies for reconciliation.

[5]A harvest of anti-Muslim hatred - The Washington Post
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[6]Man who led armed protest at mosque posts list of Muslims’ home addresses on Facebook

[7]Anti-Islam group publishes addresses of Muslims and ‘Muslim sympathisers’

[8]Stanford graduate hauled off plane ’for being Muslim’

[9]Muslim storeowner brutally beaten in New York City

[10]California mosque firebombed a week after San Bernardino shootings

[11]Arab, Muslim Registry Used Before

[12]Firearms officer who protected members of the Royal Family and Tony Blair was racially abused at
work by colleagues who called him ’just a p***’

[13]Emirates Secretly Sends Mercenaries to Fight in Yemen
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For those preparing to do their Christmas shopping read this excellent investigatory piece from the Daily
Mail on 20p a day for Bangladeshi child-labours to make your clothes etc in sweatshop conditions etc;
[14]The children who work for 20p a day to make jeans for the West: Shocking pictures reveal how
youngsters are crammed into squalid sweatshops in Bangladesh slums

For another excellent non-political story check out American The Atlantic article on why minorities have
most dreadful times in economic crises etc; [15]Gifts, Debts, and Inheritances: Why Millennials of Color
Can’t Get Ahead - The Atlantic

[16]Brown among five ’world-renowned experts’ hired by banking giant Pimco for ’economic advice’:
Former PM will tour offices around the world to ’contribute insights’

[17]Former British chancellor joins Morgan Stanley board

[18]Shocking moment group of friends were turned away by ’racist’ nightclub despite £750 table booking
’because they were BLACK’

update Sunday 20.12.2015

[19]A Secret Catalogue of Government Gear for Spying on Your Cellphone Jeremy Scahill, Mar-
got Williams [20]‘PRESTON’ mass surveillance program started under Tony Blair – Snowden leaks
[21]When the State Department Tries to Choose Muslim Thought Leaders to Win “Hearts and Minds”
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Glenn Greenwald — 2015-12-15T13:26:30+00:00 In the latest comically humiliating failure for U.S. pro-
paganda efforts, its "hearts and minds" program touts Ayaan Hirsi Ali, whose views could not be more
anathema to the targeted regions. [22]Half of all UK wealth is in the hands of the country’s richest 10
per cent as the gap between the haves and have nots grows ever wider [23]Welcome to Fat-Cat Britain:
Richest 1 % ’have as much wealth as the poorest 57 %’ [24]Secret US mission in Libya revealed after
air force posted pictures | US news | The Guardian [25]Army of Conservative spin doctors paid for by
YOU: £8.4million bill including a 42 % pay rise for Osborne’s makeover guru [26]Revolution Ready:
Designers invent protest toolkit [27]Theresa May wants to see your internet history but won’t show you
hers [28]Bernie Sanders: To Rein In Wall Street, Fix the Fed The institution that was created to serve
all Americans has been hijacked by the banks it is supposed to regulate. UPDATED Sunday 03 January
2016

[29]Most UK police forces have disproportionate number of white officers [30]In numbers The racial gap
for every police force in the UK [31]UK police recruit disproportionately high number of white people
[32]In praise of a 4-day week ’Don’t spend all your life at work’ [33]Cries of dog when it was shown
affection for the first time caught in video | Daily Mail Online updated saturday 09 Jan 2016 [34]Cameron:
I fear my children won’t get on housing ladder (perhaps you can help out, Dave - with your £30m family
fortune!) [35]The Deceptive Debate Over What Causes Terrorism Against the West updated sat 23 Jan
2016

[36]Father of Muslim boy, 10, questioned by police for saying he lived in ’terrorist’ house brands it a
’joke’ - Telegraph [37]Half the Foreign Policy Experts Signing Clinton’s Anti-Sanders Letter Have Ties
to Military Contractors Lee Fang [38]The Seven Stages of Establishment Backlash: Corbyn/Sanders Edi-
tion Glenn Greenwald — 2016-01-21T13:15:37+00:00 [39]The low tricks of high finance: how greedy
bankers, weak politicians and timid journalists could cause a new crash [40]Islam’s Path to Modernity
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